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Getting Started 
Each unit in Inside Reading features 
> Two high-interest reading texts from an academic content area 

> Reading skills relevant to the academic classroom 

> Targeted words from the Academic Word List 

TARGET 
WORDS 

I' adapt 

confonn 

consent 

deduce 

enforce 

I' exclude 

hypothesi• 

Implicate 

I' Imply 

mode 

nonetheleos 

I' ' option 

I' ' ,.spond 

statistic 

thello 

Decisions, 
Decisions 
In this unit, you will 

read about two different approaches to decision-making. 

review summa rizing and reporting. 

increase your understanding of the target academic words 
for this unit. 

READING SKILLS Evaluating Generalizations; Understanding Analogies 

Self-Assessment 
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (of) the appropriate column. I have ... 

never seen 
the word 
before 

seen the word 
but am not sure 
what it means 

seen the word used the word. used the word 
and understand but am not sure confidently in 
what ~ means if correctly eilller speaiQng 

or writing 

Outside the Reading What do you know about sociology? 
Watch the video on the student webs~e to find out more. 

used the word 
confidendy in 
both speaking 
andwritlnc 

Identifying the unit's 
goals focuses students 
on the reading skill and 
academic topic. 

Self-assessment prepares 
student s for the vocabulary 
in the readings. 

Pre-unit videos engage 
students in the topic and 
activate prior knowledge. 

TOUR OF A CHAPTER VII 



Before You Read----------------------~ 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers In small groups. 

I. When you ate treated for an illness Or injury, do )'OU feel more comfortable if 
the medical doctor quickly determines what you are suffering from or if the 
doctor takes a long time? 

2. Some decisK>ns are made quickly. Some are more deliberate. Examine the items 
below and decide whether a quick dttisk>n or long deliMratlon is better. 

• making a move in a game like chess 
• choosing a movie to see 

• electing a leader of a dub or 
organization 

• deciding whether to trust a stranger • deciding to accept a job 
• deciding what ciOihing to buy 
• choosing a college or university 

• deciding whether someone is 
guilty of a crime 

MOllE WOIIDS YOIJ'U NEED 

eft~ the act of idenllf)ing the cause of zm illness or other problem 

hunch: a feeling or cuess that something is true not based on known f8ets 
.....,.......,., descrlbin& something aooe suddenly Without much thought or plannln& 

tM unconsekMd.! a Dart of the mind that we are not directly aware of 

<DRead ._-----------------------------------------4 
In this excerpt from Malcolm Gladwell's book Blink : The Power or Thinklnt Without 
Thlnklnt , the author discusses research Into the validity of hunches. 

Blink 

I n front of you arr four decks of c-ard$- two 

of them red and the other two blue. Each 
card in those four decks e ither adds points 

to )'OUt scon:: or subcraets them, and your job ls 

~ to turn over a.rds from any of the decks, one :at 

a time, in such a way that maximizes your 

score. What you don't know at the beginning, 
however, is tha t the red decks arr a mlneOeld .l 

The rewards are high, but when you lose on 

after we've turnf!'<l OVCT about fifty cards, mos.t of 

us swt to develop a hundt Wout what's going 
20 on. Aft~ about ei,ghty cards. mo5t of us have 

fagured out the game and can expbln exactly 
why the two red decks att such a bad idea. That 

much is straightforward. We have some 
experiences. We think them through. We 

~ develop a hypothesis. We dtduce: A from B. 

That's the way learning 'WOrks. 

But the Iowa scientists did something el.se. 
They hooked each pla)'er up to a machine that 

Discussion questions 
activate students' 
knowledge and prepare 
them to read. 

High-Interest readings 
motivate students. 

10 the red cards, you 1~ a lot of points. Actually. 
you can win by only taking cards from the blue 

decks, which o ffer a nict ste21dy diet of 
SO-point rnvards and modest pen.2hie.s. The 

ques1ion is, how long will it take you to figure 

measured the activi()' of the no-eat glands below ,....._...._.....__.._ _________ -'-_..--..., 

~~ this out? 

Scienti.st5 at the University of Iowa did this 

experiment a few years ago. They found that 

tl UNIT 7 

Reading Comprehension 

JO t he skin In the palms or their hands. Uke most 

of our sweat glands, those in our palms ~spond 
to strcs.s as "Well as temperature. The Iowa 

scientists found lhat the players Started 
ge:~rating Mte.ss re-sponse5 to the red decks by 

A. Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (falsa) accondlng to the Information in 
Reading 1. Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

- 1. In the experiment with the red and b lue decks of cards, most people had 
some idea of what was happening after fifty cards. 

_ 2. People became suspicious of the red deck of cards even before they could 
explain why. 

_ 3. According to the reading, the unconscious brain works more slowly than 
the conscious brain. 

_ 4. Most people make all of their decisions in either one mode o r the other, 
not bOih. 

_ 5. The decisio n to jump out o f the way of a moving truck is probably an 
unconscious one. 

_ 6. The sayings in the last paragraph of the article all urge people to think 
ca.refully before making a decision. 

_ 7. The reading suggests that we underes timate the value of snap judgments. 

_ 8. Our brains do not work weU when iruormation is l imited. 

VIII TOUR OF A CHAPTER 

Academic Word List 
vocabulary is presented 
in context. 

Comprehension activities 
help students underst and the 
text and apply the targeted 
academic vocabulary. 

• 



Lt:ARN 

Deduce, Infer, conclude: these three verbs describe something our mind does 
constantly. We observe facts and figure out other thlncs that must also be true. 
Some Inferences we make are obviously true. No other concluSion Is possible. 

All adult birds ha~o-e feathers. A gaawaf11s a kmd ot Otrc1. so gactwans no aouor 
f'lave feathers. 

Sometimes, though, our inference is based on evidence that is le55 conclusive. 

Almost all spec~es of tJ1rd can fly. SirJCe a gad~all ;s a bird, it can probably ny. 

'.l'e add "probably" because o f the slig ht statistial chance that a gadwall 
(a d uck-like bird) is a flightless bird. 

Likewise, a generalizatio n may describe something that is true in a ll cases or it 
may indicatc a statistical tendency. 

APPLY 

Malcolm Gladwell uses these eenerallzatlons to support his conclusion that we should 
place more trust In first Impressions. Write T for those statements that describe 
something that Is true for all people and S for those that Illustrate a statistical 
tendency. Write N If you•re not sure. 

_ I . After we've turned over about ftfty cards, most of us stan to develop a 
hunch about what•s going on. After about e ighty cards, most of us have 
ftgured out the game. 

_ 2. The adaptive unconscious ... quietly processes a lot or the data we need in 
o rder to keep functioning as human beings. 

_ 3 .... we toggle back and forth betv..·een our conscious and unconscio us modes 
of thinking. depending o n the situation. 

_ 4. A person watching a silent tw<>-sccond video clip of a teacher he o r s he has 
never met will reach condusions s imilar to those or a student who has sat 
in the teacher's class for an entire semester. 

_ 5. We really o nly trust conscious decision·making. 

R E vI E w A s K Ill Summarizing and Reportlnc (See p. 91) 

Malcolm Gladwell reports on and summarizes the wort< of other writers and 
researchers. Reread the article and decide whether Gladwell Is neutral toward these 
writers or whether he agrees with them. 

Explicit reading skills provide 
the foundation for effective, 
critical reading. 

Practice exercises enable 
students to implement new 
reading skills successfully. 

Recycling of reading skills 
allows students to apply 
knowledge in new contexts. 

TOUR OF A CHAPTER IX 



The Academic Word List in Context 

Based on a corpus of 3.4 million words, the Academic Word List 
(AWL) is the most principled and widely accepted list of academic 
words. Compiled by Averi l Coxhead in 2000, it was informed by 
academic materials across the academic disciplines. 

1fi®Hif\1@11¥J - Vertt 

manipulation manipulate 

projectile • 
proje<:t projection 

refinement refine 

stress s tress 

theory theorize 

•The noun project will be treated in Unit 9 . 

intrinsic 

manipulative 

prOjectea 

refined 

stressf ul 
stressed 

theoretical 

intrinstcally 

manipulatively 

stressfully 

theoretically 

A. Allin the blanks with a target word from the chart that completes the sentence 
in a grammatical and meaningful way. Be sure to use the correct form. 

1. Although it is possible for a gu itar to be made of a sing le 
wood, most guitars use a var-iery o f woods. 

2. Wood is a popula r material for guitars because it can be------
in many ways, including shaping, bowing. and slicing. 

3. Woods are selected fo r their abi lity to impart sound, the ir beauty when 
finished, and their ability to withstand the of day-to-day 
playing. 

The noun issue refers to an important topic o r problem for d iscussion. 
Academic writing often involves the discussion o f an Issue. 

The noun issrle is ofte n u sed with these verbs: addres.fii, avoid, discuss, 
exploret raise. 

To explore this taaue, researchers conducted several experiments. 

There sre several Importa nt t11uea that we must address. 

We wanted to raise the luue, but the writer is •vofdinl it. 

B. Read the statements and Identify an issue that each one might be addressing. 
Write a d irect question that you could use to begin a discussion of the Issue. 

1. CoUege tuition h as been rising .steadily. 
Issue: how people a"ord co/leS,e 

What should we do about nsmg college twlion? or Why ;s college rultton rising? 

2 . Several factors have contributed to a decline in violent crime. 

3. Raising the driving age will have several noticeable effects. 

4. Students should be careful when posting personal info rmation o n social 
websites. 

22 UNIT 2 
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Vocabulary activities focus 
on meaning, derivations, 
grammatical features, and 
associations. 

Instruction and practice 
with varying types of word 
knowledge helps students 
become Independent word 
learners. 

Vocabulary work progresses 
to collocations, register, 
specific word usage, and 
learner dictionaries. 

. . 



From Research to Practice 

The Oxford English Corpus provides the most relevant and accurate 
picture of the English language. It is based on a collection of over two 
billion carefully-selected and inclusive 21st century English texts. 

The reading contains three very abstract nouns: dimension, entity, and 
parameter. 

Entity can refer to anything that can be identified as having a separate and 
independent t!Xistence. 

A corpora!lon Is a legal entity. 

The Congress of the United Stares Is a poll!lcal entity. 

Since the two banks merged, First Bank no longer exists as a separate entity. 

Dimension an refe r to the physical size and measurements of something. It 
can also refer to different aspects of things, like the different dimensions of 
a problem or ne w dimensions of sound technology. The word dimensional is 
used to describe space as two-dimensional (flat) or three-dimensional, as in 
a 3·0 movie. 

The dlmenalona of the room are 10 x 12 feet. 

Smell would add 11 new dlmenalon to virtual reality g11mes. 

The dlmenalona of the problems !hey f11ce are huge. 

Humans Inhabit three-dimensional space. 

Some people say thllt time Is the fourth dlmenalon. 

Parameter is mainly used in academic and tec hnical discussions in fields 
such as statistics, computer science, mathematics, and engineering. In more 
common usage, it may refer to agreed-upon boundaries or limits for a 
particular activity. 

The commlllee set the per11metera for awarding scholarships. 

Exploring the toxicity of these odors Is outside the peremetera of this study. 

C. Fill in the blanks wfth entity, dimension, or parameter. Use plural forms wllen 
necessary. 

1. By 1856, the Whig Party no longer existed as a functioning political 

2. The birth of their first child added a new------- to their lives. 

3. The committee, after a lengthy d iscussion, agreed to work within the 
-------that they had established earlier that year. 

4. In •hyperd.rive," the starship enters a separate where the 
speed of light is muc h faster and the distances between objects much less. 

5. The business was penalized for working outside the set 
up by the government. 

6. After the hurricane, the dry began a cleanup and rebuilding effort of 
staggering 

7. Before the reorganization, the two departments operated as separate 

Corpus-based examples f rom 
the Oxford English Corpus 
of American English. Real
life examples help students 
learn authent ic English. 

TOUR OF A CHAPTER XI 



STUDENT SUPPORT 
For additional resources visit: 
www.oup.com/ elt/ student/insidereading 

> Reading worksheets provide 
additional skill practice 

> Videos set the stage for specific units 

>Audio recordings of every reading text 

TEACHER SUPPORT 
The Inside Reading iTools is for use with an LCD projector or interactive whiteboard. 

Resources for whole-class presentation 

> Audio recordings of all reading texts with 
"click and listen" interactive scripts 

> Animated presentations of reading skills for 
whole class presentations 

> Videos for specific units introduce students 
to the reading text topic and activate prior 
knowledge. 

> Fun vocabulary activities for whole-class 
participation 

Resources for assessment and preparation 
> Printable worksheets for extra reading 

skill practice 

> Printable and customizable unit, 
mid-term, and final tests 

> Answer Keys 

> Teaching Notes 

> Video transcripts 

Additional resources at: 
www .oup.com/elt/teacher / insidereading 
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TARGET 
WORDS 

j' achieve 

j' area 

duration 

/' element 

exceed 

facilitate 

/' feature 

j' maintain 

preliminary 

j' release 

sole 

/' transfer 

undergo 

welfare 

read about the amazing physical abilities animals 
developed to help them survive. 
learn how unique features of humans help them outrun animals. 
increase your understanding of the target academic words for this unit. 

Skimming and Scanning; Outlining as You Read 

Self-Assessment 
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.f) the appropriate column. I have .. . 

never seen 
the word 
before 

seen the word 
but am not sure 
what it means 

seen the word 
and understand 
what it means 

---- ---·----

--..._ 

used the word, 
but am not sure 
if correctly 

used the word 
confidently in 
either speaking 
or writing 

used the word 
confidently in 
both speaking 
and writing 

~ - ... -

- ......... I 
. --

-.. - . 

rn~r 

~ 
irLanguage 

Outside the Reading What do you know about physiology? 
Watch the video on the student website to find out more. 

/' Oxford 30QQlM keywords 

1 



READING 

Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in a small group. 

1. Many articles in magazines or newspapers and magazine-style television 
shows keep our attention by providing interesting trivia. What is trivia? Why 
do people find trivia so entertaining? Do you like trivia? 

2. Speaking of trivia, how are you on animal names? Use the chart below to 
categorize the animals listed in the box based on your own knowledge. For 
those you don't know, skim through the reading and find information on 
them. Then come back and categorize them in the chart. 

cheetah roadrunner 
gazelle coyote 
antelope swift 
falcon albatross 
ostrich salmon 

Bird Fish 

-.-

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 

eel 
wildebeest 
zebra 

dovekie --
loon 

-·-puffin 
thick-billed murre 
beetle -~ .... -._......, 

-· 
Grazing Animal 

-- -- ~ ... ·--· ----
.. - ..... _ 

- ~ ....... ....__ 
--..-. ----.--. 

Canine 

--·· 

migrate: (for animals and birds) move from one part of the world to another according to 
the season 

predator: an animal that kills other animals for food 
prey: an animal that a predator kills for food 

Metric conversions for measurements used in this unit: 
1 foot = 0.3 meter 
1 yard = 0.9 meter 
1 mile = 1.6 kilometers 
1 pound = 0.45 kilogram 
1 ton = 2,000 pounds (907 kilograms) 

2 UNIT 1 
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G) Read 
In a sense, all animals are Olympians-they have skills at which they excel. This 
online article from the National Wildlife Federation discusses how animals would 
perform in five categories of Olympic competition: sprinting, long-distance running, 
diving, jumping, and weightlifting. 

AN IMAL 
OLY MPICS 
Athleticism, speed, strength, power, endurance: 
Humans celebrate these attributes in such 
events as the Olympic Games. In the animal 
kingdom, however, these qualities are necessary 

5 for the welfare and survival of the individual and 
society. Animals perform amazing feats every 
day, not with the purpose of winning or being 

named the best, but in order to eat, seek and 
catch prey, mate, escape predators, and endure 

10 the elements. 

SPRINTING 

The cheetah is said to be the fastest running 

mammal on earth, with a top sprinting speed 

of 70 miles per hour (mph). Why does it run so 
fast? To catch the fleetl-footed gazelles and 

15 antelopes on which it feeds. In its natural habitat 
in the grasslands of Africa, the cheetah can 
outrun its fleetest prey. Like human sprinters, 

it cannot maintain its top speed for long and 
must take down its prey within a distance of 

20 about 300 yards. If the cheetah lived in North 
America, it might meet its match. The pronghorn 
antelope has been clocked at close to 70 mph 
and can run for long distances at 30 to 45 mph. 

Interestingly enough, these two animals run 
25 at these top speeds for different reasons: the 

cheetah runs in pursuit, whereas the pronghorn 

runs to escape. 

The peregrine falcon is widely acknowledged to 
be the fastest moving bird, achieving astonishing 

3o speeds when it dives for prey. Some sources 

1 fleet: fast, quick, and light in movement 
2 paltry: small amount, mere 

nsc~ 
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The cheetah is the fastest animal on land. 

cite a top speed of 200 mph, while others put 

the figure at about 120 mph. Either way, it 
would be hard for any other bird to escape it. 
On foot, the fastest bird is the ostrich, which 

35 can run about 40 mph. It outpaces the greater 

roadrunner, North America's fastest running 
bird, which tops out at about 25 mph. Coyotes, 
incidentally, can also outrun roadrunners, with 
a cruising speed of 25-30 mph and a top 

4o speed of 40 mph. 

MARATHON 

The Olympic Marathon, a paltry2 26 miles, 

doesn't come close to the marathons some 
animals endure. Take the Arctic tern, for 
instance. It migrates between the North and 

4 5 South Poles, covering a distance of as much 

as 30,000 miles each and every year. Some 

birds spend long durations, even most of their 
lives, in flight. Swifts, for example, have very 
underdeveloped legs and live almost entirely 

so on the wing. Some seabirds, such as the 
sooty tern, fly for years without landing. The 
wandering albatross is named for its ability to 
fly thousands of miles on feeding trips. 
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Fish can make long-distance migrations as well. 
55 Some salmon, swimming between the ocean and 

the rivers in which they spawn, cover 2 ,000 miles. 

European eels are said to swim up to 3,700 miles 
to reach their breeding grounds in the Sargasso 

Sea, located in the Atlantic Ocean. 

6o The great annual migration of wildebeests and 
zebras in the African Serengeti covers about 
2,000 miles. But the longest annual migration 
by a mammal is the 10,000-mile circuit made by 

the gray whale, from the Arctic to its warm winter 
65 calving areas and back again. 

DIVING 

The sperm whale is generally acknowledged to 
be the deepest diving mammal, but the northern 

bottlenose whale is not far behind. The sperm 
whale is known to dive a mile (5,280 feet) or 

10 deeper and to stay under for durations exceeding 
two hours. The bottlenose is said to dive at least 

5,000 feet and is also able to remain submerged 
for two hours. If the two were competing in an 
Olympic event, the odds would be about even. 

75 There is little competition for the deepest diving 
bird: it is the emperor penguin, which can dive 
to a depth of 1,770 feet. Outside of the penguin 
family, the thick-billed murre may be one of the 
emperor's nearest competitors; it is thought to 

8o dive to 600-700 feet. Dovekies (300 feet), loons 

(250 feet), Atlantic puffins (160 feet), and long
tailed ducks (130 feet) are all superb divers but 
are no match for the emperor penguin. 

JUMPING 

Some types of kangaroos can leap a distance 
85 of 30 feet. White-tailed deer, when bounding, 

can cover almost the same distance. But the 
true long-jump champion is probably the inch

long southern cricket frog, which makes leaps 
exceeding 60 times its body length. 

4 UNIT 1. 

9o As for the high jump, the red kangaroo can 
hurdle a ten-foot fence. North America's 

white-tailed deer can hurdle an obstacle eight 

and a half feet high. Those leapers have got 
nothing on the lowly spittlebug, though, which 

9 5 jumps 115 times its body height. The deer 
and kangaroo would have to jump about 600 
feet to compete with the spittlebug! 

WEIGHTLiniNG 

No animal on earth can lift as much weight 
as the African elephant, which can pick up 

1oo a one-ton weight with its trunk. Relative to 
body size, however, the elephant doesn't even 
come close to the strongest animal on earth. 
What is it? The rhinoceros beetle. This rather 

strange-looking little creature can transport 
1o5 objects weighing 850 times its own body 

weight. The elephant, carrying only one fourth 
of its body weight, isn't even close in this 
contest. 

At the Olympic Games, the fastest runners, 

110 highest jumpers, and most skillful divers 
win medals and worldwide acclaim. In the 
animal world, no medals are awarded, and 
individuals don't often achieve fame for 
their accomplishments. Rather, the amazing 

u5 athletic feats performed by animals enable 

them to escape danger, catch food, impress a 
mate, and live another day. 

ns~ 
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Reading Comprehension 
Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the information in Reading 1. 
Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

_1. Pronghorn antelopes are the cheetah's prey. 

_ 2. A sperm whale can hold its breath for a duration of two hours. 

_ 3. Peregrine falcons eat other birds. 

_ 4. A cheetah can run a mile in less than a minute. 

_ 5. Coyotes can run a mile in under two minutes. 

_ 6. No animal can dive deeper than the emperor penguin. 

_ 7. The southern cricket frog makes leaps exceeding 100 times its body length. 

_ 8. Relative to body weight, a healthy human being can lift more than an 
elephant. 

READING SKILL 

How fast should you read? Here are typical words-per-minute ranges for each 
type of reading: 

Purpose 
for memorization 
for learning 
for comprehension/pleasure 
for skimming 
for scanning 

Speed 
very slow: under 100 words per minute 
slow: 100-200 words per minute 
moderate: 200-400 words per minute 
fast: 400-700 words per minute 
very fast: 700+ words per minute 

Skimming is reading quickly to get a sense of the broad meaning of the 
article. You skim an article to see if the article is important to you. Naturally. 
comprehension can be low. 

Scanning means looking for a specific piece of information without worrying 
about the broader meaning. You may be looking for a specifi.c word or fact. 
General comprehension is also low. 

Skimming and scanning work well when you know what you are looking for. 
You should not skim or scan a text if you need to comprehend and remember 
the material fully. 

In small teams, search through the readings in this book to find answers to these 
trivia questions. The team that finds all the correct information first wins. 

Team name: __________________________________________________________ __ 

Starting Time: _____ Finishing Time: _____ Elapsed Time (duration): ____ _ 

1. What was the first movie release to use Sensurround? 

2. What is the pitch of a typical female voice? 
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3. What device or instrument features a bridge a nd a saddle? 

4. What e vent does the National Sleep Foundation promote each year? 

5. Did the NASDAQ stock exchange exceed 5,000 on March 10, 2000? 

6. Which one of these is not a type of tulip: Sempe r Augustus, Ch arles II, 
Ad miral Van Eyck, o r Ad miral Liefken? 

7. What did the crowd think the ox weighe d? 

8 . Without "googling" his name, identify the school that Larry Page attended . 

You probably found much of the information more quickly than you thought you 
would. What tricks did you use to hunt down the answers? 

IU.'%1@6'ii;$@Bfj 
Noun 

achievement 

duration 

element 
the elements 

excess 

maintenance 

welfare 

- exceed 

maintain 

-. 

Adjective 

achievable 

elemental 
elementary 

excessive 
excess 

maintained 

Adverb/ 
Conjunction 

elementally 

exceedingly 
excessively 
in excess of 

A. Read these comments on animal extremes. Fill In the blanks with a target 
word from the chart above that completes the sentence In a grammatical and 
meaningful way. 

1. The pronghorn antelope can speeds of 30-45 miles per 
hour over long dista nces. 

2. The normal swimming speed of emperor p enguins is 4- 6 miles per hour, 
but they can speeds of more than 11 miles per hour in 
short bursts. 

3. Emperor penguins can e ndure the extreme cold of Antarctica, where 
temperatures can reach -60°C (- 76°F) for long _ _ _____ _ 

4. By huddling together, emperor pe nguins can survive the Antarctic w inter 's 
___ _ _ ___ harsh conditions. 
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5. The bar-headed goose can reach heights in of 29,000 feet 
as it migrates over the Himalayas to its nesting ground in Tibet. 

6. Racing homing pigeons are taken to a distant location and released to race 
home. They an average speed of about 30 miles per hour. 

7. The National Wildlife Federation is concerned about the ________ _ 
of animals. 

8. The arctic hare has several adaptations that help it battle ________ _ 

B. Circle the alternative that best captures the meaning of the bold target word 
in each sentence. 

1. During the debate, the biologist maintained that humans are the best 
runners in hot weather. 

a. held his opinion b. supported his opinion 

2. The museum's collections are poorly maintained. 

a. cared for b. argued for 

3. The students found the demonstration exceedingly heipful. 

a. very b. too 

4. Some students complained that the amount of lab work was excessive and 
not very usefuL 

a. fast-moving b. unnecessarily great 

5. The otter's thick, dense fur helps it endure the elements. 

a. weather b. chemicals 

6. To survive in cold weather, take these elementary precautions. 

a. basic b. essential 

7. One element of the arctic wolf's success is its ability to consume huge 
amounts of meat. 

a. small amount b. part 

The word element has many meanings, most related to the idea of something 
basic or fundamental. 

a. a basic part of sth* 

b. the "basics" of a subject 

c. a subgroup of people 

d. a small amount 

e. the weather 

f. chemistry 

g . electronics 

a key/necessary/essential/crucial/important 
element 

the elements of bookkeeping, physics, 
grammar, etc. 

a violent/radical/moderate/questionable element 

an element of truth/ risk/ surprise 

exposed to/protected from/ battle the elements 

a chemical element, such as gold, mercury, 
or oxygen 

a heating/electrical element 

*Note: sth is a common dictionary abbreviation for something 

0 •••• 0 ••• ••• •• • . 0. 
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C. Which meaning of the word element is expressed in each sentence? Match each 
sentence with a definition in the box above. Compare answers with a partner. 

_ 1. There is an element of risk in any investment. 

_ 2. The heating element in the oven was replaced. 

_ 3. A key element of survival is being able to escape from predators. 

_ 4. The course introduces students to the elements of wildlife management. 

_ 5. The more vocal element in the group shouted down the speaker. 

_ 6. A thick coat of fur is necessary to protect arctic animals from the elements. 

_ 7. The heaviest naturally occurring, non-radioactive element is bismuth. 

D. Use information from Reading 1 to answer these questions in your notebook. Use 
the word or expression in parentheses in your answer. 

1. How deep can the emperor penguin dive? (depths exceeding) 

It can reach depths exceeding 1700 feet. 

2. What speed can pronghorn antelope travel over long distances? (maintain) 

3. How fast can a peregrine falcon fly? (achieve) 

4. What special ability do wildebeests, terns, and salmon have? (long durations) 

E. Read this trivia about other record-setting animals. Restate each sentence using 
the word or phrase in parentheses. Be prepared to read aloud or discuss your 
sentences in a small group. 

1. Blue whales can weigh over 170 tons. (in excess of) 

Blues whales can weigh In excess of 170 tons. 

2. The sounds made by blue whales can reach beyond 150 decibels. (exceed) 

3. To survive, a squirrel must remember where it has individually hidden 
thousands of nuts. (welfare depends on) 

4. Dall's porpoise, the fastest sea mammal, can travel up to 56 miles per hour. 
(achieve speeds) 

5. The marmot, a large rodent, can hibernate for up to nine months a year. 
(durations) 
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READING 

Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in a small group. 

1. Is physical fitness important for success in the modern world? 

2. In Reading 1 we learned about animals that can outdo humans in many 
athletic categories. In what general athletic category or categories do you 
think humans would excel? 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
biomechanics: the biological mechanisms that allow animals to move 
center of gravity: the point in a body or mass where the weight is most concentrated 
counterweight: a weight that helps balance an object that would be too heavy on one side 
torso: the upper body except for the head and arms; also called the trunk 

G Read 
This science magazine article discusses how humans run, and the advantage that 
this ability has given us. 

Were Hulll.ans 
Born to Run? 

Com pared to cheetahs, whose bursts of 

speed reach 70 miles per hour, or 

migrating wildebeests that roam over 
2,000 miles a year, we humans must seem 

5 lead-footed homebodies. As big as we are, we 

cannot seem to catch a cat or a mouse or even 

a chicken unless we can corner it or trick it. 

But has our natural envy of a few fleet

footed species or our clumsiness in catching 

10 nimble escape artists caused us to 

underestimate ourselves? University of Utah 

biologist Dennis Bramble and Harvard 
University paleoanthropologist1 Daniel 

Lieberman think so. In fact, they maintain that 

15 decades of research indicates that humans are 

very good runners indeed-perhaps the best in 

the world-when the distance gets long and the 

weather gets hot. 

HOT TO TROT 
To understand how they can make this claim, 

20 let's consider what humans can do. The very 

best long-distance runners can run five-minute 

miles for several hours. These efforts are 

amazing achievements, but even the casual 
jogger can often keep up an eight to ten minute 

25 a mile pace for several miles. Only a few 

animals of similar weight-large dogs, hyenas, 

wolves, and wildebeests-are capable of 
maintaining such speeds, and actually prefer 

to trot a bit slower. Even a thousand-pound 

3o horse will not cover long distances any faster 

than a good recreational jogger. 

And in hot weather, humans may hold a 

decided advantage. One of the most incredible 

feats of human endurance is the annual 

35 Badwater-to-Mt. Whitney run in the United 

States. The race begins in Death Valley, 
California, at an elevation 285 feet below sea 

level, in July, the hottest month of the summer. 
The runners run 135 miles, crossing several 

40 mountain ranges with a cumulative elevation 

gain of 13,000 feet, and finish at an elevation of 

8,360 feet at the Whitney Portal trailhead, about 

halfway up the 14,440-foot mountain. Each year 

approximately 75 men and women enter the 

45 race with 60-80% finishing within 60 hours 

and with the winning time usually well under 

30 hours. Despite temperatures reaching 

1 paleoanthropologist: one who studies the biological history of human beings 
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130°F,2 there have been no fatalities so far. 
These men and women can probably outrun 

50 any animal on the planet. 

A volunteer hands a runner food during the annual 
Badwater-to-Mt. Whitney run. 

What makes it possible for these people to 
undergo such an ordeal? It turns out that 

humans are beautifully designed to run long 
distances in hot weather. Long-distance running 

55 requires the ability to keep from overheating, 
and we humans have several advantages in this 
regard. First, we release heat by sweating 
through millions of sweat glands3 rather than 
through panting. And because we have no fur, 

60 our sweat evaporates quickly. Our upright 
posture also helps immensely by exposing less 

area to direct sunlight and more surface area to 

the cooling effect of the wind we create as we 
run. We excel at keeping cool, while most other 

6 5 animals simply cannot shed heat fast enough to 

run long distances. 
But cooling is not enough to explain our 

speed over long distances. A second advantage 
is our long stride. When Professor Bramble 

10 filmed his student David Carrier running 
alongside a horse moving at an easy gallop, he 

noticed that Carrier took fewer strides than the 
horse, indicating that Carrier's strides covered 
more distance than the horse's. Bramble was 

75 surprised by this and began considering what 
elements of human biomechanics make this 
possible. Working with Daniel Lieberman at 
Harvard, he realized that humans, like horses 
and rabbits, can run without their heads 

80 bobbing up and down due to a piece of 
anatomy, the nuchal ligament, which links the 

head to the spine. This tendon-like4 band is not 
involved in walking, suggesting that it is an 
important anatomical feature for a species that 

8 5 at one time needed to run, not walk, to find 

its dinner. 

A SPRING IN OUR STEP 
In fact, walking, it turns out, is a distinctively 
different motion than running. When 
walking, the heel hits the ground first, the leg 

90 straightens, and the body lurches forward a 

bit. As the weight transfers to the ball of the 
foot, the arch stiffens and then pushes the body 
forward, with the other foot moving forward to 

keep the stride going. With running, the legs 
95 become large springs. You land more heavily 

on the arch of the foot and bend your knee, 

which causes the body's center of gravity to 
lower. The force from this hard landing is 
captured by the tendons of the foot and leg, 

100 particularly the calf 5 muscles, and you spring 
forward as the tendons recoil. According to 

1Bramble, these huge, springy tendons are not 
necessary for walking. 

Huge, springy tendons explain where the 
10s energy comes from, but how do humans 

maintain their balance and keep from falling 
over? All other two-legged animals that run fast, 
such as kangaroos and roadrunners, have large 

tails that serve as a counterweight to keep the 
110 animal balanced. Humans are obviously tailless, 

so how do they do it? Motion studies of runners 
on treadmills offer clues. Instead of a tail, we 
have a very large muscle, the gluteus maximus, 
that connects our hips to our lower back. This 

11s muscle does not do much when we walk, but 
it works very hard when we run. Its role, it 
seems, is to act like a brake on our torso to keep 
it from lurching too far forward when our foot 

hits the ground. 
120 Other anatomical features that facilitate 

running are our long necks and our shoulders. 

We are able to twist our shoulders without 
moving our head, allowing us to pump our arms 

2 130°F: 130 degrees Fahrenheit, equal to 54 degrees Celsius (54°C) 
3 gland: cells in the body that produce a specific substance ~m· .. C;JO;cJ.;.r~ .. 

0 
• tendon: a tough fiber that connects muscle to bone and other muscles 
5 calf: the back of the lower leg 
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as another steadying mechanism that helps 

12s counterbalance our head and keep it upright. 

There is no doubt, then, that humans are able 

to run, but why? Today most people are 

145 preliminary. But knowing that we can run long 

distances may point us in the right direction for 

further study. It gives us clues as to how 

prehistoric humans lived. Perhaps adult hunters 

needed to travel long distances to track a herd 

1so and return before dark. Humans do not see well 

sedentary and run solely for pleasure or sport. at night and by running could extend their 

Could it be that in our prehistoric past long- hunting range without constantly breaking camp 

130 distance running was necessary for survival? and uprooting a family or village. Perhaps they 

Sprinting fast allows an animal to drag down needed to move quickly in order to reach prey 

prey or escape a predator, but why would an 155 killed by other animals and join in on the feast. 

ability to sustain a long run through hot 

weather be necessary? To hunt, perhaps? But 

135 didn't prehistoric humans hunt by sneaking up 

on animals and spearing or clubbing them? 

That certainly seems more efficient than 

chasing an animal for miles until it drops from 

heat exhaustion. Or is our ability to run a 

140 byproduct6 of some other ability? It seems 

running muscles also help us stand up quickly 
and climb things, and certainly our springiness 

helps us fight more effectively. 

Any conclusions we draw at this point are 

Getting quickly to distant food sources before 

animal rivals could reach them is one clear 
advantage of our running ability. 

The debate undoubtedly will continue, 

160 with those who dislike sweaty activity naturally 

skeptical of any prehistory that forced us to 
move out of the shade. But those eighty or 

so people who attempt the Badwater-to-

Mt. Whitney run and the hundreds of thousands 

165 who run 26.2-mile marathons each year make it 
difficult to deny the obvious-some humans, if 

not all, are definitely born to run. 

6 byproduct: something that happens as a result of something else 

Reading Comprehension 
Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the Information In Reading 2. 
Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

_1. Humans have a unique way of running not found in other species. 

_ 2. The reading encourages the reader to get more exercise. 

_ 3. The reading sees running as a byproduct of walking. 

_ 4. The experts agree on the reasons prehistoric humans were such good 
distance runners. 

_ 5. The reading implies that most animals have trouble seeing clearly while 
they run. 
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READIN G SKILL 

LEARN 

A good way to make su re you catch and understand the main points of a text is 
to outline them as you read. An outline is a diagram of the structure of the text. 

APPLY 

A. A simple outline shows the basic structure of the text. Complete this simple 
outline of Reading 1 on pages 3-4. 

Introduction (Main idea: Some animals are capable of outstanding athletic 
performances.) 

1. Sprinting 

II.-------- -
Ill. Diving 

IV. _ _______ _ 
v. __________________ _ 

Closing Remarks 

B. An outline can also have subheadings. Complete this more detailed outline of 
Reading 1 on pages 3-4. Be careful: the method of categorizing animals and 
animal achievements changes throughout the article. 

I. SPRINTING 

A. Mammals 
B. ____________________________________________ _ 

II. MARATHON 

A.-------------------------------------------
B.------------- -----------------
c. ______ ______ ____________ _ 

Ill. DIVING 

A· - --------------------------
B.----------------------------------------------

IV. JUMPING 

A.-------------------------------------------
B. ----------------------------------------

V. WEIGHTLIFTING 

A. ___ _ _ _____ ___________ _ 

B. - --- -------- ---------------
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C. When a formal outline is unnecessary or too difficult, you can take quick notes 
using bullet points and indentation. Look at how one student took notes for a 
short section of Reading 2 on pages 9-11. Then make a quick outline of the key 
points of the whole text in your notebook. 

ways humans lose heat 

• millions of sweat glands release heat 

• no fur. Sweat evaporates quickly. 

• upright posture 

- less area exposed to the sun 

- more area exposed to cooling wind 

Noun 

area 

facilitation 
facilitator 

facility 

feature 

preliminaries 

release 

transfer 

Verb 

facilitate 

feature 

release 

t ransfer 

undergo 

AdJective 

facilitating 

featured 
featureless 

preliminary 

released 

sole 

transferable 

.... "' 

-· 

solely ·-· 

A. Read this information on other human abilities. Fill in the blanks with a target 
word from this unit {in the chart above or the chart on page 6) that completes 
the sentence in a grammatical and meaningful way. Words may be used more 
than once. 

Humans are impressive distance haulers, but to carry a load up hill successfully, 

your stride must (1) _ _ ___ ___ some changes. On flat surfaces, your calf 

muscles greatly (2) fast walking, p roviding forward push. You 

(3) momentum from one stride to the next by rocking forward 

as your back foot ( 4) from the ground. On a steep hill, this 

method quickly tires you out. To (5) ----- - - - a steady pace, lift one leg 

and plant it a short distance up hill. Straighten it while leaning slightly forward. 

Raise your back leg, but don't swing it forward until your front leg is straight. 

THE STRENGTH TO SURVIVE 
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This method may sound slow, but your uphill speed and endurance will improve 

noticeably. 

One (6) _ ____ ___ where humans excel is throwing. In the 

(7) ----- --- stage of a throw, the arm moves up and back to 

capture energy in the muscles of the shoulder, back, and legs. The torso 

moves slightly ahead to build more energy. The arm then springs forward and 

(8) -------energy to the object. Just before the (9) --- --- -

the wrist and fingers snap forward to add velocity. The best athletes can throw 

objects at speeds (10) ---- --- 100 mph. 

B. Which meaning of the word feature is expressed in each sentence? Match each 
sentence on the left with a de~inltlon on the right. Compare answers with a 
partner. 

_ 1. The feature lasted nearly three hours. 

- 2. Her research featured strongly in 
the report. 

_ 3. The car features a GPS navigation system. 

_ 4. His rugged features helped him land 
many parts. 

_ 5. The wandering albatross's most obvious 
feature is a wingspan of about 3.5 meters. 

_ 6. They will run several features on 
endangered animals next week. 

a. an important part 

b. parts of a face (usually plural) 

c. a movie 

d. a special program or article 

e. to include sth special 

f. to play an important part 

C. The word facilitate means to make something easier to do. What tools or 
practices facilitate these things? 

1. trade between countries 
A knowledge of local business practices can facilitate trade between countries. 

2. learning a language 

3. childhood development 

4. keeping in contact with friends 

5. the healing of a muscle injury 
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Collocations Chart . , . J · , .. , .• · : ... , .. ,. ...... ·:.:i';;:,._;i<,:"') 

Verb 

exceed 

- ' 

promote, improve 

undergo 

Adjective 

elementary 

elemental 

~-. ----
excessive 

sole ---~ -.._ __ 

preliminary 

social, personal, 
child 

Noun Noun Com 

school, knowledge, 
laws, approach, 

....... -mistakes, stage -.. :---=::::_-.:::::.... :. 
t ruth, changes, - - .. =---=:::: --:.. -.:::.:::._ --:-force, aspect, ' .. :·.......____ --
characteristics, .._. ~-.......... -· 
part, meaning -·-~~ ..__ ----- ~---- -
expectations, 

-::::-..:::-~ 
-~ --M.,. 

authority, limits --~ ......... ........ -.. ----..._:::::--.::,: 
force, amount, 
noise, use, talking, 
demands 

survivor, purpose, 
heir, authority, 
objective 

report, findings, 
remarks, research, 
results, inquiry, 
approval 

(the) welfare (of sth) 

change, operation, 
test, ordeal, 
t ransformation, 
examination, review, 
evaluation 

--~ . ---.,:-... __ ..__.. 

state, benefits, 
services, agency 

---

D. The chart above shows common collocations, or word partners, for selected 
target vocabulary. Using the chart, complete these sentences with the correct 
form of an appropriate word. 

1. The actress is devoted to promoting the of animals. 

2. Last year, the company's policies an intensive review. 

3. The purpose of the review w as to find ways to cut costs. 

4. The manager------ - -- his authority w hen he fired the worker. 

S. _ ________ findings show the cause of the accident was human error. 

6. The bridge collapsed under the pressure of weight. 

7. He wanted to play basketball, but he had to face an --------truth: 
he would never be tall enough to play professionally. 

8. Her love of animals began in-- - - ---- school, when her class 
visited the zoo. 
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E. Build sentences using a random generator: Your teacher or partner calls out a 
random two-digit number to identify two words from the lists below. You then 
use those words to write a grammatical and meaningful sentence. 

Teacher: u2-1. n [The two words are "area" (2) and "exceed" (1).] 

Possible sentence: uThe area of the room exceeds 400 square feet. n 

0. achieve 0. preliminary 

1. achievement 1. exceed 

2. area 2. excessive 

3. endure 3. exceedingly 

4. endurance 4. maintain 

5. element 5. release 

6. elementary 6. welfare 

7. facilitate 7. duration 

8. sole 8. transfer 

9. solely 9. undergo 

Writing and Discussion Topics 

Write about or discuss the following topics. 

1. Many animals have amazing abilities that would make unlikely Olympic 
events. Research one of these animals and write a paragraph describing what 
special skill or ability the animal h as. 

Archer fish (spitting) eagle (eyesight) squirrels (memory) 

blue whale (largest appetite) elephants (hearing) tiger moths (navigating) 

2. Exercise has its supporters and detractors. Two famous w riters have very 
different attitudes toward exercise. Read the two quotes and explain w hich 
author's attitude is closer to your own. 

"It is exercise alone that supports the spirits and keeps the mind in vigor." 
- Marcus Tullius Cicero, Roman statesman and philosopher 

(106-43 be) 

"Exercise is a modern superstition invented by people who ate too much 
and had nothing to think about. Athletics don't make anybody either long
lived or useful." 
- George Santayana, Spanish-American philosopher and novelist 

(1863-1952) 

3. Performance-enhancing drugs, some quite dangerous, are now a part of 
modern sports, and many sports heroes have been accused of using these 
substances. What should happen to an athlete caught using these substances? 
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TARGET 
WORDS 

/' benefit 

/' complex 

/' consistent 

evident 

/' Identify 

Instruct 

/' issue 

/' lecture 

mediate 

negate 

/' normal 

psychology 

/' require 

/' research 

/' whereas 

Attention, 
Please 
In this unit, you will 

read about the effectiveness of multitasking. 
read about the importance of sleep. 
review outlining as you read. 
increase your understanding of the target academic words for this unit. 

READING SKILLS Finding the Main Idea; Isolating Causes and Effects 

Self-Assessment 
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.I) the appropriate column. I have ... 

never seen 
the word 
before 

seen the word 
but am not sure 
what it means 

seen the word 
and understand 
what it means 

·---·--
·-- -
-' 

used the word, 
but am not sure 
if correctly 

•.. - . 
... - . ,, 

used the word 
confidently in 
either speaking 
or writing 

used the word 
confidently in 
both speaking 
and writing 

Outside the Reading What do you know about multitasking? 
/' Oxford 3000'" keywords 

Watch the video on the student website to find out more. 
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READING 1 

Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in a small group. 

1. Can you concentrate on two things at the exact same time? Try this: Think 
about the taste of ice cream while you add the numbers 71 and 56. 

2. Picture in your mind the faces of two people you know. Can you see them at 
the same time, or do you switch back and forth? 

3. Are you more productive when you work on a single project or when you 
work on several projects at the same time? 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
motor skill: a physical skill that requires the use of muscles and bones 
neural: something related to nerve cells (neurons) in the brain or the body's nervous system. 
stlmulusjstlmull (pl.): something that causes activity, development, or interest 

G) Read 
This online article is about a behavior that seems to be Increasing in our digital world. 

"May I Have 30% of 
Your Attention, Please?'' 
Today it is possible to be productive, keep in 

constant contact with associates, and have fun 

at the same t ime. At least that is what ads for 

the latest digital gizmos1 claim. While writing an 

5 email to your boss or finishing a paper for your 

economics class, you can check for live updates 
on a tennis match halfway around the world or 

load songs into your portable media device. The 

boss expects you to prepare a sales report for 

10 tomorrow's meeting. No problem. You can do it 

and read a movie review at the same time. Or 

can you? 

Multitasking, the popular term for this behavior, 

originally referred to the process by which 

15 computers appear to accomplish two or more 

tasks simultaneously. If computers can multitask 

1 gizmo: gadget or small device 
2 adept: very good at 
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with a single microprocessor, then certainly 

the much bigger human brain can trai~ itself 

to do the same and enjoy the benefits of 

20 increased productivity. We humans are quite 

adept2 at letting our minds wander while 

performing a routine motor skill. We can do 

the dinner dishes while thinking about our 

next vacation, or chew gum while reading 

25 a newspaper. But psychologists ask this 

question: Do multitasking humans operate 

effectively and efficiently when they really 

need to concentrate? 

The evidence suggests that the answer is 

3o no. One problem is interference, or what 

psychologists call the " Stroop effect." 

Back in the 1930s, the psychologist 

.. . . . 
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John Ridley Stroop showed there is a danger 
of error when the brain receives unexpected 

3s information while carrying out a routine task. To 

see what he found, try this experiment on yourself: 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 

As quickly as possible, say the name of each 
shape in Column 1 out loud. Then, do the same 

for Column 2. Then, do the same for Column 3. 

4o If you are a good reader, most likely you 
completed the first column effortlessly, went a 

bit slower in the second column, and hesitated 
some, or even made an error, in the third column. 

Because you are much quicker at reading 
45 words out loud than naming shapes, you had 

diff iculty ignoring the incorrect information that 
you read . Of course, this drill is a bit unnatural 

and designed to be confusing, but it shows 
that multitaskers are vulnerable to error and 

5o hesitation if they get interference from the wrong 
set of stimuli while switching between tasks. 

Imagine the damage a multitasking driver or air 
traffic controller could do if incorrect information 
intruded at the wrong time. 

5s Research also suggests that switching between 
tasks significantly delays completion. If the two 
tasks are very routine and not too much alike
say, humming along to a new tune while diapering 
a squirming baby- the brain does not need 

so to switch between the tasks because the two 
require different input channels. The humming 

requires listening and singing, whereas the 

diapering requires sight and the use of arm 
and hand muscles. But when a similar kind 

ss of attention is needed, the pace slows as the 

brain must switch back and forth between the 
two tasks. 

In a study reported in the Journal of 

Experimental Psychology, Rubenstein, Meyer, 
10 and Evans measured the amount of time 

lost when people switch between tasks such 
as solving math problems and identifying 
shapes. They discovered that as the tasks 

become less famil iar, the area of the brain 
1s that mediates task switching and assigns 

mental resources takes longer to operate. 

Because each task requires a different set 
of rules, it seems the brain needs time to 

activate the appropriate set. With complex 
8o tasks, the switching delays add up, making 

multitasking less efficient than concentrating 
on one task at a time. Other researchers 
report that the brain shows less, not 
more, neural activity when simultaneously 

85 attempting two complex tasks, even when a 
different area of the brain is used for each 
task. And less brain activity comes at a 

price. In one study, subjects were instructed 
to write a report and check their email. The 

9o multitaskers took one and a half times longer 
than those who completed one task before 
starting another. 

This more leisurely work pace will no doubt 
appeal to many. But the problems with 

95 multitasking go beyond the Issue of time 

management. If switching takes time
perhaps a half-second or more-that could 
be long enough to distract a driver who 
is f iddling with3 a cell phone or scrolling 

100 through a complicated digital display on 
a car dashboard. Constant switching is 
also mentally stressful and may lead to a 
diminished capacity to remember facts and 

learn new skills. The brain simply may not get 
10s the time it needs to build and maintain neural 

connections and access memory. 

All these negatives do not mean that you 
should never "whistle while you workn or 
sneak a peak at a ballgame while studying 

3 fiddle with: make small adjustments to something restlessly or nervously 

ATTENTION , PLEASE 



110 chemistry. But what about the boss who says visible earphones? Remind them of this: 

"I need that website up by Friday and can you The multitasking machinery of our digital 
take my calls while I'm out" or the digital showoff world was most likely developed by very 

who sits through a university lecture while single-minded people focused intently on 
text-messaging on a tiny cell phone screen and 120 a single task. 

115 nodding to the beat of music piped into barely 

L 

Reading Comprehension 
Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the information in Reading 1. 
Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

_ 1. Some of the research on which this article was based predates the age of 
digital technology. 

_ 2. The writer believes that the human brain can be trained to multitask 
effectively like a computer. 

_ 3. Processing two sets of stimuli simultaneously diminishes the chance for e rror. 

_ 4. Multitasking is possible when the tasks a re routine and very simple . 

_ 5. Multitasking can have detrimental effects on a person's memory over time. 

_ 6. When multitaskers p erform poo rly, it is purely due to switching delays. 

_ 7. Trying to d o two complicated jobs at the same time leads to an increase in 
brain activity. 

_ 8. The p eople who developed the digital tools w e use today pro bably had to 
multitask in order to do so . 

READING SK ILL 

LEARN 

Writers can begin an a rticle using severa l strategies. A news s to ry might state 
the point of an article early, as in th is example: 

A study reported in the j ourna l of Exp erimenta l Psychology reveals tha t 
multitasking can actually waste t ime. especially whe n one o f the task s 
is complicated . These findings are particularly re levant in an age whe n 
switching between tasks is g reatly facilitated by dig ital techno logy. 

Other articles might begin by providing backg round a nd context befo re getting 
to the main po int o r the real news featured in the a rticle. They mig ht l:!ven 
first present an idea that is counter to the true m a in point of the article. The 
tran sition or shift to the m ain idea is o ften indicated by a pivot word like but, 
yet, however, or nevertheless, as in this paragraph: 

"Let's talk abo ut this while we do the dishes." In the idiom of the 
dig ital world, we might ca ll this an inv itation to "multitask." The shared 
assumptio n? Dishwashing is so routine that even a serious discussio n is 
possible while we finish the cho re. However, w h at happens w he n we try 
to d o two tasks that require more inte nse concentration? Do we save time? 
Psychologists a re beginning to have d oubts. 
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When looking for the main point of an essay, keep an eye out for these pivot 
words. Don't assume that the main idea of the article will always be stated in the 
first lines or even the first paragraph of the article. 

APPLY 

A. Circle the pivot word in this paragraph. Underline the main idea. 

Experimental psychology has a large body of work exploring how humans 
perform on repetitive or individual tasks requiring both cognitive and motor 
skills. Yet humans in daily life are often required to manage two or more tasks 
simultaneously. Our interest concerns how the human brain manages multiple 
tasks simultaneously and factors that inhibit the successful completion of these 
tasks. 

B. Look again at Reading 1 and find a pivot. What information comes before 
the pivot? What information comes after the pivot? What point is the author 
making? Write your answers in your notebook. Compare answers with a partner. 

ifl.I¥ 1@ fi '''ifi@ j t{j 

benefit 
beneficiary 

complexity 
complex 

evidence 

identity 
identification 

instruction 
instructor 

issue 

lecture 

mediation 

negative 
negativity 

psychology 
psychologist 

requirement 

research 
researcher 

benefit 

identify 

instruct 

issue 

lecture 

mediate 

negate 

require 

research 

beneficial 

complex 

evident 

identified 
identifiable 

instructive 
instructional 

mediated 

negative 

psychological 

required 

beneficially 

evidently 

identifiably 

instructionally 

negatively 

psychologically 

whereas 

ATTENTION, PLEASE 



A. Read these comments on multitasking. Fill in the blank with a target word 
from the chart on page 21 that completes the sentence in a grammatical and 
meaningful way. 

1. Many in the working world today complain that multitasking is a 
_ ___ _ _ __ for anyone who wants to get ahead. 

2. Despite that multitasking wastes time, a great number of 
workers say they are expected to work on many tasks at once. 

3. suggests that the human brain cannot match a computer's 
ability to switch back and forth between tasks. 

4. An outside party was brought in to the dispute. 

5. are interested in studying what the human brain is doing 
while multitasking. 

6. Multitasking can be - - --- --- when tasks are routine and relaxing. 

7. One effect of multitasking is a diminished ability to 
perform each task. 

8. Researchers have found that learning new things has --- --- -
benefits for older people , such as improving their brain function and their 
outlook on life. 

The noun issue refers to an important topic or problem for discussion. 
Academic writing often involves the discussion of an issue. 

The noun issue is often used with these verbs: address, avoid, discuss, 
explore, raise. 

To explore this Issue, researchers conducted several experiments. 

There are several important Issues that we must address. 

We wanted to raise the Issue, but the writer is avoiding it. 

B. Read the statements and identify an issue that each one might be addressing. 
Write a direct question that you could use to begin a discussion of the Issue. 

1. College tuition has been rising steadily. 
Issue: how people afford college 

What should we do about rising college tuition? or Why is college tuition rising? 

2. Several factors have contributed to a decline in violent crime. 

3. Raising the driving age will have several noticeable effects. 

4. Students should be careful when posting personal information on social 
websites. 
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5. Parents need to monitor the violent content of video games more closely. 

6. Disputes between workers and managers can damage businesses. 

The conjunction whereas signals a contrast, but it lacks the strong pivot 
feel of but, yet, however, and nevertheless, especially when it occurs in 
the middle of the sentence. 

Humming requires listening and singing, whereas cooking requires sight 
and the use of arm and hand muscles. 

At the beginning of a sentence, whereas is more likely to signal a change in 
direction, or pivot point, in the main clause that follows. The word 
while behaves similarly. 

Whereas humming requires listening and singing, cooking requires sight 
and the use of arm and hand muscles. It involves both the motor and 
visual regions of the brain. 

C. Here is an excerpt from Reading 2. Fill in the blanks with whereas, but, or 
nothing (0). Experiment with different possibilities. When you finish, compare 
sentences with a partner. How does the use of whereas or but affect the meaning? 

Consistently failing to get enough sleep is the biological equivalent of 

consistently spending more money than you make. Napping can help reduce a 

sleep debt, (l) ________ there are also long-term benefits to maintaining 

consistent, predictable sleep patterns. (2)---------naps do improve 

cognitive functioning after periods of sleep deprivation, (3) --------they 

do little to repair the negative mood that results from sleep loss. 

Find the excerpt in paragraph 4 of Reading 2. How does It compare with your answers? 

ATTENTION, PLEASE 
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READI N G 2 

Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in a small group. 

1. What is your typical sleeping schedule? Do you regularly take naps? 

2. How much sleep do you need? Would you be more effective if you got more sleep? 

3. The reading u ses the term "sleep debt." What do you think it might mean? 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
hormones: chemicals that are produced in the body and travel through the blood to send 

messages to different parts of the body 
metabolism: the process by which living things change food into energy and materials for growth 

R E V I E W A S K I L L Outlining as You Read (See p. 12) 

In Unit 1, you studied methods of outlining. As you read, use the bullet point and 
indentation method to make a quick outline of the reading. 

0 Read 
This article from the website of the American Psychological Association explains how 
more sleep would make most people happier, healthier, and safer. 

You're Getting Very Sleepy 
FINDINGS 
Many people are surprised to learn that 

researchers have discovered a s ingle treatment 

that has many benefits. It improves memory, 

increases concentration, strengthens the 

5 immune system, and decreases accidents. 

Sound too good to be true? It gets even better. 

The treatment is completely free, even for 

people with no health insurance. It also has no 

side effects. Finally, most people consider the 

10 treatment highly enjoyable. Would you try it? 

You probably should. For most people, this 
treatment consists of getting an extra 60-90 

minutes of sleep each night. Both psychologists 

and psychiatrists have maintained for years that 

15 Americans have overlooked one of the most 

significant public health problems-chronic1 

sleep deprivation. That is , few Americans 

regularly obtain the seven or more 
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Few Americans regularly obtain the sleep 
they require each night. 
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hours of sleep they require each night. The 

20 consequences of chronic sleep deprivation can 

be truly disastrous. Laboratory experiments 

provide evidence that failing to get enough sleep 

dramatically impairs memory and concentration. It 

increases levels of stress hormones and disrupts 

25 the body's normal metabolism. Research outside 

the laboratory further suggests that long-term 

sleep deprivation leads to greater susceptibility to 

motor vehicle accidents. 

Research shows that many people are carrying a 
3o heavy "sleep debt" built up from weeks, months, 

or even years of inadequate sleep. In experiments 

on sleep debt, researchers pay healthy volunteers 

to stay in bed for at least 14 hours a day for a 
week or more. Most people given this opportunity 

35 sleep about 12 hours a day for several days, 

sometimes longer. Then they settle into sleeping 

seven to nine hours per night. As William Dement 

put it, "this means ... that millions of us are living 

a less than optimal life and performing at a less 

40 than optimal level, impaired by an amount of 

sleep debt that we're not even aware we carry." 

But is carrying a sleep debt really so harmful? 

Careful experiments by psychologist David 

Dinges and others show that the answer is yes. 

45 Dinges and colleagues recruit healthy young 
volunteers who live continuously in Dinges's sleep 

laboratory for 10-20 days. Dinges randomly 

assigns them to receive different amounts and 

patterns of sleep over time. He controls access 

5o to stimulants, such as caffeine, and constantly 

monitors the amount of sleep they get. Dinges 

has learned that people with fewer than eight 

hours' sleep per night show pronounced cognitive 

and physiological deficits. These deficits include 

55 memory impairments, a diminished ability to 

make decisions, and dramatic lapses in attention. 

As sleep deprivation continues, these deficits 
grow worse. Consistently failing to get enough 

sleep is the biological equivalent of consistently 
6o spending more money than you make. Napping 

can help reduce a sleep debt, but there are also 

long-term benefits to maintaining consistent, 
predictable sleep patterns. Whereas naps do 

improve cognitive functioning after periods of 

1 chronic: constant 
2 wreak havoc on: cause damage to 

65 sleep deprivation, they do little to repair the 

negative mood that results from sleep loss. 

Many people argue that they get by just fine 

on very little sleep. However, research shows 

that few people can truly function well on 

10 less than eight hours' sleep per night. Dinges 

estimates that, over the long haul, perhaps 

one person in a thousand can function 

effectively on six or fewer hours of sleep per 

night. Many people with chronic sleep debts 

n end up napping during the day or fighting off 
sleepiness in the afternoon. Moreover, people 

who chronically fail to get enough sleep may 

be cutting their lives short. A lack of sleep 

taxes the immune system and may even lead 

8o to disease and premature aging. To make this 

worse, most people who are sleep deprived 

do not even realize it. If you get sleepy during 
long meetings or long drives, chances are you 

are chronically sleep deprived. 

SIGNIFICANCE 
85 The National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration estimates that drowsy or 

fatigued driving leads to more than 100,000 
motor vehicle crashes per year. Even small 

disruptions in sleep can wreak havoc on2 

9o safety and performance. In a nationwide 

study between 1986 and 1995, psychologist 
Stanley Coren studied the effects of the 

single hour of lost sleep that many Americans 

experience when they start daylight saving 

95 time3 • The result? A 17% increase in traffic 

deaths on Mondays following the time 

change (compared with the Mondays before). 

Psychologists such as Gregory Hicks have 

observed similar findings. They observed 

100 an increase in traffic fatalities in the week 

following the change to daylight saving time. It 

is harder to estimate the toll sleep deprivation 
takes on people's health, happiness, and 

productivity. But according to the National 

1o5 Sleep Foundation, the annual loss in worker 

productivity due to sleeplessness is about 

$18 billion. 

3 daylight saving time: the period of the year when the clock is turned one hour ahead to allow an extra hour of daylight 

ATTENTION, PLEASE 
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION 
In light of4 the dramatic public health 
consequences of sleep deprivation and unhealthy 

110 sleep patterns, the National Sleep Foundation 
(NSF) established National Sleep Awareness 
Week. In cooperation with partner organizations, 

this event is promoted each year during the week 
when people set their clocks forward for daylight 

• in light of: informed by, due to 

Reading Comprehension 

us saving time. In 2003, the NSF reported that 
about 600 sleep centers in North America 

sponsored Instructional activities in local 
communities during National Sleep Awareness 

Week. Many U.S. states now educate drivers 
120 not only about the dangers of driving while 

intoxicated but also about the dangers of 

"driving while drowsy." 

Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the information in Reading 2. 
Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

_1. In David Dinges's experiment, the subjects stayed in bed for more than 
14 hours a day. 

_ 2. Research suggests that most people need more than seven to nine hours 
of sleep. 

- 3. It is the rare individual who can function effectively on fewer than six 
hours of sleep per night. 

_ 4. If we are seriously deprived of sleep, a nap may help us trunk more clearly. 

_ 5. Sleep deprivation affects not only a person's cognitive ability but also his or 
her mood. 

- 6. An enhanced immune system is one benefit of sleep deprivation. 

_7. Studies have shown that people drink more when they are sleep deprived. 

_ 8. Sleep deprivation is having an effect on the U.S. economy. 

REA DING SKILL 

LEARN 

Reading 2 uses the nouns benefits and consequences to signal that the reading is 
looking at the positive and negative effects of sleeping habits. 

There are long-term benefits to maintaining consistent, predictable sleep patterns. 

The consequences of this chronic sleep deprivation can be truly disastrous. 

Writers can also use verbs to discuss effects more directly and describe specific 
positive or negative effects. Study the verbs in activity A for examples. 
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APPLY 

A. Reading 2 discusses the effects of two conditions: getting adequate sleep and 
chronic sleep deprivation. Without referring to the reading, mark the phrases AS 
(effects of adequate sleep) or CD (effects of chronic deprivation). Then review the 
reading to check your answers. 

_ improves memo ry 

_ increases concentration 

_ strengthens the immune system 

_ decreases accidents 

_ impairs memory 

_ disrupts the body's metabolism 

_improves cognitive functioning 

_cuts the ir lives short 

_taxes the immune system 

_wreaks havoc o n human safety 

The verb lead to links a cause to its later effects. The verb show a lso describes 
an effect. The subject of the sentence is the victim or beneficiary of the effect. 

Cause Effect 

Long-term sleep dep rivation leads to ... g reate r susceptibility to accidents 

People who get fewer than show 

... pre mature aging 

... disease 

... more motor vehicle crashes 

... pronounced cognitive and 
physiological d eficits e ight hours of sleep per night 

(victim) 
.. . a diminished ability to make decisions 

... dramatic lapses in attention 

B. Fill in the blanks with lead to or show. 

1. Chronic sleep deprivation can _________ pronounced cognitive a nd 
physiological defic its. 

2. People who get less than e ight hours of sleep per night a 
greater susceptibility to motor vehicle accidents. 

3. People who get adequ ate sleep improved cognitive 
functioning. 

4. Not getting enough sleep can dramatic lapses in attentio n . 

5. Getting adequate s leep improved memory. 

6. According to laboratory experiments, people who a re sleep deprived 
- - - - ----- increased levels of stress ho rmo nes. 

C. Referring to the reading and the preceedlng tables, write a brief paragraph that 
summarizes the dangers of sleep deprivation. The paragraph has been started 
for you. 

Sleep deprivation can be dangerous. For example, ___ _ _ _______ _ 

ATTENTION , PLEASE 

......... . . . . . . . . . 
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Noun Adjective Adverb/ 
Conjunction 

consistency 
* 

consistent consistently 
inconsistency inconsistent inconsistently 

normal 
normal normally 

normality normalize 
abnormality 

abnormal abnormally 

* The verb consist of is treated in Unit 9. 

A learner's dictionary, such as the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, 
typically has information not found in a regular dictionary. Look up the words 
evidence, research, and study, for example. Find the [C] and [U] marks in the 
definitions. These are dictionary code for countable or uncountable nouns. 

Countable nouns can be plural (can be counted). Uncountable nouns cannot be 
plural (cannot be counted). The words evidence and research are uncountable. 
They cannot be plural and cannot be counted. 

Research shows that many people are carrying a heavy "sleep debt. n 

The noun study, like many nouns, can be countable in one sense and 
uncountable in another. 

Studies show that many people are carrying a heavy "sleep debt. · 

The effect of sleep deprivation on highway safety deserves more study. 

A. Read this information on sleep deprivation. Circle C (countable) or U (uncountable) 
for each underlined noun. 

The National Sleep Foundation provides information (C I U) on the health 

consequences (C I U) of sleep deprivation. It offers practical suggestions (C I U) 

on how to get more sleep and advice (C IV) on how to take advantage of the 

benefits (C I U) that sleep provides. The organization believes that greater 

knowledge (C I U) and understanding (C I U) of sleep and sleep disorders will 

increase public health (C I U) and safety (C I U). To this end, it promotes the study 

(C I U) of sleep and sleep disorders. 
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The word normal-meaning "typical, as expected, ordinary"-can be a 
noun or adjective. 

Here are some useful phrases: 

return to normal 

back to normal 

below/above normal 

normal behavior 

normal conditions 

normal development 

The adjective consistent means "without much variation" or "without 
contradiction." 

The athlete is a consistent player. (The athlete is dependable and predictable.) 

The witness's answers were Inconsistent. (The witness's answers changed or 
were contradictory.) 

Our results are consistent with other studies. (We had similar or identical results.) 

Here are some useful phrases: 

consistent answers consistent quality 

consistent findings 

consistent pattern 

consistent results 

consistent rules 

B. Read this description of a crime. Then discuss the questions that follow in a 
small group. 

The sole employee of a small dress shop claimed that an armed robber stole 
all the cash while the owner was out running an errand. A few minutes before 
the owner returned, a witness sitting at a nearby cafe noticed a young man in a 
blue jacket leave the store and walk calmly but quickly away. The witness said 
he behaved normally, and there was nothing remarkable about his appearance. 

The police then questioned the employee and collected these statements: 

• I was cleaning the mirrors near the dressing rooms when the robber 
grabbed me from behind. 

• He had a knife. I wanted to scream, but he had his hand over my mouth 
the whole time. 

• He told me to take the money from the cash register and hand it to him. 

• I gave him the money. He put it in a plastic bag and stuffed it in his 
jacket. 

• He pushed me down and ran out before I could get a good look at him. 

• The suspect's face was never toward me. I think he was very tall. 

• I could not tell what color jacket the suspect was wearing. 

• I know it was not a blue jacket. 

• I didn't call the police because I wanted to wait for the owner. 

1. Do you find the employee's statements logically consistent with each other or 
are they inconsistent? 

2. Is there anything unusual or abnormal in the employee's behavior? 

3. Are the employee's statements consistent with what the witness said? 

4. Do you think the man in the blue jacket committed the crime? Why or why not? 
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C. Fill in the blanks with a target vocabulary word from the box. Use the plural·form 
where necessary. 

- -advice 
consequence 

evidence 

.,.._ 

-... .. 
fact 

information 
instruction 

research .. suggestion 

study - understanding --
1. The _______ _ _ suggest that multitasking is only successful under 

limited circumstances. 

2. The pamphlet offers several ___ _ ___ _ for people who h ave 
difficulty sleeping. 

~· 

--

3. In the experiment, the subjects were asked to follow that 
were designed to be confusing and hard to follow. 

4. One good piece of is to avoid caffeine before bedtime. 

5. Multitasking can lead to errors if an incorrect piece of ________ _ 
intrudes at the wrong time. 

6. show that multitasking can delay the completion of tasks 
requiring concentration. 

7. There is little that multitasking leads to greater 
productivity unless the tasks are routine and use different input channels. 

8. Recent _________ has raised some doubts about the efficiency of 
multitasking. 

9. Psychologists now have greater ---------of how the brain handles 
task switching than they did 15 years ago. 

10. In some fields, multitasking can definitely have negative ---------

D. The verb identify means to name or recognize something. To identify with 
someone means that you understand their feelings, thoughts, or values. 
Moviemakers want their audience to identify with the characters on screen. 
Check (.1) the characters you think are easy for people to identify with. 

- 1. a rebellious farm boy, bored with helping his aunt and uncle, who wants to 
fly spacecraft 

_ 2. a smuggler who works for whichever side in a war pays him well 

_ 3. a mother of three children who has fallen behind in her bills 

- 4. an awkward high-school kid who is honest and intelligent but has trouble 
making friends 

_ 5. a taxi driver without much ambition who is taken hostage 
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- 6. a pair of charming men who sneak into wedding receptions to meet 
interesting and important people 

_7. a successful 32-year-old woman who wants to start a family but is very busy 
with her career 

_ 8. career criminals who want to steal something priceless and very well-guarded 

In a small group, discuss your choices. Why are some of these characters easy to 
identify with? 

Why are the others not? What would need to happen in the story to make the 
audience identify with them? 

~.;.;.,.;· ·· · · - 'l' ::" · Sentence Pattern Chart ' -.. -. - · ·' · ... · ... '· · · ·. ·., __ ;,;r::.:;,~:;j/'l::?: 
• ,_i:f '' ..,, f ~ • l ,' , ~ • ,. , • , • • ! I , ' • ' ' , < J ~<.'•:/.• 1 

consistent 

evident 

evidence 

require 

benefit 

Pattern 

to be consistent with sth 

to be evident that. .. 

there is evidence that ... 
the evidence shows that... 

to require sth 
to be required to do sth 
to require sth to do sth 

to benefit from sth 

His research on sleep is consistert with other studies. 

It is now evident that multitasking has its limits. 

There is little evidence that multitasking is more 
efficient. 
The evidence shows that multitasking can be inefficient. 

Most adults require eight or more hours of sleep. 
They are required to perform several tasks at once. 
The boss requires us to do several jobs simultaneously. 

Most adults could benefit from some more sleep. 

beneficial to be beneficial to do sth It is beneficial to sleep. 

E. With a partner, use these words to make a single sentence. Refer to the chart 
above for sentence patterns. 

1. evident I constant I beneficial 

It is evident that constant exposure to TV violence is not beneficial to a child's 
development. 

2. benefit from I psychological 

3. consistent with I research 

4. required I maintain 

5. evidence I negatively 

6. evident I beneficial 
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derive, gain, short-term, 
receive, obtain, long-term, benefits 
provide, offer substantial, real 

provide, cite, 
strong, direct, evidence that. .. 
indirect. convincing, evidence for sth 

gather, look for 
compelling evidence against sth 

suggests, shows, 
evidence reveals, confirms, 
research demonstrates 

that .... 

in-depth, extensive, 
carry out, conduct. ground-breaking, 

research on/ into sth 
do basic , original, 

ongoing 

effect, attitude, 

negative 
mood, response, 
comment. 
consequence 

meet. satisfy, strict, demanding, requirements 
fulfill, comply with, mandatory, basic, (for sth or 
impose, waive, relax minimum in order to do sth) 

F. The chart above shows some common collocations, or word partners, for 
selected target vocabulary. Refer to the chart as you write sentences that contain 
the given words and at least one collocation in your notebook. 

1. strong I suggest I negative 

There is strong evidence suggesting that sleep deprivation has many negative effects. 

2. fulfill I strict I in order to qualify for 

3. provide I long-term 

4. gather I compelling I against the claim that multitasking 

5. carry out I on the negative I of chronic sleep deprivation 

Writing and Discussion Topics 

Write about or discuss the following topics. 

1. An enterprising, ambitious student has a plan. This student hopes to get through 
college more quickly by sleeping only four hours a night and listening to tapes of 
lectures while studying for other classes. What do you think of this plan? 

2. In what situations is multitasking an effective strategy for you? 
When is it ineffective? 

3. Are people today expected to carry on too many activities at once? 
Or is multitasking simply a fact of life that all people must deal with? 

4 . "Eat right, exercise, and get plenty of rest." This common sense plan fo r 
achieving health is difficult to argue with, but many people struggle to follow 
this advice. Why is this advice so hard to follow? 
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~ adjust 

~ bond 

~ component 

eventual 

j> final 

forthcoming 

~ highlight 

margin 

~ retain 

scheme 

~ seek 

subordinate 

thereby 

~ vehicle 

~ vision 

Movie Magic 
In this unit, you will 

read about pioneering special effects, some 
successful and some not. 
learn about Ray Harryhausen's contributions to the 
movie industry. 
review pivot words. 

nl~~ 

~ 
irLanguage 

increase your understanding of the target academic words for this unit. 

READING SKILLS Annotating and Highlighting; Uses of the Present Tense 

Self-Assessment 
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.I) the appropriate column. I have ... 

never seen 
the word 
before 

seen the word 
but am not sure 
what it means 

seen the word 
and understand 
what it means 

-· 

used the word, 
but am not sure 
if correctly 

-· 

-·----...---.""~ 

~-.. ··-
.._ ___ . 

- - -

used the word 
confidently in 
either speaking 
or writing 

used the word 
confidently in 
both speaking 
and writing 

~ Oxford 3000" ' keywords 
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READING 1 

Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in small groups. 

1. The top 20 most popular movies of all time featured the latest in special effects. 
Are special effects the most imporlanl component in attracting a big audience? 

2 . Do you usually go to the theater to watch movies or do you watch them at 
home on DVDs or TV? Why? If you know that movie has a lot of special 
effects, will you be more likely to see it in a theater? 

3. Movies, to attract customers, often use advertising and promotional gimmicks 
to increase interest in a movie. What are some gimmicks that have been used 
to promote films? 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
box office: the place in a theater where the tickets are sold. The term is often associated with 

the amount of money a movie earns 
flop: fail (v); something that fails completely (n) 
novelty: new and different 

READING SKILL 

LEARN 

In Unit 1, you practiced outlining as a way of making notes about reading 
material. Two quicker methods for making notes involve writing directly on the 
book page. (Of course, this is only possible if the book is your own. You should 
never do this with library books or other books that don't belong to you.) 

ANNOTATING 

Annotating means making notes in the margins of a reading. These brief notes 
identify key points or call out material that you may wish to reference later. 

HIGHLIGHTING 

Highlighting means using a colored marker to draw attention to specific words, 
facts, or points in a reading. There are two ways to highlight text. 

INDEXING: Highlight key words and phrases to help find points and details later. 
It aids skimming and scanning. This approach is demonstrated in the second 
paragraph of Reading 1. 

suMMARIZING: Highlight longer phrases to create a summary of the material. This 
approach is demonstrated in the third paragraph of Reading 1. 

APPLY 

As you read the first three paragraphs of Reading 1, notice the annotation and 
highlighting that have been done for you. Add more if you want. Then finish reading 
the article and do your own annotation and highlighting, using both the indexing and 
summarizing approaches. 
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G) Read 
This magazine article discusses some of the best and worst special effects in 
cinematic history. 

From Gimmicks 
toFX 

Feature-length movies are expensive to make and must compete 
with other forms of entertainment-television , video games, 

sporting events, concerts-to attract and retain the large 

audiences they need to turn a profit. For this reason , moviemakers 

5 endlessly seek new ways to bring audiences into theaters. Movies 

added sound and color in the late 1920s, widescreen formats in the 

early 1950s, and more recently, advanced computer-generated-imaging 

to dazzle1 us with increasingly elaborate special effects. Many of these 
special effects (FX) started out as "gimmicks" but proved to be 

genuine advances that a re now essential components of most big

budget movies. Other gimmicks have found their appeal more 

short-lived. 

One of the oddest gimmicks was the effort to add odors to the 

movie-going experience. If sound and visual images are possible, then 

15 why not smell? As silly as it sounds, there were several serious atte mpts 

to enhance films with distinct aromas. In 1959, a film called Behind the 

Great Wall sent 50 odors through the air-conditioning system of a 

theater. For the 1960 film Scent of a Mystery, producer Mike Todd, Jr. 

(1929-2002) introduced "Smell-0-Vision," a process designed to re lease 

20 carefully timed scents, such as pipe smoke or food, to each seat. Rather 

than launch Smell-0-Vision as the next evolutio n in entertainment, the 

film flopped. Mr. Todd lost a ll his investment, and after that both he 

and Smell-0-Vision were out of the movie business. 

Another group of less expensive gimmicks came from a small-time 

2s movie producer and director who actually did make money. To attract 

audiences to his low-budget horror films, William Castle (1914-1977) 

tried various schemes to convince people that his movies were scary. 

For Macabre (1963), he offered free $1,000 life insurance policies in 

case the viewer died of fright. For his film The Tingler, he equippe d 

30 selected seats with the "Percepto," a device that gave an e lectronic jolt 

to patrons at crucial points in the film. This jolt would cause the patron 

to scream, thereby adding to the tension in the theater. Castle is 

perh!lps best remembered for "IIlusion-0," a device he used in the 

movie Thirteen Ghosts. He supplied each customer with handheld 

1 dazzle: amaze 

Some movie gimmicks 

don 't last 

Gimmick: add odors 

"Smeii-0-Vision" - floooed 

William Castle-less 

expensive gimmicks 

"Percepto"-shocks in seat 

"11/usion-0" - ghost glasses 
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3 5 "ghost glasses" that would allow the user to see the ghosts and remove 

them if they became "too frightening." Since everyone would most 

likely want to see the ghosts, the device seems pointless. Why not just 

show the ghosts? But the gimmick was intended to be fun and increase 

anticipation that the ghosts were going to be a lot scarier than they 

40 actually were. In practice, most of Castle's gimmicks were only 

marginally successful and often got more giggles than screams-an 

inflatable2 skeleton floating above the audience during House on 

Haunted Hill (1959) became a target for thrown candy boxes and soda 
cups-but his movies were ente rtaining and made money. In fact, 

45 Thirteen Ghosts received a big-budget remake in 2001. This time, 

though, only the actors got to wear the ghost glasses. 

Advertising for the 1975 movie Earthquake highlighted 
Sensurround Sound, promising sound that was powerful enough to 

"crack ribs." The effect of a low-pitched earthquake rumble was 

50 achieved by placing up to ten large subwoofer speakers around the 

theater wired to a powerful amplifier. When cued by signals in the 

film, the speakers emitted a powerful vibration that was felt more than 

heard. Unlike Smeii-0-Vision and Castle's inexpensive tricks, the 

problem with Sensurround was that it was too successful. Since more 

5 5 and more theaters were multiplexes4
, the vibrations bothered patrons 

in adjacent theaters watching different films. Complaints by patrons 

and reports of damage to theaters convinced most theater owners that 
Sensurround was not worth the trouble. Only three more films

Midway (1976), Rollercoaster (1977), and Battlestar Galactica (1978) 
60 featured the effect. 

The most famous special effect is the movie in 3-D. Studios had 

experimented with three-dimensional photography as far back as 1922, 

but the first hit 3-D movie was House of Wax in 1953. This visual 
effect is achieved by sending a slightly different image to each eye. For 

65 this to occur, the moviegoer had to wear special glasses that eliminated 

the image that the other eye was seeing. This technique was successful 

enough that from 1953 to 1955 studios released dozens of 3-D movies. 

However, the process was not free from technical glitches (patrons 

complained of eyestrain), and eventually the novelty wore off. For the 

10 next 40 years, 3-D movies became less common, with the technology 

mainly associated with nonfiction IMAX5 releases. 

It is tempting to look at a box-office loser like Smell-0-Vision and 
mutter, "What were they thinking?" But the other short-lived gimmicks 

were actually associated with box office successes. And in recent years, 
75 with better technology, 3-D has enjoyed a resurgence. One 3 -D film 

grossed nearly $2.8 billion (U.S.) worldwide in 2009, and that success 

almost guarantees that more 3-D movies will be forthcoming. And be 

ready for the next gimmick. It may be so terrifying that moviegoers are 

advised, "Check with your doctor before seeing this film." • 

2 inflatable: designed to be filled with air or gas before use 
3 subwoofer: a speaker that emits a very low-pitched sound 
• multiplex: a movie complex that contains many individual theaters 
5 IMAX: a film format used for films shown on very large screens 
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R E V I E W A S K I L L Pivot Words (See p. 20) 

Besides pointing to the main idea, "pivot" words can return a reading to its main 
point. The reading "From Gimmicks to FX" wants movie gimmic_ks to seem fun and 
amusing, but its main point is to show their drawbacks. Reread paragraphs 2-5 and 
find places where the writer "pivots" back to drawbacks. 

Reading Comprehension 

A. Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the information in 
Reading 1. Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

_ 1. After the failure of Smell-0-Vision, Mike Todd, Jr. went on to make 
other movies . 

_ 2. William Castle is still making movies. 

_ 3. Castle's special effects gimmicks were not entire ly successful. 

_ 4. One problem with Sensurround was that it caused injuries to moviegoers. 

_ 5. The most promising of the FX discussed is 3-D movie technology. 

_ 6. Ma ny viewers found that the glasses used for 3-D movies hurt their eyes. 

_ 7. The reading suggests that moviegoers today are too sophisticated to fall for 
FX and gimmicks. 

_ 8. The article suggests that most special effect gimmicks were complete failures. 

- 9. Some movies are so scary that viewers need to check with their doctors 
before they go. 

B. Scan the article for the answers to these questions. First think about the key 
word you will scan for. Use your annotation and highlighting to help you. Compare 
answers with a partner. 

1. Wh at was the name of the thing t hat e nabled people to see ghosts 
in a movie? 

Key word: ghost 

Answer: It was the 11/usion-0. 

2. Is William Castle still alive? 

3. What kinds of odors were used in the Smell-0-Vision movies? 

4. What was the first hit 3-D movie? 

5. Which four films featured Sensurround? 

6. Which movie had a big-budget remake in 2001? 
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Noun 

component 

eventuality 

highlight highlight 

margin marginalize 

retention ._ ret ain 

·-scheme 
a schematic 

-~ .. 
vision 

envision 
a visionary -

Adjective 

component 

eventual 

forthcoming 

highlighted 

marginal 

retentive 

scheming 
schematic 

sought-after 

visual 
visionary 

Adverb/ 
Conjunction 

eventually 

marginally 

thereby 

visually 

A. Read this article on recent developments in 3-0 technology. Fill in the blanks 
with a target word from the chart that completes the sentence in a grammatical 
and meaningful way. 

The original 3-D movie technology had several drawbacks. First, it required 

special glasses. Even with these, the image was often out of focus, causing eyestrain. 

Second, the effect would only work in the area directly ahead of the screen. 

However, the human field of (1) - - - - --- -extends well beyond the 

(2) ___ _ _ ___ of the screen. Therefore, unless the viewer sat in the middle 

of the theater, the effect d id not work well. (3)·- - - - - - --, the novelty lost 

its ability to ( 4) - - --- - - - am~.ience interest, and box office sales dropped. 

With new technology developed by IMAX, RealD, and other companies, 

successful movies (5) - - - - - --- 3-D technology have made a comeback, 

with many new films (6) . 3-D IMAX versions of animated films 

began attracting customers in 2004, most notably with a 3-D version of 1be Polar 

Express. By 2010, the three top 3-D films-Avatar, Toy Story 3, and A lice in 

Wonderland-together had grossed nearly SS billion (U.S.) worldwide. With thls 

success, high-tech firms continue to (7) _ _ _____ _ new and better ways to 

enhance 3-D effects on a two-dimensional screen. 
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B. The words in bold can have different meanings. Find the phrases in Reading 1. 
and circle the meaning appropriate to this context. 

1. marginally successful 

a. along a side border 

2. tried various schemes 

a. tricky or secret plans 

3. more 3-D movies will be forthcoming 

a. cooperative and informative 

4. attract and retain large audiences 

a. keep, continue to have 

5. highlighted Sensurround Sound 

a. emphasized 

b. slightly 

b. ways of arranging things 

b. coming in the near future 

b. hire for a fee 

b. marked with a special col0r 

The words vision, visionary, and envision relate to seeing, physically 
or mentally. 

eyesight blurred/good/perfect/unobstructed/ 
20-20 vision 

a picture in your imagination a disturbing/bleak/horrible vision 

a vision of a relaxing holiday 

a plan for or picture of the 
future 

a global/common/dear/broad vision 

envision difficulties/opportunities/ 
possibilities/problems/a plan 

an imaginative, intelligent view 
of the future 

a visionary plan/a leader with vision 

C. Which meaning is expressed in each sentence? Match the sentence on the left 
with a definition on the right. Compare answers with a partner. 

_ 1. To succeed, the company needs 
a leader with vision. 

- 2. He envisioned better times ahead. 

_ 3. Humans have poor color vision at night. 

_ 4. She has a bleak vision of her future in 
the movie business. 

_ 5. The company's visionary thinking 
sparked many hi-tech advances. 

6. The trees blocked his field of vision. 

_ 7. The two managers share a common 
vision of the company's future. 

a. eyesight 

b. a picture in your imagination 

c. a plan for or picture of the future 

d. an imaginative, intelligent 
view of the future 
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READING 2 

Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers In a small group. 

1. Have you ever created a special effect of any kind? What was it? How did you 
create it? 

2. What kind of personality, talent, and training would make someone good at 
creating movie special effects? 

3. In 2004, Lord of the Rings: Return of the King earned the Academy Award for 
Best Picture. Until then, no movie featuring fantastic creatures or monsters 
had ever won this prestigious award. Are movies in the fantasy, science 
fiction, and horror categories underrated? Why do you think these movies 
rarely win the big awards? 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
blockbuster: a hit movie, usually one with a big budget and an epic story 
Oscar: the nickname of an award given by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, 

also called an Academy Award 

0Read 
This magazine article describes the work of Ray Harryhausen, special effects 
visionary. Annotate and highlight as you read. 

A Big Gorilla 
Started It All 

K
ing Aeetes of ancient Greece is 

desperately seeking the Golden Fleece. 

Only Jason and his men stand in his 

way.1 He reaches into a helmet and throws the 

5 Hydra's2 teeth upon the ground. Seven armed 

skeletons pop up from the earth and march in 
unison toward three nervous warriors. "Kill 

them all," Aeetes cries. For nearly four minutes, 
a wild battle ensues among the ruins of a temple 

10 overlooking the sea, as three live actors do close 

combat with the animated figures. 

This famous action sequence from the movie 

jason and the Argonauts (1963) is the work of 

special effects creator Ray Harryhausen, a 

15 legend and an inspiration to the technical 

Harryhausen's bond with special effects began when 
he saw King Kong. 

wizards who create the cinematic wonders we 

enjoy today. Those familiar with his work will 

detect the influence of what he called "kinetic3 

sculptures" on later blockbuster films such as 

20 jurassic Park and the Lord of the Rings trilogy. 

Harryhausen achieved the skeleton illusion by 

using a technique called stop-motion animation. 

1 /n Greek mythology, Jason sets sail on his ship, the Argo, to find the golden fleece (wool) from a winged goat. 
2 Hydra: (Greek mythology) a serpent-like beast with multiple heads 
3 kinetic: involving or resulting from motion 
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Harryhausen equipped one-foot-tall model 

skeletons with joints that allowed the skeletons 
25 to move naturally. He photographed the 

skeletons in one pose. He then adjusted their 

bodies slightly and photographed them again. 

10 animations led to his first big break when 

Willis O'Brien hired him to work on Mighty joe 

Young 0949). The movie, an entertaining King 

Kong sequel of sorts, earned its producers a 

special effects Oscar. 

When this process was repeated many times and 75 In the 1950s, Harryhausen did impressive 

run as a movie, it created the illusion that 

30 objects were moving on their own. By 

coordinating the actions of the models with the 

actions of live actors, Harryhausen made us 

believe the miniature models were interacting 

with full-size human actors. It was a tedious 

35 process-the skeleton battle took four and a 

half months to film. But the characters were 

far more realistic and three-dimensional than 

cartoon characters and more physically 

expressive than puppets. 

40 Born in Los Angeles, California, in 1920, Ray 

Harryhausen's bond with movie special effects 

formed at age thirteen when he saw the 

pioneering stop-motion work of Willis O 'Brien 

in the film King Kong 0933). Even as an 

45 adolescent, Harryhausen could tell that the 
gigantic gorilla was not a man in an ape suit or a 

cartoon. He wondered how the filmmakers 
made the gorilla's movements seem so natural 

and its face so expressive. 

so Harryhausen began his long career of trying 

special effects work on low-budget, black-and

white science fiction monster films. In The Beast 
from 20,000 Fathoms (1953), sci-fi fans saw a 

giant stop-motion dinosaur attack New York. In 

ao It Came from Beneath the Sea (1955), an octopus 

tears down San Francisco's Golden Gate Bridge. 

In 20 Million Miles to Earth (1957), a monster 

from Venus grows huge and lays waste to Rome. 
Over the next 24 years, Harryhausen turned 

as from sci-fi to fantasy/adventure stories filmed in 

color. These ten films feature dozens of 

fascinating monsters, each a testament to 

Harryhausen's vision. In The Seventh Voyage of 

Sinbad 0958), live actors fight a giant two-

90 headed bird, a 30-foot-tall Cyclops, and a living 

skeleton. In Mysterious Island (1961), castaways 

do battle with a gigantic crab and a huge bird. 
jason and the Argonauts features a blind man 

fighting off two bird-like humans, a battle with a 

95 huge bronze man filled with thousands of 

gallons of fluid, and jason's duel with a seven

headed hydra. And don't forget those relentless 

to achieve and surpass the effects made famous skeletons. Harryhausen's final feature film, The 
by King Kong. His first effort was a cave bear Clash of the Titans (1981), finds Perseus, the 

made out of his mother's fur coat and 100 hero of Greek myth, fighting giant scorpions, 

photographed with a borrowed camera. Despite 

55 difficulty controlling the camera, he succeeded 

in making the bear appear to move. Excited by 

the possibilities, he then sought training in all 

aspects of trick photography. He studied 

drawing, ceramics, and sculpture, each an 

6o important component in the success of his 

stop-motion work. 

By 1940, Harryhausen was making films on 
his family's back porch, and soon worked on 

animated shorts for Paramount Studios. In 1942, 

65 he was drafted into the Army Signal Corps, 

where he worked on animated sequences for 

training films. After his discharge, Harryhausen 

made five stop-motion fairy tales called Mother 

Goose Stories. The artistic success of these 

• oversight: mistake 

105 

outsmarting the deadly, snake-haired Medusa, 

and bringing down the colossus Kraken. Movie 

fans still marvel at the expressiveness and 

personality of these creatures. 

Harryhausen was never nominated for a 

special effects Oscar. Some feel it was because 

he worked away from Hollywood on lower 

budget films, rarely using assistants. 

(Harryhausen retained close bonds with his 

110 family-his father made the ball-and-socket 

joints for his models and occasionally his mother 

made the fur coverings.) Others feel that until 

the success of George Lucas's Star Wars 0977), 

Hollywood marginalized sci-fi movies, 

115 particularly those featuring monsters and 

strange creatures. In 1992, Hollywood finally 
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recognized this oversight4 and honored 
Ray Harryhausen with a lifetime achievement 

Oscar. At the presentation ceremony, two-time 

120 Acadt:my Award-winning actor Tom Hanks 

reportedly said to Harryhausen, "Lots of people 

say Citizen Kane is the greatest film of all 

is one prominent example. He credits much of 

135 his lifelong desire to make movies to a 

childhood fascination with Harryhausen's work. 

And most of the stop-motion master's work, 

·even his early experiments, is available on 

DVD today. 

time .... No way, it's jason and the Argonauts!" 140 Movies are usually labeled as the work of 

Today, Harryhausen's stop-motion animation the actors or director. Technicians most often 

125 technique has been superseded by more 

sophisticated computer-generated imaging and 

performance-capture animation5 • People 

accustomed to seamless digital effects may find 
his work a little rough around the edges6

• 

130 Nonetheless, many contemporary filmmakers are 
students of his work and cite it as their 

inspiration. Peter Jackson, the director of the 

Lord of the Rings trilogy and King Kong (2005), 

play an unseen or subordinate role in the 

moviegoer's mind. Ray Harryhausen defies that 

tradition. Although he never directed or acted in 

145 the 15 or so feature-length films he worked on, 

these films are now seen as vehicles for 

showcasing his talents. Known today as "Ray 

Harryhausen films," each one is marked by the 

taste, imagination, and kinetic magic 

150 Harryhausen brought to his creations. • 

5 performance-capture animation: a technique that can digitally record a live actor's performance and use that data to animate 
another character 

6 rough around the edges: unpolished, unrefined 

Reading Comprehension 

A. Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the information in 
Reading 2. Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

_ 1. The movie about Jason was based on an ancient tale from Greek mythology. 

- 2. Ray Harryhausen was the flrst to have success using stop-motion animation. 

_ 3. Ray Harryhausen tended to work alone on his stop-motion photography. 

_ 4. Some feel that Hollywood didn't take sci-fi movies seriously in the years 
before Star Wars. 

_ 5. Harryhausen had the support of his family in advancing his career in 
special effects. 

_ 6. Stop-motion animation is not as smooth as computer-generated animation. 

_ 7. Filmmakers today who specialize in special effects don't care about 
Harryhausen's work. 

_ 8. Today it is difficult to flnd copies of Harryhausen's work. 
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B. Scan the reading for the answers to these questions. Use your annotation and 
highlighting skills to help you. 

1. How does stop-motion animation work? 

An object is moved slightly and photographed. This process, when repeated many 
times, creates the illusion of movement. 

2. What has replaced stop-motion animation today? 

3. What are three of the black-and-white films Harryhausen worked on? 

4. What are three of the color films Harryhausen worked on in the late 1950s 
and early 1960s? 

5. Who directed Lord of the Rings? 

6. In which category did Harryhausen win an Oscar (Academy Award)? 

7. About how many feature length films did Harryhausen work on in his career? 

8. Who did the stop-motion animation in the 1933 film King Kong? 

READING SKILL 

LEARN 

When describing actual historical events, writers typically use the past te nse. 

Born in Los Angeles, California, in 1920, Ray Harryhausen's bond with movie 
special effects formed at age thirteen when he saw the pioneering stop-motion 
work of Willis O'Brien in the film King Kong (1933). 

When summarizing o r describing a story or setting, however, writers often use 
the present te nse. 

King Aeetes of ancient Greece is seeking the Golden Fleece. Only Jason and his 
men stand in his way. He reaches into a helmet and casts the Hydra's teeth upon 
the ground. 

When writers comment on o r analyze a circumstance that s till ho lds true, 
they can use the present tense. The present tense verb feature makes such a 
comment. 

Over the next 24 years, Harryhausen turned from sci-fi to fantasy/ adventure 
stories filmed in color. These ten films feature dozens of fascinating monsters, 
each a testament to Harryhausen's vision. 

Note: these are not strict rules, and writers can use different verb tenses to 
create different effects. In the examples above, it would not have been wrong for 
the writer to use the past tense. 
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APPLY 

This paragraph describes software that can generate real-looking animated 
characte~s in movies. As you read, complete the sentences with either the past 
or the present tense. Compare work with a partner. 

In jason and the Argonauts, Ray Harryhausen (1. use) _______ _ 

miniature models and stop-motion animation to create a realistic-looking battle 

where seven skeletons moved and reacted individually. But stop-motion animation 

(2. have) ________ limits. The process is too slow to animate more than a 

few creatures at once. 

Director Peter jackson (3.face) ________ this problem in the Lord of 

the Rings movies. The plot (4. call) ________ for battles between 

thousands of fantasy characters. But no movie had ever succeeded in making that 

many animated characters look real. Jackson called on Stephen Regelous, an expert 

on visual effects and computer animation, to find a software solution. Regelous 

(5. create) ________ a software application called Massive that can fill a 

scene with individual beings, or "agents." In stories animated with this software, 

these agents (6. move and behave) --------independently. 

With this software, films can now add pre-built agents, such as people walking 

and talking on a city street. Artists also (7. design)-------- their own 

creatures and individually (8. animate) ________ them with Massive. 

Peter Jackson's King Kong (2005), for example, (9. use) _________ Massive 

to fill Skull Island with animated insects, bats, and other creatures. For the New 

York scenes, Massive (10. crowd) --------the streets of Manhattan with 

moving cars, buses, and pedestrians. 

Look again at the verbs you added in the passage. Write H next to those that describe 
a historical event. Write C next to those that comment on present circumstances. 
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Nouns ... Verbs Adjectives . Adverbs 

-- adjustable ._, - --adjustment adjust adjusted - .... well-adjusted 
.. -._._._.. .. -- ... 

bond 
bond bonded 

bondage -- --- -finality finalize final -- finally 

subordinate subordinate -· subordinate --- .-_, 

A. These words can have different meanings depending on context. Scan Reading 2 
to find which sense was intended and circle it here. 

1. adjust 

a. raise or lower slightly 

b. adapt, get used to 

c. move sth slightly 

2. subordinate 

a. secondary, less important 

b. make less important 

c. an assistant 

3. final 

a. definitive 

b. an examination 

c. last in a series 

4. vehicle 

a. means of transportation 

b. instrument, tool, means 

When a verb is followed by an object, it is called a transitive verb. 

The glue can bond metal to wood. 

When a verb does not h ave an object, it is called an intransitive verb. 

After moving here, she adjusted quickly to her new fife. 

Most dictionaries will tell you whether a verb can be transitive, intransitive, 
or both . Depending on wh ich d ictionary you use, this can be indicated as 
follows: 

Transitive 

Intransitive 

v.t.; v.tr.; trans.; [T]; [VN] (meaning yerb + noun) 

v.i.; v. intrans.; [I]; [V] (meaning no noun after verb) 

MOVIE MAGIC 
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• •• • • • • 0 
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•• 0 •••••• . ...... . 
••••••• 0 

0 ••••••• • • . • • 0. 

...... . . . .. . 
••• • 0 •••• 

• •• • • • • 0 

• 0 ••••• ........ . . . 
• • 0 ••••• 

....... 
• • • 0 •••• . ... .. . . . . . . .. . 
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• • 0 0 •••• 

0 •••••••• 

• • • • • • • 0 • 

• • • • ••• 0 

•• •• 0 ••• .. ..... .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

• 0 0 ••• 0 •• ... . . . . .. 
......... 
• 0 ••••••• 

•• 0 •••• 0 .. ...... 

. ...... . . .... ... .. . . . . .. 
• 0 ••• 0. 
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B. You can learn a lot about a verb by studying how it is used in a sentence. Here 
are selections from the readings in units 1 and 2. Study the bold verbs and write 
T (transitive) or tnt (intransitive) In the blank. For transitive verbs, underline the 
object. Compare work with a partner. 

l 1. . . . in order to eat, seek and catch J2ITY, mate ... 

_2. Why does it run so fast? 

_ 3. . .. the cheetah can outrun its fleetest prey. 

_ 4 .... escape predators, and endure the elements 

_ 5. The pronghorn antelope has been docked at close to 70 mph. 

The word bond can be a noun or verb. It has many different meanings. 

a strong connection, 
emotionally o r physically 

strong/common/dose/emotional/parental 
bond(s) 
form/break/feel/forge/strengthen/destroy a 
bond(s) 

a type of financial 
investment (usually plural) 

savings/government/long-term/treasury bonds 
purchase/buy/sell/invest in/ put money into/ 
issue/redeem bonds 

a joining of atoms into 
molecules/to form molecules 

a chemical bond 
to chemically bond 

a legal contract or promise 

sth that restrains sb• 

A marriage is a legal bond. 

to join firmly/to attach to 

to develop a strong trust in 

The prisoner broke free from his bonds. 

This glue bonds well to most surfaces. 

Ducklings will bond with the first animal 
theysee. r: 

------------------------------~---------------.----~~~~--~ , CORPUS 

•Note: sb is a common dictionary abbreviation for somebody 

C. Which meaning of the word bond Is expressed in each sentence? Match the 
sentence on the left with the definition on the right. Compare answers with a 
partner. 

-1. Despite different approaches, the software 
engineer and the graphic artist bonded 
immediately. 

_ 2. Although born in Southern California, 
Harryhausen never developed a strong 
bond with Hollywood. 

-3. Jack breaks free from his bonds and rejoins 
the crew of the Black Pearl. 

_ 4. She put most of her wealth into stocks 
and bonds. 

- 5. He used a strong glue to bond the neck of 
the guitar to the body. 

_ 6. Water is formed when specific amounts of 
hydrogen and oxygen bond. 

-7. Establishing paternity creates a legal bond 
that protects the child. 
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a. a strong connection, 
emotionally or physically 

b. a type of financial 
investment 

c. the joining of atoms 
into molecules 

d. a legal contract or promise 

e. sth that restrains sb 

f. to join firmly 

g . to develop a strong trust in 
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Verb Adjective 

-make, need 
fine, minor, slight, small, 
major, significant --... 

adjustment --.._ 
strong, emotional, close, tight, 
common, special 

bond (between/ among .. . ) 

-- ~ .. main, key, basic, major, 
central, core, vital, important, 
essential 

.... _ --- component - __ 

retain 

final 

forthcoming 

a copy, control, power, 
moisture, water, a title 
(sports), a job, the ability to 
do sth 

report, decision, payment, 
analysis, outcome, approval, 
chapter, exam 

appearance, book, election, 
talks, movie, events 

-
.. 

--

-devise, come up 
with, think up, carry 
out 

grand, elaborate, brilliant, 
ingenious, ambitious, crazy 

• - • scheme (to do sth) -. --
subordinate role, position, rank, clause 

have, develop, 
convey, impose 

clear, grand, mental, flawed, 
shared, narrow 

- .. __ vision (of sth) --
D. The chart above shows some common collocations, or word partners, for 

selected target vocabulary. Refer to the chart and complete these sentences. 
Compare work with a partner. 

1. After the preview, they made some minor--------- to the film's 
soundtrack. 

2. In the interview, the director talked about the use of performance-capture 
technology in her movie. 

3. He preferred to work alone, an arrangement that allowed him to 
--------- complete artistic control. 

4. Some critics complain that in current films, story and characterization play a 
-------- role to special effects. 

5. Innovative special effects were a vital _ ________ of the film's 
success. 

6. Observers could not agree on whether her plan showed a clear 
--- - ---- of the future or whether it was a crazy--- - ----
certain to fail. 

7. The committee said that its decision was _______ _ 

8. A special developed among the people on the staff. 

.. 
0 ••• 
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E. Write a group story: 

• Each student in a small group is assigned one set of words from the box. 
On a loose piece of paper, write the first line of a story featuring a word 
from your set of words. 

• Pass your paper to the left and receive a paper from the right. 

• Using another word from your set, continue the story you just received. 

Continue this process until you have added to every story. Read the stories aloud. 

- - 4 1 2 3 -- ---achieve element release -- transfer - -welfare duration -- facilitate preliminary ·- -negate require complex identify -· instruct mediate psychology whereas --..__ .. 
vehicle bond final retain --
scheme thereby endurance excessive --· 
evidence adjustment margin - marginalize 

5 6 7 8 ----... undergo exceed maintain sole 

lecture benefit consistent issue 
~-----

adjust eventual - research evident 

subordinate vision highlight seek 

achievement sole component forthcoming --facility endure beneficial complexity 

Tip: You are writing a story, so put a character into the first sentence. That will 
help the next writer carry on the plot. The student with list 1 might begin a 
story like this: 

Last week, I thought of a clever scheme. 

Writing and Discussion Topics 

Write about or discuss the following topics. 

1. Choose a recent blockbuster movie. Then search the movie's website, the 
bonus features o n the DVD, or other sources to find information about the 
special effects employed. What technologies were used? Were any innovative 
techniques used? 

2. "The best special effect is one the audience did not know was a special 
effect." What do you think this means? Do you agree or disagree with this 
statement? 

3. In recent years, there have been many successful 3-D movies. Yet some critics 
and moviegoers say that 3-D is an unnecessary gimmick that audiences are 
already tiring of. What do you think? Is 3-D here to stay? 
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rn~r 

L.n. 
irLanguage 

TARGET 
WORDS 

confer 

diminish 

~ foundation 

~ fundamental 

Incorporate 

Intrinsic 

manipulate 

~ physical 

prime 

~ project 

refine 

~ stress 

~ theory 

transmit 

The Power 
of Music 
In this unit, you will 

read about how the brain responds to music 
and about some features of technical description. 
review cause and effect. 
increase your understanding of the target academic words for this unit. 

READING SKILLS Finding the Perpetrator; Point of View 

Self-Assessment 
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (,/) the appropriate column. I have .. . 

never seen 
the word 
before 

seen the word 
but am not sure 
what it means 

seen the word 
and understand 
what it means 

used the word, 
but am not sure 
if correctly 

Outside the Reading What do you know about music? 

Watch the video on the student website to find out more. 

used the word 
confidently in 
either speaking 
or writing 

used the word 
confidently in 
both speaking 
and writing 

~ Oxford 3000"' keywords 
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R E ADING 

Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in small groups. 

1. All cultures have music, but cultures and individuals disagree on what sounds 
good. Is there any kind of music that sounds good to most people? 

2. What kind of music do you like most? What makes this music interesting to 
you? 

3. Do you think there will someday be a pill that can make people more 
creative? Would you take it? 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
auditory: related to hearing 
circuitry: a system of electrical pathways (such as neural 

pathways in the brain) 
pitch: the highness or lowness of a musical note 
quasi-: prefix meaning "seemingly" or "partially" so 

(C) Read 
This article from an online magazine reports some of the recent findings concerning 
the connection between emotional reactions to music and biology. 

WH Y DOE S M USIC MO VE US? 
SCIENCE GETS CLOSER TO THE INTERSECTION OF BIOLOGY AND CREATIVITY 

esearchers are only now 
beginning to unlock the 
secrets of the brain. It seems 

like every month some new study or 
5 another comes along to explain why 

we get addicted to nicotine or how 
our neural pathways were changed 
because we studied piano as children. 

Isolating which part of the brain is responsible 

10 for moving your big toe is a neat trick. But what 

about "softer" functions like figuring out how 

judgment is formed or music is made? "Why 

Music Moves Us: The Cognitive Neuroscience1 

of Music," a conference at the Swedish Medical 

t5 Center in Seattle in 2005, tried to ask some 

fundamental questions about how the brain 

"hears" and translates sound into music. 

We know how the ear catches sound and 

how the sound waves are translated by about 

20 30,000 auditory nerves into electrical and 

chemical signals that are transmitted to the 

brain. But how is it that the neurons in the 

brain translate those signals into something 

we recognize as music? Scans show that the 

25 brain is much more actively engaged with 

music than with speech. But there is no actual 

physical sound in your brain. No notes. No 

music. Only neurons. 

"The idea of pitch is a mental phenomenon," 

Jo says Robert Zatorre, professor of neuroscience 

at McGill University in Montreal. Only the way 

11 1 neuroscience: the field of science devoted to the study of the nervous system and the brain 
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sounds are organized makes them interesting. 

Brain scans show that different parts of the brain 

register activity depending on the kind of music 

35 played. Dissonance2 , for example, is generally 

perceived as unpleasant, and it provokes 

reactions in a different region of the brain than 

consonant3 harmonies do. 

Music is a basic human condition. We are born 

40 primed to pick up on beat regularities and able 

to put sound in some sort of coherent order. All 

cultures have music, and the ability to recognize 

music comes before speech. The brain is wired 

with reward and avoidance circuitry, and music 

45 rates high in the reward region. 

There is strong evidence that our attraction to 

music isn't just for enjoyment. Music helps build 

community. Think, for example, of how nations and 
institutions use songs to bring people together, the 

so thrill of singing your national anthem or the "old 

school song." Music can also aid healing. Patients 

who have suffered strokes or other brain injuries 

often show dramatic improvement in their recovery 

if music or rhythm is played during therapy, 

55 reported Michael Thaut, professor of music and 

neuroscience at Colorado State University. 

Our understanding of how the brain perceives 

music is still rudimentary, and researchers haven't 

even developed reliable tests to measure what we 

so want to know about some of the most basic brain 

functions. Trying to measure, for example, if the 

brain has a different electrical reaction to music 

it likes than to music it doesn't is quite difficult 

because "like" and "dislike" are subjective terms 

65 that are hard to quantify scientifically. 

Still, it's clear that our perceptions of the world 
have a physical foundation in the brain, and 

those perceptions can be altered. Studies have 

shown, for example, that the recognition of pitch 

10 can be altered by as much as one and a half 

tones with medication. 

Mark Tramo, director of the Institute for Music & 

Brain Science at Harvard Medical School, told the 

conference that while the field of studying the 

75 neuroscience of how we perceive music is still 

young, someday we'll know enough to be able 

to plant tiny neuro-bionic chips in the brain to 

alter perceptions and "fix" problems. It doesn't 

take much imagination to project a little 

8o further out and imagine a day when we start to 

understand how the brain processes ideas or 

"produces" creativity. 

What if it turns out that art and creativity are 

merely the product of a series of switches 

85 in the brain firing off in the right sequence? 

Would it diminish our appreciation of art? 

Artists have always occupied a special 

place in society in part because no one

even artists themselves-has been able 

9o to pin down the essential act of making art 

and explain how inspiration and creativity 

work. Without a rational explanation for the 

process of creating art, it's much easier to 

romanticize4 artists and attribute their talent 

95 to mysterious and unknowable qualities. 

But what if we are able to eventually reduce 

creativity to biochemical formulas? Surely 

that would change the way we look at artists. 

It might even take the mystery out of their 

1oo art. If we could create neuro-bionic chips to 

cure brain disorders, why not pills that induce 

creativity on demand? If you created under the 

influence of these pills, would that seem like 

cheating, somehow? Surely some might claim 

1o5 that neuro-induced art would give some artists 

unfair advantage over others. Should we care? 

After all, if good art is really what's important, 

then who cares how it was created? 

And isn't it true that art incorporates so much 

uo of the artist's experience that even if we are 
able to unlock biologically-enhanced creativity, 

it's doubtful that it would result in a surge of 

"super-art?" 

Still, as science gets closer to the 

115 intersection of biology and creativity, and the 

mystery of the artistic impulse is graphed 

and charted, it's worth pondering what we 

consider to be the essential qualities that 

make art unique. 

2 dissonance: a technical term in music referring to combinations of sounds that are unpleasant together 
3 consonant: in music, a term describing notes that sound pleasant together; the opposite of dissonant 
• romanticize: make something seem more attractive or interesting than it really is 

.... 
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Reading Comprehension 

A. Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the information in 
Reading 1. Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

_1. Locating the area of the brain that controls toe movement is impossible. 

_ 2. Sound waves themselves do not enter the brain. 

- 3. People need to learn how to speak before they can appreciate music. 

_ 4. There is evidence that music may help people with brain injuries. 

-5. We are now able to improve people's creativity and perception of music 
with brain implants. 

_ 6. The reading says that neuroscience will destroy our appreciation of art. 

_ 7. The reading implies that artistic success is entirely a product of the physical 
brain. 

_ 8. The secrets behind artistic success may seem less mysterious in the future. 

B. Read these sentences paraphrased from Reading 1. Then scan the article to find 
the original sentences. Write the line number of the original on the line. 

_ 1. Listening to music activates the brain more than listening to speech does. 

_ 2. Music is a universal experience for all humans. 

_ 3. The facts suggest that music is for more than just pleasure. 

_ 4. The way we view the world is largely determined by the physical properties 
of our brains. 

- 5. We can artificially alter our perception of music. 

_ 6. No doubt we would see artists differently. 

READING SKILL 

LEARN 

In this sentence from Reading 1, the subject of the sentence-researchers-is the 
"perpetrator." These researchers a re doing something. 

Researchers are only now beginning to unlock the secrets of the brain. 

When the topic is technical and the style formal, writers often omit mention of 
the perpetrator. Perhaps the perpetrator is not important, not known, o r too 
obvious. 

Dissonance, for example, is generally perceived as unpleasant. 

In this sentence, no perpetrator is indicated, but from the context we know it is 
"people." We can reword the senten ce to show th e p erpetrator. 

People generally perceive dissonance, for example, as unpleasant. 
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APPLY 

Read these excerpts from Reading 1 . Look at the excerpts in context to determine 
the perpetrator and then write it in the blank. Write "unknown" if it is not possible to 
determine the perpetrator from the context. 

Excerpt Perpetrator? 

1. ... judgment is formed . . . (line 12) Who or what forms it? the brain 

2. ... music is made? (line 12) Who or what makes it? 

3. We are born primed to pick 
up on heat regularities ... (line 39) What primes us? 

4. The brain is wired with reward 
and avoidance circuitry ... (line 43) Who or what wired it? 

5. .. .if music or rhythm is played 
during therapy ... (line 54) Who or what plays it? 

6 . ... and those perceptions can be 
altered. (line 68) What can alter them? 

7. .. . how it was created? (line 108) Who created it? · 

8. . .. and the myste ry of the artistic 
impulse is graphed and charted ... Who or what graphed 
(line 115) and charted it? 

The sentences in the preceding exercise have passive verb forms: is formed, 
is made, can be altered. With p assive verb forms, we can add a prepositional 
phrase to show the perpetrator. The phras~ usually starts with by or with. 

The sound waves are translated by about 30.000 auditory nerves into electrical 
and chemical signals. 

The recognition of pitch can be altered with medication. 

"Auditory nerves" and "medication" are the perpetrators. 

conference 

diminishment 

foundat ion 

fundamental 

incorporation 

primacy 

transmission 
transmitter 

confer 

diminish 

incorporate 

prime 

transmit 

Adjective 

diminishing 
diminished 

foundational 

fundamental 

incorporated 

physical 

prime 
primed 

Adverb 

fundamentally 

physically 
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A. Fill in the blanks with a target word from the chart that completes the sentence 
in a grammatical and meaningful way. 

1. Music is - ----- --a product of the brain and its neural mechanisms. 

2. The human auditory organs and the brain seem to be to 
respond to music. 

3. The scientists held a to discuss the latest research into 
creativity and the brain. 

4. The people at the meeting are interested in exploring the neural 
--- - - --- of our appreciation of music. 

5. How are the properties of sound translated into music 
that the brain can hear? 

6. Neurons information via chemical and electrical synapses 
in the brain. 

7. Will our appreciation of art if we learn the secrets of 
human creativity? 

8. Art almost certainly the artist's personal experiences. 

B. Using your dictionary, decide which meaning of the word physical is expressed 
in each sentence. Match it with the definition on the right. Compare answers with 
a partner. 
1. Pitch is a physical property of sound. a. relating to the bo dy 

2. The game became very physical in 
the fourth quarter. 

b. relating to natural things that 
can be observed or measured 

3. Ray Harryhausen's stop-motion 
characters are more physically 
expressive than puppets. 

c. involving bodily force and contact 

The adjective and verb prime has several meanings in different contexts. 

a. main, most important, most 
likely, most typical 

b. the best, the most perfect or 
excellent 

c. the most productive time 

d. to be prepared or readied 

e. prepare something for use 
or to get it started 
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prime example/reason/aim/concern/ 
suspect/ target/cause/mover 

prime position/ location/cut (of meat) 
prime time (television) 

in one's prime; past one's prime; in the 
prime of life 

primed to learn/ to listen/to respond/ 
for action 

prime wood (for painting); prime an 
explosive; prime the economy; prime 
someone to take over a job or task ~ 
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C. Which meaning of the word prime is expressed in each sentence? Match the 
sentences with the definitions in the box above. Compare answers with a partner. 

_J. We are born primed to pick up on beat regularities and able to put sound 
in some sort of coherent order. 

_ 2. Prime seats for the show cost over $500 each. 

_ 3. In his final Olympics, he was obviously way past his prime and performed 
poorly. 

_ 4. Harryhausen's prime concern was to make the figures more realistic 
and expressive. 

_ 5. To prime the state's economy, the governor cut taxes on businesses 
and individuals. 

Transmit and transmission can also be used in several contexts. 

a. send electronically or over airwaves The broadcast was transmitted to 
over 50 nations. 

b. spread an idea, emotion, or disease The disease can only be 
transmitted through direct 
contact. 

c. to allow energy to pass through 

d. a piece of machinery in a car 

e. a radio or TV s ignal 

He encouraged teachers to 
transmit positive values to their 
students. 

Water transmits sound four and a 
half times faster than air does. 

A transmission (manual or 
automatic) transmits energy from 
the car's engine to the axles and 
Wheels . . 

We listened to the BBC on short
wave radio transmissions. 

~OR PUS 

----------~------------------------------------------~ 
D. Which meaning of transmit or transmission is expressed in each sentence? 

Match the sentences with the definitions in the box above. Compare answers 
with a partner. 

_ 1. It came equipped with a five-speed transmission. 

_ 2. An optical fiber permits data in the form of light to be transmitted over 
long distances. 

_ 3. The material absorbs and transmits heat to circulating fluids. 

_ 4. The transmission was too weak to be heard. 

_ 5. Parents complained that the movie transmitted the wrong values to children. 
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Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in small groups. 

1. Do you know how to play a musical instrument? If so, describe how the 
instrument produces sound. 

2. As a small child in school or at home, did you ever make your own 
musical instruments out of simple materials-for example, a drum from 
an old can? Describe what kind of materials you used and what sound 
the instruments made. 

3. If you heard people talking about a Fender, a Martin, a Gibson, a Yamaha, 
or a Takamine, would you know what subject they were talking about? 
How about an acoustic or an electric? 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
magnet: an object that attracts other objects toward it, either naturally or because of 

an electric charge 
pluck: to play the strings of a guitar by pulling with the fingers or with a pick 

0Read 
This magazine article describes the guitar's rise to the star musical instrument it is today. 

Guitars: The Quest for Volume 

Today, people tend to think of the guitar 
as a loud instrument. Yet, before the 

1920s, projecting sound was a problem 
for the guitar. The volume was simply too low 

5 to compete with louder instruments, limiting its 
use to solo performance and vocal 
accompaniment. The versatility and portability 
of the guitar, however, were simply too 
appealing to allow it to drift into obscurity. 

10 Guitar makers began experimenting with new 
d"esigns and materials that could increase its 
volume. 

To understand the fundamental challenge 
facing guitar designers, first consider what a 

15 guitar is trying to do. A guitar operates on the 
principle that a tightly stretched string, when 
plucked, will vibrate rapidly and agitate the air 
enough to make a musical tone that people can 
hear. The shorte r, tighter, and thinner the string, 

20 the more vibrations per second and the higher 

the pitch of the tone. The longer, looser, and 
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thicker the string, the lower the pitch. So by 
plucking strings of various thicknesses, tensions, 

and lengths, a variety of musical notes can be 
25 created. 

But there's a problem. A vibrating string 
does not make much sound. It needs to be made 
louder, or amplified, in some way. Try this 
grade-school experiment: Wrap a small, thin 

30 rubber band around your thumb and index 
finger. Stretch it tight and pluck it. It will make a 

sound but not a loud one, and the volume will 
diminish quickly. Now stretch the rubber band 
around a small, thin-walled box with one open 

35 side. Pluck the string where it crosses the 
opening. A much louder, longer sound should 
result. That is because·the string vibrates the 
box, which in turn vibrates the air inside the 
box and creates a sound. Because the sound can 

40 echo a bit, it also sounds fuller-that is, it has a 

better tone. So, a thin box with an opening 
makes a rather good amplifier for strings. 
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A guitar takes advantage of box 

amplification by attaching a long piece of 

45 wood-the neck-to the hollow guitar body, or 

sound box. The strings run down the neck to 

the middle of the body to a piece of wood called 

the bridge. The bridge has two purposes. It 

anchors the strings to the guitar top (also called 

5o the soundboard). It also contains the saddle, a 

thin piece of hard material that lifts the strings 

slightly above the neck and top. When the 

strings are plucked, the saddle transmits the 
vibrations into the g uitar body. The wooden 

55 sides of the body vibrate the air inside and 

create an echo that increases the volume of 

the original vibration. The sound exits through 

one or more sound holes cut into the top of 

the guita r. 

so The shape and dimensions of the guitar 

body are important in making sure that the 

vibrations from the different strings are 

amplified fully and equally. Guitar designers 

experimented with many different designs. After 

65 much refinement, they found that a figure-eight 

shape with a larger and a smaller chamber 

separated by a narrower waist works best. 

70 

This shape best amplifies and smoothes the 

sound of all the tones that a guitar can make. 

Even with this optimal design, a guitar made 

entirely of wood is not very loud. Guitar 

designers faced an intrinsic difficulty in the 

physical properties and d esign of a guitar. 

Heavier, tighter strings are louder. Thinner wood 

75 is also louder. But heavier, tighter strings place 

tremendous stress on the guitar, requiring 

thicker wood to strengthen the guitar and keep 

it from breaking. So the increase in volume 
gained by using heavier strings and greater 

80 tension is offset by the thicker wood needed to 

strengthen the guitar. Guitars, it seemed, would 

never be loud. 

In the early 20th century, the search for a 

louder guitar intensified. Two solutions 

8 5 appeared. One design strengthened the guitar 

by running a metal rod through the neck of the 

guitar and by adding more support in the bridge 

a rea. This way, louder steel strings could be 

used without damaging the guitar. Today, these 

go design improvements are incorporated into 

most hollow body, steel-string guitars. The 

second solution added meta l resonator plates1 to 

r: 
'"""' ...... . 

•••••• 0 •• . . . . . .. . . 

1 resonator plate: a device, typically a metal plate, for making sound loud and clear 
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the top of the guitar to take advantage of the 

"twangy" acoustic properties of metal. The 
95 twang not only made guitars louder, but the 

change in tone helped them stand out more 

when played along with other instruments. 

135 guitars-the steel string guitar made of wood. 
Amplification is achieved by placing pickups 

inside the guitar body. These pickups contain a 
mechanism (a piezo-electric transducer) that is 

sensitive to vibration. They transmit an 

With these modifications and added features, 140 electrical version of the vibration through wires 

guitars could be heard more easily, but they still to an amplifier. The thinking here is that by 

100 could not fill a large building :with .sou~d. Here _capturing body vibra~io!l, the amplified sound 

is where advances in electronics play a role. One 

possibility, of course, is to put a microphone in 
front of the guitar. In theory, this works well 

enough. In practice, it can create several 

1o 5 problems. The microphone Iinlits a player's 

movements, and it often picks up other sounds, 

amplifying them along with the sound of the 

guitar. Even when everything works perfectly, 
the core problem remains: the guitar itself is not 

no any louder. 

Achieving a true electric guitar required a 

complete rethinking of how a guitar could work. 

Rather than have the guitar body amplify the 

sound, the body would merely be a platform 

115 that holds vibrating strings-similar to those on 

an acoustic guitar-and electronics. The body 
could even be solid, not hollow. With a solid 

body, the strings make a very soft sound

softer than the sound achieved in the rubber-

120 band-around-the-box experiment, and not 

nearly enough to amplify successfully through 

a typical microphone. Instead of a hollow sound 

box, the strings are placed just above tiny 
magnets, or pickups. When the strings vibrate, 

125 they create a weak but precise disturbance in 
the pickup's magnetic field2 • That disturbance 

(the audio signal) is transmitted as a weak 

electrical current through wires and cables to an 

electrical device that amplifies the signal 

13o through a speaker, sometimes to ear-splitting 

levels. By the 1950s, electrics were 
revolutionizing popular music. 

Meanwhile, efforts were being made to 
electrify what were now called acoustic 

will have a more natural tone, and it does. There 

are many competing designs, and the technology 
145 is constantly changing, but whatever their form, 

internal pickups allow traditional acoustic 
guitars to achieve greater amplification while 

maintaining the acoustic guitar sound. 

Electronic amplification opened the door for 

150 musicians to experiment with sound in other 

ways. Before sound can be amplified 

electronically, it must be converted into an 

electronic signal, and this signal can be modified 

to achieve different effects. Think of it this way: 

155 the volume and tone of an acoustic guitar are 

mainly the result of its materials and design. A 

well-designed acoustic guitar made of good 

materials sounds better than a less carefully 

constructed one. With a solid body electric 

1so guitar, however, the electronics build and shape 

the instrument's naturally thin tone by enriching 

the audio signal before it is transmitted to 

speakers. 

After decades of research and development, 

165 guitar players can now manipulate and modify 

the audio signal in the most astounding ways. 

Just consider the colorful vocabulary they use to 

describe the sounds of an electric guitar

crunch, punch, fuzz, flange, wah wah, chorus, 

110 screaming, delay, gated. Some of the possibilities 

are quite unpleasant. Others add to the library 

of wonderful sounds that are used to make 

music. These acoustic gifts are the unexpected 

but natural consequence of the long effort to do 

175 one simple thing-to make a very mellow 

instrument a little bit, or a whole lot, louder. • 

2 magnetic field: the area around a magnet influenced by the positive and negative poles 
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Reading Comprehension 
Mark each statement as A (referring to the acoustic guitar), E (solid body electric 
guitar), or 8 (both), according to the information in Reading 2. 

_1. The shape of the guitar has only a marginal effect on the sound. 

_ 2. String thickness and tightness determine the pitch of a note. 

_ 3. This guitar cannot be used in a live performance with a large audience 
without electronic help. 

_ 4. Thinner material in the guitar body improves the volume of the instrument. 

_ 5. Capturing the sound electronically re quires a device that senses vibrating 
air or vibrating materials inside the guitar. 

_ 6. This guitar cannot be played through a microphone. 

_ 7. This guitar works on the principle that a vibrating string creates a disturbance. 

_ 8. The bridge and saddle transmit vibration to the guitar body, which 
amplifies the sound. 

READING SKILL 

LEARN 

A technical process o r design can be described from several points of view 
depending on the purpose and audie nce. Here is a simple electric guitar setup 
involving three components connected by cables. 

~IX· :!M'c:;,w.;C-';.rc::-r 

0 
:'?> 
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Guitar 

guitar cable 

Amplifier 

speaker 
cables 

Loudspeakers 
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APPLY 

Read these paragraphs describing the diagram above from different points of view. 
For each paragraph, complete the task. 

Description 

1. How do I set it up? 
Insert one end of a guitar cable 
into the jack in the elecric 
guitar. Insert the other end of 
the cable into the input jack on 
the amplifier. Then run speaker 
cables from the output jacks of the 
amplifier to the input terminals. 

2. How is it set up or designed? 
One end of a guitar cable is 
inserted into the jack in the guitar. 
The other end is plugged into 
the input jack in the amplifier. A 
speaker cable runs from the output 
jack of the amplifier to the input 
jack of the loudspeaker. 

3. How does it work? 
When the guitarist plucks a 
string, the guitar sends a weak 
electric signal through a cable 
to an amplifier. The amplifier 
increases the energy in the signal 
and transmits this stronger signal 
via cables to loudspeakers. The 
speakers turn the signal back into 
sound. 

4. What happens to the signal? 
When a guitar string is plucked, 
a weak electrical signal is 
transmitted through a cable 
to an amplifier, a device that 
adds energy to the signal. This 
amplified signal is delivered 
through speaker cables to 
loudspeakers, where the signal 
is converted back into sound. 

Task 

This version gives instructions to the 
reader. Underline the verbs that tell 
the reader what to do. 

This version describes the setup 
without indicating who set it up. 
Underline any intransitives verbs. (See 
Unit 3, page 45, for more on transitive 
and intransitive verbs.) 

This version tells what each device 
does. The verbs are active-plucks, 
sends, increases. Underline the 
"perpetrators" of the action described 
by each active verb. 

This version tells what happens to 
the sound signal. The passive verbs 
make the paragraph seem technical or 
scientific. Underline the passive verbs. 

R E V I E W A S K I L L Cause and Effect (See p. 26) 

In Unit 2, you practiced isolating causes and effects. Reread the article and make a 
list of the factors that affect the volume of a guitar. 
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Noun Verb Adjective Adverb 

--- -.... - intrinsic intrinsically ~ .. -.. 
manipulation manipulate ... manipulative - manipulatively 

. --~ ...._.,_ -projectile* 
project projected - ·-projection ... 

refinement refine - refined -----.. --... -··- stressful -. 
stress stress stressfully -stressed ~-- -... -...._ 
t heory theorize theoretical --- .. theoretically ...._, 

*The noun project will be treated in Unit 9. 

A. Fill in the blanks with a target word from the chart that completes the sentence 
in a grammatical and meaningful way. Be sure to use the correct form. 

1. Although it is possible for a guitar to be made of a single 
wood, most guitars use a variety of woods. 

2. Wood is a popular material for guitars because it can be----- --
in many ways, including shaping, bowing, and slicing. 

3. Woods are selected for their ability to impart sound, their beauty when 
finished, and their ability to withstand the of day-to-day 
playing. 

4. Several approaches are available for ___ _____ sound in large 
spaces. 

5. The technology for amplifying acoustic guitars is still being 

B. In the reading, stress refers to physical force, but it can also refer to emphasis 
or to psychological pressure. In your notebook, write sentences that link these 
words in a meaningful and grammatical way. Gompare sentences with a partner. 

1. consultant I stress I need I better quality control 

The consultant stressed the need for better quality control. 

2. teacher I stress I read Chapter 5 very carefully 

3. assign I too many tasks at once I stressful 

4. must I greater stress on I open I new markets for our products 

5. psychologist I stress I multitasking I not a reliable strategy for saving time 

6. feel stress I work I go to school I at the same time 

' 
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C. Discuss these questions in a small group; then write a paragraph for each about 
your ideas. Be prepared to read aloud and discuss your paragraphs in class. 

1. What are some good ways to relieve stress when a busy schedule leaves little 
time for rest and recreation? 

2. What skills or courses should high schools stress the most? 

D. Like the word stress, the verbs project and manipulate can have physical and 
psychological senses. Match the meaning of the word in each sentence with the 
most appropriate definition below. 

Project 

- 1. The company projected a four percent increase in sales. 

_ 2. The 3-D image is projected onto a screen with angled ridges. 

- 3. The actor's voice projects well. 

_ 4. She projects the image of confident leadership. 

- 5. He projected his own fears about succeeding in college onto his friends. 

_ 6. Several stock market analysts projected record earnings this year. 

a. estimate future quantities/sizes/amounts 

b. make an image or sound fill a space 

c. give an impression to other people 

d. assume that others have the same thoughts or feelings 

Manipulate 

- 1. They all grew tired of their boss's manipulative behavior. 

_ 2. She learned to manipulate the clumsy machine. 

- 3. The computer can manipulate huge amounts of data. 

_ 4. The lawyer tried to manipulate the jury by playing on their emotions. 

- 5. The teacher sensed that her students were trying to manipulate her. 

_ 6. The manipulative child convinced his mother that buying him the toy 
would make her happy. 

a. operate or manage something skillfully 

b. process data/information smoothly 

c. use or control people in a tricky, dishonest way 

d. good at controlling people in a tricky way 
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confer --- greatness, an advantage, - titles, prizes, rewards (on sb) 

--
diminishing 

resources, role, prospects, 

diminished -- expectations, returns, 
number, effect, threat -rapidly, gradually 

change, questions, issues, 
fundamental -- difference, principle, shift, - problem, concept -.. .... -learn, grasp, teach, master, 

cover, explain 
basic ---. -. ..._ fundamentals --. .. _ -- ---

-. -.............. value, motivation, part, -
'• - limitation, problem. f law, 

intrinsic '---· sense, rewards, nature, --- reason -
highly, very, more, less, 
increasingly, cont inuously, 
gradually 

advance, have, confirm, 
prove, disprove, support, 
test, challenge, propose 

.. ... '"-_ . -. 
- refined 

--.. ...._ ·~ ~............... ---. - ._..._____ -..... - ----....... 
--.. .. , --- --~~ .... -..................... ~ ,. --. ~-- ::: .-:___,-----.:::: 

theory (that. .. ) ~--:::: 
theory (of ... ) :;:::::.,.....::: 

~ -.. 
complete, new, current 

E. The chart above shqws some common collocations, or word partners, for 
selected target vocabulary. Refer to the chart and complete these sentences. 
Compare work with a partner. 

1. Drawing on several studies, some child development specialists have 
proposed a that has been called the "Mozart Effect." 
They claim that listening to Mozart 's music may several 
advantages on children, calming them and helping them think spatially. 

2. Other researchers feel they h ave uncovered flaws in t he 
studies and doubt that briefly listening to Mozart before attempting a task has 
any significant effect. 

3. They warn that the "Mozart Effect" is a rapidly one. In 
fact, any mental stimulation before doing a task showed a similar effect. 

4. By the age of six, Mozart had mastered the of keyboard 
instruments and the violin. Already a composer, he began touring and giving 
concerts. 

5. The clavichord, a stringed keyboard, sounds beautiful b ut has one 
---- - - - - limitation : its lack of volume means it cannot be heard 
well when other instruments are playing. 

6. By the 18th century, violin-making had become highly------ -
and violins from that era still set the standards for violin perfection. 

7. Several changes were made to violins in this era, most 
noticeably in the length and angle of the neck. 
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Writing and Discussion Topics 

Write about or discuss the following topics. 

1. Do you feel that music education is important? In other words, should the 
study of music be a part of every child's education? 

2. Worldwide, the violin and piano may be the main instruments children 
are taught to play in structured settings where they can receive formal 
instruction. But guitars are often the instrument people choose when they 
want to play for fun. What makes the guitar so appealing? 

3. Here is a diagram showing a simple setup for a guitar and microphone. 
Do one or more of the following: 

• Give instructions on how to set up the system. 

• Describe the components in the system and how they are connected. 

• Describe what happens to the sound from the microphone and electric guitar. 

XLR cable 
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Guitar 

guitar 
cable 

Mixer 
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1/4 inch TS cable 

Amplifier Loudspeakers 
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TARGET 
WORDS 

I' category 

concurrent 

/' cycle 

dimension 

entity 

identical 

likewise 

/' minimum 

parameter 

j> philosophy 

I' plus 

I' principal 

/' stable 

unify 

Sensory 
Perception 
In this unit, you will 

read about how the mind perceives odors and musical notes. 
review point of view. 

increase your understanding of the target academic words for this unit. 

READING SKILLS Categorizing; Interpreting Charts, Tables, and Graphs 

Self-Assessment 
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.I) the appropriate column. I have ... 

never seen 
the word 
before 

seen the word 
but am not sure 
what it means 

seen the word 
and understand 
what it means 

used the word, 
but am not sure 
if correctly 

----._:_·· 

used the word 
confidently in 
either speaking 
or writing 

used the word 
confidently in 
both speaking 
and writing 

Outside the Reading What do you know about sensory 
perception? Watch the video on the student website to f ind out more. 

/' Oxford 3000"' keywords 
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READING 1 

Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in small groups. 

1. Does adding smell to movies and video games strike you as a useful 
improvement? What technical challenges would adding smell likely involve? 

2. What other uses can you see for a machine that could reproduce odors? In 
businesses? In the home? 

3. Odors can often tri~er powerful memories. For example, the smell of bread 
baking may remind someone of their childhood home. What memories do you 
associate with certain odors? 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
nontoxic: not poisonous; safe to eat, breathe, or touch 
olfactory: connected with smell-olfactory nerves/cells/ neurons/sense 
simulate: to create an effect or situation that seems real but actually is not 

0Read 
This magazine article discusses why, unlike sound, it is so difficult to add smell to movies. 

VIRTUAL ODOR S? 

M 
ovies have successfully captured sights and sounds on film since the 
1920s. And today we can enjoy realistic and imaginary multimedia 
delights even on hand-held devices. But if such treats for the eye and 

ear are now commonplace, why is there no machine that can readily 
s incorporate our sense of smell into the experience of a movie or a video game? 

Actually, movie makers have tried to add 

this missing dimension. In 1959, a film called 

Behind the Great Wall piped odors through the 

air-conditioning system of a theater. The 1960 
10 film Scent of a Mystery, featuring Smell-0-Vision, 

opened in a theater equipped to release smells 

in synch with the movie. Director John Wate rs 

gave "scratch-and-sniff" cards out to accompany 

his "Odorama" movie Polyester (1982). And Walt 

15 Disney World's Epcot theme park near Orlando, 

Florida uses odors to enhance its journey into 

the Imagination attraction . So far, though, 

Smell-0-Vision-type devices are no more than 

gimmicks of only marginal inte rest. Why? No 

20 affordable machine can store enough odors to 

simulate more than a small fraction of w hat 

humans can smell. 

Sound and color simulation do not face such 

limitations. Computer monitors, for example , can 

25 recreate millions of colors because it really only 

takes three colors to do so. A screen that can 

display tiny red, green , and blue pixels1 can 
combine these colors to reproduce most colors 

that a human eye can see. Sound waves, though 

3o quite complex, can be defined mathematically, 

reproduced by a synthesizer2, and amplified 

electron ically. 

Odors are diffe rent. They cannot be 

manipulated or defined mathematically. As Jaron 

35 Lanier explains in an article in New Scientist, 

1 pixels: minute areas of light on a computer screen, which together form an image 
2 synthesizer: a machine that produces different sounds electronically 
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odors "are not patterns of energy, like images or you probably won't eat it even if you like hard-

sounds. To smell an apple, you breathe hundreds 85 boiled eggs. In other words, smells function a bit 

or thousands of apple molecules into your nose." like words do. We know thousands of different 

There is no way to amplify them other than words, and the meaning of a word depends on 

40 adding more odor molecules. Plus, each 

molecule that triggers smell is unique. This 
means a machine cannot produce all possible 

odors by simply mixing three odors. It is true 
that odor-causing chemicals can be combined to 

45 produce millions of scents, but the minimum 
number of basic odors required would be in the 

many hundreds, perhaps thousands, to simulate 

all the scents that humans can sense. 

Several odor parameters can be identified 
5o that might be useful. We can talk about the 

intensity of an odor or the persistence of an 

odor. We can label it as pleasant or unpleasant. 

Non-offensive odors can be grouped into seven 

general categories: medicinal, floral, chemical, 

55 fruity, vegetable, fishy, and earthy. They can also 

the context in which it occurs. We define a word 

by pointing to the entity it refers to or by 
oo comparing its meaning to other words. With 

scents, we may say "it smells like a cucumber" 

or "it has a soapy smell." 

If millions of visible colors can be produced 

from just three primary colors, is there any hope 
95 of finding smell "pixels" that will trigger the 

perception of smell in our brains? We, of course, 

see images on computer screens that look real to 
us even though the objects are not really there. 

They are optical illusions. Likewise, sound 

100 recordings and even your cell phone create an 

auditory illusion-the source of the original 

sound only seems to be present. Is it possible to 

design a mechanism that could somehow 
be categorized by how they feel in our nose: manipulate our brain to create the illusion of 

tingly, burning, warm, metallic, pungent, itching, 1o5 smell when no odor molecules are present-

sharp, and cool. But there are simply too many virtual odors? 

odors in each category to design a practical 

so device that could reference and recreate all the 

scents we can smell. Jaron Lanier says, "Colors 

and sounds can be measured with rulers, but 

odors must be looked up in a dictionary." 
That dictionary is in the brain. Odors are 

65 detected deep in the nasal passage when 
molecules come into contact with the olfactory 

epithelium- a patch of tissue covered with 

neurons. These neurons have receptors3 that can 

detect a particular molecule. If a molecule fits 

10 into a matching receptor, the brain gets a signal. 

Apparently, the human nose has about one 
thousand different types of olfactory neurons. 

The brain's "smell dictionary" categorizes 
odors, but not in a way that a chemistry book 

75 would. Instead the brain groups smells 

In the near future, this achievement seems 

remote, but some progress is being made in 

research on machines that can mimic the sense 

uo of smell. These "electric noses" are equipped 

with olfactory sensors that detect specific 

odors. In order to design such a machine, 

scientists and engineers must be able to classify 

and identify an odor's distinctive "fingerprint" 

115 and design a mechanism that can electronically 

detect that fingerprint. The possible value of 

such a machine in food inspection, medicine, 

and law enforcement has prompted several 

dozen companies to develop and sell electronic 

120 nose units. 

If a machine can digitally detect odors, 
perhaps the reverse is possible. The Tokyo Institute 

of Technology is reported to be working on an 

according to what they mean in the real world. odor recorder and generator. The plan is to design 

Things that emit a rotting smell, for example, get 125 a gadget that can be pointed at an object, record 

very special handling. Interpreting smell also 
requires help from the other senses, and its 

80 meaning may derive from the context. Whether 

a smell is good or bad may depend on where 

its odor through 15 electronic noses, and recreate 

the odor by mixing together and vaporizing 

odors from a set of 96 nontoxic chemicals. If 
this device succeeds, it will move well beyond 

you smell it and what you think is causing it. If a t 3o current odor generators. These emit only a small 

bowl of ice cream smells like hard-boiled eggs, number of odors and have failed commercially. 

3 receptor: a cell or device that reacts to changes such as temperature, light, or sound 

SENSORY PERCEPTION 
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If odor recorders and generators prove to 
be feasible and affordable, Smell-0-Vision 
may be primed for a comeback, adding a new 

13 5 dimension to the moviegoing experience. It may 

Reading Comprehension 

even require a new film rating system: "Warning: 
This movie is rated R for Rotten. Contains odors 
that some may find offensive." • 

Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the information in Reading 1.. 
Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

- 1. A machine that can synthesize most smells would a lready exist if there 
were a marke t for it. 

_ 2. At the present, the entertainment industry is using smell in limited ways. 

_ 3. Virtually all colors that humans can see can be synthesized. 

_ 4. Odors, like sounds, a re created by energy waves coming from foods and 
other substances. 

_ 5. A pleasurable smell will always remain so no matter where it occurs. 

_ 6. At this time, e lectronic nose technology has more obvious practical 
applications than a smell generator does. 

READING SKILL 

LEARN 

When we group e ntities into categories that do not overlap , we say the categories 
are mutually exclusive. For example, musica l instruments used in orchestras 
fall into mutually exclus ive categories. There a re wind instruments, s t ring 
instruments, and percussion instruments. 

APPLY 

A. These sentences are based on the readings in Units 4 and 5. For each sentence, 
answer the questions shown in the example. Write "not sure" if information is 
missing. 

1. Guitars can be classified into acoustic and e lectric g uita rs. 

What entities are being categorized? Guitars. 

What is the basis for the categorization? The way the sound is amplified. 

Are the categories mutually exclusive? No. Some guitars are both acoustic and 
electric. 

2. There are two types o f acoustic g uitars: steel-stringed and nylon-stringed. 

3. Non-offensive odo rs can b e grouped into seven gene ral categories: medic inal, 
floral, chemical, fruity, vegetable, fishy, and earthy. 

4. Odors can also be classified by the way they feel in our nose: tingly, burning, 
warm, metallic, pungent, itching, sharp, and cool. 

5. We can label odors as pleasant o r unpleasant. 
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Categorizing may require us to draw a "dividing line" in order to create 
categories. Reading 1, for example, says odors can be identified by their intensity 
or their persistence. These two dimensions involve measurements for which 
there are many possibilities. 

B. Examine these categories. Where would you draw the line? Why? 

1. childhood and adulthood 

2. middle age and old age 

3. a short film and a feature film 

4. a luxury car and other cars 

5. the modern era and the "old days" 

6. the poverty line (poor vs. non-poor) 

C. This chart categorizes odors along two dimensions: how they smell and how 
they feel In the nose. Think of one Item for at least five description squares. A 
banana, for example, could be categorized as smelling fruity and feeling warm. 

banana 
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category 
categorization 

dimension 

entity 

minimum 

parameter 

categorize 

minimize 

Adjective 

categorized 
categorical 

dimensional 

minimum/ minimal 

categorically 

dimensionally 

likewise 

minimally 

plus 

A. Fill in the blanks with a target word from the chart that completes the sentence 
in a grammatical and meaningful way. 

1. Guitars can be as either electric or acoustic. 

2. Most people consider special effects to be part of the movie business, not 
a separate-- --- ---

3. What's the number of colors you can use and still have 
a good image on the computer screen? 

4. A standard movie screen provides a two- viewing experience. 

5. Even a amount of black paint will make white paint gray. 

6. Coffee falls into the of bitter tastes, as opposed to sweet, 
salty, or sour. 

7. Odors would add a whole new ___ ___ __ to the moviegoing experience. 

B. The word likewise signals that the writer is giving another similar, but not 
identical, case. The word plus adds one more piece of supporting information. 
Fill in the blanks with likewise or plus. Compare answers with a partner. 

1. The original 3-D movies ran into problems. It was difficult to keep the 
two projectors in sync. The glasses distorted color and caused headaches. 

_ _ _ _ ___ _ , the effect did not work well throughout the entire theater. 

2. With auditory perception, technically speaking, no sound gets past the 
ear. The sound waves are converted to a signal that is sent to the brain. 

_ ___ ___ _ , the human eye absorbs various wavelengths of light and 
sends information about that light to the brain. 

3. The microphone limits a player's movements, and it often picks up 
other sounds, amplifying them along with the sound of the guitar. 
----- --- , it still does not make the guitar itself any louder. 

4. The treatment is completely free, even for people who have no health 
insurance. , it has no side effects. 
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The reading contains three very abstract nouns: dimension, entity, and 
parameter. 

Entity can refer to anything that can be identified as having a separate and 
independent existence. 

A corporation is a legal entity. 

The Congress of the United States is a political entity. 

Since the two banks merged, First Bank no longer exists as a separate entity. 

D imension can refer to the physical size and measurements of something. It 
can also refer to different aspects of things, like the different dimensions of 
a p roblem or new dimensions of sound technology. The word dimensional is 
used to describe space as two-dimensional (flat) or three-dimensional, as in 
a 3-D movie. 

The dimensions of the room are 10 x 12 feet. 

Smell would add a new dimension to virtual reality games. 

The dimensions of the problems they face are huge. 

Humans inhabit three-dimensional space. 

Some people say that time is the fourth dimension. 

Parameter is mainly used in academic and technical discussions in fields 
such as statistics, computer science, mathematics, and engineering. In more 
common usage, it may refer to agreed-upon boundaries or limits for a 
particular activity. 

The committee set the parameters for awarding scholarships. 

Exploring the toxicity of these odors is outside the parameters of this study. 

C. Fill in the blanks with entity, dimension, or parameter. Use plural forms when 
necessary. 

1. By 1856, the Whig Party no longer existed as a functioning political 

2. The birth of their first child added a new-------- to their lives. 

3. The committee, after a lengthy discussion, agreed to work within the 
--------that they had established earlier that year. 

4. In "hyperdrive," the starship enters a separate where the 
speed of light is much faster and the distances between objects much less. 

5. The business was penalized for working outside the -------- set 
up by the government. 

6. After the hurricane, the city began a cleanup and rebuilding effort of 
staggering---------

7. Before the reorganization, the two departments operated as separate 
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READING 2 

Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in small groups. 

1. A standard riddle of popular philosophy is this question: If a tree falls in a 
forest and there is nobody to hear it, does it make a sound? What do you 
think? To answer this question, start by discussing what is meant by the term 
usound." 

2. Onomatopoeic words imitate the sounds they describe. Here is a list of 
onomatopoeic words in English. What entity (object, force, or animal) do you 
think might be associated with each sound? 

bang ding dong splash------

caw peep tick--------
chirp pop thump _____ _ 

clang quack wheeze 

click roar whirr 

clunk rumble whoosh 

crack rustle woof 

crunch slurp zip 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
eardrum: a membrane in the ear that is sensitive to air vibration. A membrane is a thin piece 

of tissue. 
fluctuations: repeated increases and decreases in something 
flux: a state of constant change 

0Read 
This online article from a science magazine explains how sound is perceived as 
musical notes in the brain. 

Pitch and Timbre 
0 ne unifying characteristic of human life is 

music. In fact, no known human culture 

lacks music. But what is there about 

human perception that allows us to hear sound 

5 as musical notes? Why do instruments playing 

an Identical note sound different? 

The answer to these questions requires some 

insight into how humans perceive pitch. When a 

musical instrument is played properly, it vibrates 

10 in a predictable way and pushes on the air in and 

72 UNIT 5 

around the instrument. This action creates 
waves or pulses that travel through the air. 

You might think of these waves as brief 

fluctuations in air pressure. Pitch relates to 

15 how close together these waves or pulses are. 

If the musical instrument vibrates 120 times a 

second, about the same as a typical adult 

male speaking voice, we say the sound has a 

frequency of 120 cycles per second, or in 

2o current terminology 120 Hz (pronounced Hertz, 

the name of a 19th century German physicist). 

0 ••• .. .. 
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I 

The typical female speaking voice has a vibration At the lower end, we hear an A note at 110 Hz 

frequency of around 220 Hz. Notes with a low and 55 Hz. All told, we can hear between 
frequency of vibration are referred to as low notes 10 seven and eight octaves. Outside these 

25 and those with a high frequency as high notes. ranges the notes become indistinct. 

Pitch is tied to the vibration of air, but it is The fascinating arithmetic of musical notes 

ultimately a product of how our ear and brain allows the brain to play a trick on us that 
interpret these vibrations. Vibrating air molecules helps us distinguish sounds. Due to the 

push against our eardrums, causing them to 75 physics of sound and the materials that make 
3o vibrate at the same frequency. The vibration is 

then amplified by mechanisms in the middle ear. 

The amplified vibration stimulates nerve sensors 
that convert the vibrations into electrical signals 

that the brain can analyze. What we perceive as 

35 pitch is a mental image of those vibrations. 
Although the vibrating air molecules are quite 
real, pitch occurs only in the brain. So we may 

need to reconsider the philosophical question ulf 

a tree falls in a forest and nobody is present to 

4o hear it, does it make a sound?" The air vibrates, 
of course, but can there be a sound without 
eardrums present to vibrate and a brain to 

interpret the vibrations? 

The human ear and brain have limits and cannot 
45 assign a pitch to all frequencies of vibration. We 

cannot hear sounds below 20 Hz or so, and if a 
sound is below 30-35 Hz, we do not perceive it 

as a distinct musical note. It sounds toneless, 
like a rumble. The same is true at the high end. 

5o Human hearing tops out at about 20,000 Hz even 
though air can vibrate at frequencies many times 
higher. As with the very low frequencies, 
frequencies above about 4,000 Hz do not sound 

like musical notes. They begin to sound like 

sound, there is no such thing as a pure tone. 

We may think a note is pure, but we are 
hearing much more. If a piano plays an A note 
with a frequency of 110 Hz, it actually plays a 

8o note at that frequency plus all the whole 
number multiples above it-220 (2 x 110), 

330 (3 X 110), 440 (4 X 110), 550, 660, 
and so forth. The loudest frequency, the one 

with the most energy, is usually the lowest 
85 frequency (in this case 110 Hz). It is called 

the fundamental frequency, the frequency 
we identify as the pitch of the note. The 

higher frequencies are called overtones, 
or harmonics. You hear only one note, rather 

9o than dozens of evenly spaced notes, but that 
is because your brain works behind the 
scenes and uses the harmonics for other 
purposes. 

You can experiment with harmonics using a 
95 guitar (or any string instrument). Pluck the 

thickest string on the guitar. If your guitar 
uses standard tuning, you will hear an E 
(about 82.4 Hz). Now very lightly rest your 

finger against the string at its exact midpoint 
1oo (the 12th fret) . Pluck the string again and you 

5s snaps, hisses, clicks, and squeaks. You can test will hear a softer, rather pretty-sounding E 
this aspect of human perception by playing the note one octave higher. By lightly touching the 
very lowest and highest notes on the 88-key string, your finger has absorbed the vibration 
piano. To most people, they seem a little produced by the fundamental frequency 
musically uoff" or lifeless. 105 before it could reach the guitar body and be 

6o The brain does interesting things with the 
arithmetic of pitch. If an instrument plays a note 

with a frequency of 220 Hz and another one at 
twice as many cycles per second at 440 Hz, we 

hear the same musical note (both an A in the C 
65 major scale). We say they are an octave1 apart. 

Likewise , we hear an A if the frequency doubles 
again and vibrates at 880, 1760, and 3,520 Hz. 

amplified. What's left are the higher 
harmonics. 

Overtones and harmonics are also involved in 
shaping a musical instrument's tone or sound 

110 quality-its timbre (pronounced TAM-ber or 
TIM-ber). Timbre is the principal feature of 

sound we use to recognize each other's 
voices or distinguish a dog's bark from a 

1 octave: the distance between the highest and lowest notes on an eight-note scale 
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baby's cry. With musical instruments, timbre is 
115 partly determined by the way an instrument 

amplifies or dampens harmonics. A trumpet, for 

example, which is made of brass, amplifies the 
harmonics rather evenly. A clarinet, because 
it is shaped differently and made of different 

120 materials, amplifies some harmonics more 
than others. 

You can see the effect that an instrument's 

shape has on tone by considering what your 
mouth does when you make vowel sounds. If you 

125 sing the words "tea" and "too" and use the 
same musical note, the fundamental frequency 

is the same for both words. But "tea" sounds 
different because you changed the shape of your 

mouth in such a way as to dampen the overtones 

13o between about 500 Hz and 2,000 Hz. To make 
the vowel in the word "too," your mouth amplifies 
the overtones between 500 and 1,000 Hz and 
dampens the higher ones. Confusing, for sure, 
but your brain is hard-wired2 to handle such 

135 calculations automatically and adjust for the 
different fundamental frequencies of high and 
low voices. 

Timbre is determined by more than just the 

loudness of overtones. All musical instruments 
140 make sounds when a musician commits some 

sort of controlled violence against the device. We 
strike keys, blow horns, pluck strings, scrape 
violins with a bow, beat drums. These actions all 
make noises that occur before a note can sound. 

145 This initial burst of sound, called the attack, is 
not particularly musical. It is the sound of clicks 
as keys are hit, hollow thumps as fingers cover 
holes, the friction of fingers rubbing against 

strings, hissing before a horn has enough 
15o energy to vibrate, tongues tapping and pulling 

away from mouthpieces. After the attack 
phase, there is a more stable phase when the 

note's fundamental frequency and overtone 
patterns emerge. Experiments show that if the 

155 attack phase is removed from a recording of an 
instrument, people have trouble identifying the 
instrument. Clearly, the way an instrument 
moves into a note is part of its distinctive sound. 

The final dimension of timbre is the 

16o instrument's flux. Flux refers to the 

fluctuations that occur throughout the duration 
of a note, such as slight variations in pitch and 
volume. A trumpet, like many wind 

instruments, has very little flux. Its tone is 
165 fairly stable as the note proceeds. Percussive 

instruments tend to have a lot of flux. Think of 
the sound of a large gong struck with a lot of 
force. Its sound alters significantly as the gong 
returns to its nonvibrating state. 

110 Other dimensions of sound contribute to a 
musical instrument's character-its volume, 
the duration of its notes, the speed at which it 

can be played, its register (the lowest and 
highest notes it can play), and the number of 

m notes it can play concurrently. The workings of 
these elements may seem more intuitively 
obvious than the puzzling physics of pitch and 
timbre. But they too contribute to what we 

perceive as music by taking advantage of the 
1ao way our brains process the subtle vibration 

patterns of air molecules. In the end, the only 
place these instruments make music is in our 

heads. 

2 hard-wired: computer terminology, a function that does not require software; here, something the brain does quickly and 
automatically without conscious learning 
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READING COMPREHENSION 
Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the Information in Reading 2. 
Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

-1. Humans are able to hear only a fraction of the possible frequencies of air 
vibration. 

_2. The piano covers the whole range of sound that humans can hear. 

_ 3. The number of octaves we can hear is only limited by the range of 
frequencies we can hear. 

_ 4. The reading suggests that music and human language take advantage of 
some of the same properties of sound. 

_ 5. A trumpet is an example of a percussive instrument. 

_ 6. Musical instruments vary in how many notes they can play simultaneously. 

R E VI E W A S K I L L Point of View (See p. 59) 

In Unit 4 you saw how a technical process can be described from different points 
of view. Find the paragraph in the reading "Pitch and Timbre" that begins, .. You can 
experiment with harmonics .. .. " Describe the change in point of view. 

READING SKILL 

LEARN 

Academic readings often include tables and charts to report data and statistics. 
When the numbers in a table are large and end w ith one or more zeroes, they 
are usually not exact figures. They are approximate or rounded. In this case, 
some tables leave out the zeroes and indicate how many zeroes are missing by 
saying "in thousands" or "in millions" beneath the table title. When reporting 
data or statistics, be sure to add the missing zeroes back to the number. 

APPLY 

IPod Sales· · · iPod Sales (In thousands) 

IPods Sold 

2002 376,000 2002 376 

2004 4,416,000 2004 4,416 

2006 39,409,000 2006 39,409 

2008 54,828,000 2008 54,828 

2010 50,315,000 2010 50,315 

Total 2002-2010 278,540,000 Total 2002- 2010 278,540 

Source: Apple Inc. 
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A. Complete these sentences based on the Information in the tables above. Then, 
write three more sentences giving more information from the tables. Use the 
sentence patterns from items 1. to 6 in your sentences. 

1. In 2002, Apple sold iPods. 

2. In 2004, iPods were sold. 

3. Between 2002 and 2004, iPod sales increased by _______ _ 

4. In 2005, iPod sales reached _______ _ 

5. By 2008, Apple was selling more than ________ million iPods a 
year. 

6. From 2002 to 2010, iPod sales totaled just under ________ million 
units. 

7. ----------------------------------

8. ----------------------- - --------

9--------------------------------------------------------

B. This chart lists frequencies of sound discussed In Reading 2. Match the label on 
the right to the frequency indicated. 

\ \\\ \\\ \ ' \\ \ \ \ \, \ \ ; \\ \ I \ I \ \ \ I \ ' ' ~' \\' \\ \ I \ I I ~ \ \ \ \ \\~<I ' \\\I ,',\' , > '' · ,•.\' · FREQUENCIES (in Hz) '-< '' · ~ '~· , :.. ', ·, .'\\ 
I ' I; I ' ' 

20 30.35 120 20,000 

Low frequency High frequency 

Hz 1. a man's speaking voice Hz 5. the lowest musical note 

Hz 2. a woman's speaking voice · Hz 6. the lowest frequency humans can hear 

Hz 3. the musical note A Hz 7. the highest musical note 

Hz 4. highest frequency humans can hear 
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Can you hear missing fundamentals? Recent evidence from German researchers 

suggests that humans vary in what note they hear by as much as four octaves. 

Typing "missing fundamental" in a search engine will lead you to sites where you 

can test what you hear. 

B. Circle the word or phrase that best captures the meaning of the target word in 
each sentence. 

1. The coach was philosophical about the team's disappointing defeat. 

a. stoical and calm 

b. theoretical 

2. Many of the bank's customers were nervous about risking their principal. 

a. money invested 

b. the school director 

3. It takes about 30 minutes to complete the exercise cycle. 

a. bicycle 

b. a sequence of exercises 

4. The patient's condition was stable after the surgery. 

a. not getting worse 

b. improving 

5. They cycled around the town for several hours. 

a. rode their bikes 

b. rode around the same route 

6. Their plan was identical to the one they used last time. 

a. similar to 

b. the same as 

C. Build sentences using a random generator: Your teacher or partner calls out a 
random two-digit number to identify two words from the lists below. You then 
use those words to write a grammatical and meaningful sentence. 

Teacher: "2-1." [The two words are "identical" (2) and "cycle" (1).] 

Possible sentence: "The two species have nearly identical life cycles." 

0. philosophical 0. concurrently 

1. likewise 1. cycle 

2. identical 2. cyclical 

3. philosophy 3. dimensional 

4. entity 4. identically 

5. categorize 5. minimum 

6. plus 6. principal 

7. dimension 7. stabilize 

8. stable 8. unified 

9. category 9. unify 
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Verb Adjective Noun Adverb 

escape, break, 
life, billing, monthly, 
weekly, economic, (a) cycle 

complete 
business 

cyclical pattern, trend 

run, do, operate concurrently 

number, 
requirements, 

minimum age, standards, 
sentence, wage, 
balance 

areas, concerns, 
principal means, source, 

reasons 

economy, 

remain stable 
condition , prices, 
rates, currency, 
relationship 

country, system, 
unified theory, approach, 

community 

D. The chart above· shows some common collocations, or word partners, for 
selected target vocabulary. Refer to the chart and complete these sentences. 
Compare work with a partner. 

1. The committee outlined the --------areas of concern to be 
discussed at the annual meeting. 

2. Despite the unusually cold weather, fuel prices remained-------
in January. 

3. A student must meet the requirements to be admitted to 
the program. 

4. The conference discussed the need to find a _________ approach to 
combating email spam. 

5. An economic or business--- ---- - is the regular fluctuations in 
economic activity over a period of time. 

6. The study reported in New Scientist collected data suggesting that hurricane 
activity follows a pattern that lasts several decades. 

7. By switching quickly between tasks, computers can have two or more 
programs running---- ----

8. You must maintain a--------balance of $500 in your account to 
avoid a service charge. 

. . 
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Writing and Discussion Topics 

Write about or discuss the following topics. 

1. Schoolbooks used to say that there are only four primary flavors: sweet, 
sour, bitter, and salty. There is growing evidence, however, that there is a 
fifth: umami, or savoriness. Plus, there are other sensations in the mouth 
that contribute to taste. Design your own method of classifying taste. Think 
about what you know of the foods popular in different cultures. Explain your 
categorization system to your classmates in an essay or oral report. Consider 
displaying your system in a table or chart. 

2. Human vision is keen enough to allow us to read, drive cars safely, and aim 
and throw accurately, but it does have limitations. We often misjudge size, 
distance, shape, and intensity of light. Study these optical illusions. Why do 
these images fool our eyes? Present your ideas to the class. 

a. How many triangles? 

b. Which table is longer? 
Which one Is wider? 
Did you measure them? 
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c. The background is a gradient. Is the bar a 
gradient, too? 

d. Which circle is larger? 
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TARGET 
WORDS 

I' accurate 

I' attitude 

commodity 

compound 

denote 

dispose 

I' estate 

I' file 

Ideology 

infrastructure 

norm 

I'· secure 

specify 

/'· trend 

underlie 

Boom and 
Bust 
In this unit, you will 

read about economic bubbles and why they occur. 
review uses of the present tense. 
increase your understanding of the target academic words for this unit. 

Self-Assessment 
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.f) the appropriate column. I have ... 

never seen 
the word 
before 

seen the word 
but am not sure 
what it means 

seen the word 
and understand 
what it means 

-

used the word, 
but am not sure 
if correctly 

used the word 
confidently in 
either speaking 
or writing 

used the word 
confidently in 
both speaking 
and writing 

/' Oxford 3000"' keywords 
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READING 

Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in small groups. 

1. People sometimes buy collectible items such as paintings or comic books 
because they hope to "make a killing"-or earn a lot of money-by reselling 
them when the price goes up. Can you think of any collectible items where 
that has been the case? Can you think of any cases where collectors "lost 
their shirts"-or lost all the money they invested? 

2. Are there any investments that are "sure things"-ones that are safe and 
usually make money? 

3. Here are several popular sayings that could relate to buying and selling. 
Discuss the possible meanings of these sayings. Are they good advice? 

Don't count your chickens before they hatch. 

A fool and his money are soon parted. 

Don't look a gift horse in the mouth. 

The early bird gets the worm. 

Nothing ventured, nothing gained. 

Don't throw good money after bad. 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
asset: something with monetary value that a person or organization controls such as buildings, 

machinery, stocks, cash, or inventory 
momentum: an object has momentum if its current speed will carry it farther even if no more 

force is applied. Prices and popular ideas are also said to have momentum. 
speculator: someone who buys and sells things at increased risk in hopes of making a 

greater profit 

0Read 
This online article explains the phenomenon of economic bubbles and what causes 
them to burst. 

ECO NOMIC 
An economic bubble occurs when speculation in 

commodities (such as oil), securities (such as 

stocks and bonds), real estate, or collectibles 
drives up prices well beyond the item's intrinsic 

s value. The end result of this boom in price is a 

crash or bust. The price falls sharply once it 

becomes clear that it is far beyond the 

purchasing power of potential customers. 
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BUBBLES 
Speculators risk money in such investments 

10 because they hope that the price of an asset 

they purchased will quickly increase. Since 

most speculators are nervous about where 

they invest their money, bubbles are by no 

means the norm. After all, speculators face 

1s the danger that the item is already overpriced. 

They also know that rising prices will encourage 



AVERAGE AND MEDIAN SALE PRICES OF U.S. HOMES 1997-2010 

$350,000 
Sales Price in U.S Dollars 

$250,000 

$150,000 - Average 

- Median 

$100,000 ;----.----r------,-----.-----.----.------.---
March 1997 March 1999 March 2001 March 2003 March 2005 March 2007 March 2009 October 2010 

In 2006, many countries experienced a real estate bubble. In the United States, prices 
peaked in March 2007 and dropped 24 percent over the next three and a half years. 

either greater production of a commodity or 
greater willingness of current owners to sell. Either 
of these conditions can serve as a "negative 

20 feedback" mechanism that adjusts prices 

downward. In economic situations, negative 
feedback works a bit like your eyes do. As the light 
gets brighter, your pupils get smaller and let in less 
light. But what if your eyes worked as a "positive 

25 feedback" mechanism? In sunlight, your pupils 
would open wide and damage the retina. 

Economic bubbles occur when prices trending 
sharply upward serve as a positive, rather than a 
negative, feedback mechanism. For whatever reason 

3o (fear of shortages, greed, an excessively optimistic 
attitude toward the future, or misinformation about 
an asset's underlying value), buyers believe that the 

value of the asset will continue to rise well beyond 
the current price. If the price rises, exuberant 

35 speculators buy more, or those who missed out on 
the lower price want to buy before the price rises any 

higher. Some economists offer the "greater fool 
theory" to explain this: Buyers justify the high price 
they pay by assuring themselves that they will find 

40 "a greater fool" who will pay even more. Or buyers 
assume that a rising trend has a momentum 

that will surely carry it higher. Under the right 
conditions, prices can reach dizzying heights 
before falling. One famous example of this 

45 phenomenon is the tulip-buying bubble centered 
in Amsterdam in the 1630s when a single tulip 

bulb could cost a year's salary (see Reading 2). 

Most bubbles cause little or no economic 
damage. The losers (the "greater fools") are a 

5o bit wiser, and the winners (the sellers) are a 
lot richer. But the effects of a bubble might be 
felt more widely if the holders of the 

overpriced asset feel rich and spend foolishly. 
Imagine this: You buy a house for $200,000 

55 for which you borrowed $160,000. At this 

point, you have $40,000 in equity in the 
house (the difference between the price of 
the house and what you owe). The market 
value rises to $500,000 over a 5-year period. 

6o Now you have $340,000 in equity ($500,000 
- $160,000), so you .borrow another 

$240,000 from a bank using this equity to 
secure the loan. You suddenly feel much 
wealthier. You control assets worth half a 

6 5 million dollars. You still have $100,000 in 

equity in your home, and you have $240,000 
to spend. And you do-a down payment on a 
vacation home, your daughter's freshman year 
at an expensive private college, a new car, 

10 and luxurious home furnishings. 

The market holds long enough for you to 
spend the money. Then it crashes and the 
value of your home falls to $325,000. Now 
you have negative equity and owe the bank 

75 almost $400,000. You ask yourself why you 
should be paying $400,000 for a $325,000 
house, so you stop paying your loan and give 

your house, car, and vacation home to the 
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bank. Depending on how this plays out, the bank 
8o or you or both will take a huge loss. If this 

situation is widespread, banks can fail and less 
money is available for the investments and 
purchases necessary to "grow" the economy. 

Besides real estate bubbles, there are stock 
85 market bubbles. In a normal market, investors buy 

stock in a company (also called "buying shares") 

because they anticipate that future profits will be 
distributed to shareholders, or because they 
believe that the value of the company's assets will 

9o increase. The share price depends on how certain 
investors are that these gains will materialize-and 

uncertainty usually is enough to keep prices within 
reason. Sometimes, though, a "herd mentality1 " 

sets in and too many investors rush to buy, driving 
95 prices to levels that prove unrealistic. Eventually, 

the price collapses. When this happens to many 
companies simultaneously, it is called a stock 
market crash, with panicked investors selling so 
much stock that the market can drop a staggering 

100 amount in a single day. 

A famous stock market bubble was the "dot-com" 
bubble in the United States which lasted from the 

mid 1990s to 2001. Excitement about the 
economic possibilities of the Internet encouraged 

1o5 investors to fund the creation of many dot-com 
companies-too many, it turns out. For several 
years, instant wealth seemed within reach of any 
business with a website. Dot-com companies used 

expensive TV commercials to attract investors, 
110 sometimes without indicating what product they 

were selling. Many companies, to increase 
"market share2 , " purposely sold products at a 

loss, a scheme they believed would increase 
the company's customer base and lead to 

115 future profits. Instead, on March 10, 2000, the 
dot-com boom reached its peak. Its dramatic 
decline can be seen by looking at numbers 
provided by the NASDAQ Composite Index. This 

stock market index tracks the combined value 
120 of thousands of companies traded on the 

technology-heavy NASDAQ stock exchange3 • On 
that day the index hit 5,132.52. Over the next 

two and a half years, the index dropped to as 
low as 1,108. Most of the dot-cams were out 

125 of business, filing for bankruptcy4 or selling off 
their assets to healthier companies. 

Particularly hard-hit were communication 
companies that invested heavily in a high
speed communications Infrastructure that 

130 greatly exceeded demand. 

Bubbles are not limited to real estate or 
glamorous "get rich" stock offerings. In 1996, 
a series of stuffed animal toys called Ty 
Beanie Babies™ became such a fad that 

135 speculators bought up large quantities, 
assuming that their value as collectibles 
would rise greatly in future years. Did anyone 
make money on that fad? Maybe, but why not 
see for yourself? Check out the price of 

14o Beanie Babies in an online auction site and 

decide if any of these sellers have struck 
it rich. 

1 herd mentality: idiom; compares people to a herd (group) of animals that thoughtlessly follows a leader 
2 market share: the percentage of a market that one company controls 
3 stock exchange: a place where stocks and bonds are bought and sold 
4 bankruptcy: the legal condition of being unable to pay off debts; financial ruin 

~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::~~::~:::::::::::!~1 .. - .. 

Reading Comprehension 
Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the Information In Reading 1.. 
Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

_ 1. The reading implies that economic bubbles can seriously alter one's attitude 
about spending money. 

_ 2. According to the reading, economic bubbles are the norm in a market
based economy. 

_ 3. The reading implies that in the end no one makes money as the result of an 
economic "bubble." 

_ 4. The reading says that the dot-com bubble led to widespread economic disaster. 
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_ 5. We can infer from the reading that under normal conditions, speculators 
tend to invest cautiously. 

- 6. The reading suggests that selling items below cost in order to gain market 
share is a poor business model. 

READING SKILL 

LEARN 

A trend is an increase or decrease in a behavior over a period of time. Here is a 
list of verbs u seful for describing trends: 

climb 

decline 

APPLY 

decrease 

drop 

fall 

grow 

increase 

peak at 

plummet 

reach 

rise 

top 

This brief article relates details of the end of another famous bubble: the comic book 
crash of 1993. First, scan the paragraph to get a sense of the direction of the trends. 
Then complete each sentence with an appropriate verb in the correct form·. The same 
verb may be used more than once. 

Modern comic books, which began appearing in the 1930s, were origina lly 

inexpensive and practically worthless. But over time the value of rare comic 

books(!) _ _____ ___.;__, with Action Comics #J, a ten-cent title from 1938 

starring Superman, selling for $5,000 (U.S.) in 1984. That kind of return on 

investment led comic book fans to believe that a new comic book purchased 

today could (2) - - ----- - into a small fortune tomorrow. 

Fueled by this belief, demand (3) --------greatly, as did the 

industry to supply it. In 1980, there were about 800 comic book shops in th e 

United States. That number (4) ________ to 10,000 by 1993. Meanwhile, 

the number of titles (5) . One company put out 40 titles per 

month in 1985. That number (6) 140 titles per month in 1993. 

Action Comics # 1 was now worth $82,500. 

With too many titles competing, the crash came quickly. In 1993, 30 perce nt of 

comic books went unsold. Orders from stores rapidly (7) - ------- and the 

number of new titles (8) --------· Within a few years, 90 percent of comic 

book shops were out of business and sales of new comics (9) _ _ _ _ ____ by 

70 percent. Action Comics# 1 is still rare and valuable-it sold for $1.5 million in 

2010. But what about the newer comics from the 1980s and 1990s? Ask yourself 

this: How much would you pay for last week's newspaper? 
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attitude 

commodity 

estate 

file 

infrastructure 

norm 

security 
insecurity 

trend 

file 

secure 

trend 

Adjective 

attitudinal 

secure 
insecure 

trendy 

attitudinally 

securely 

A. Read these comments on investing. Fill in the blanks with a target word from the 
chart above that completes the sentence in a grammatical and meaningful way. 

1. Organizations can borrow money by issuing bonds, a kind of _______ _ 

A bond is a borrower's promise to repay the principal with interest at a future date. 

2. Cities or states often issue municipal bonds to raic;e money for _______ _ 

improvements, such as new highways, schools, or other public projects. 

3. The amount of interest a bond pays depends mainly on the risk the investor 

faces. The higher the risk, the higher the interest rate. Municipal bonds are 

relatively-------- ; thus they tend to pay a lower interest rate. 

4 . Investors have different ________ toward risk. To help investors 

assess risk, bonds are rated from AAA, the most secure, to D, the least secure. 

5. Investing in bonds issued by a corporation is somewhat safer than buying 

stock in the corporation. If the corporation must ________ for 

ba~kruptcy, bondholders are paid first, before the stockholders. 

6. Today, one of the _ _______ investments is a "hedge fund." These rather 

mysterious funds make risky investments for small groups of wealthy investors. 

7. Hedge funds invest very widely in stocks, bonds, currencies, real 

-------- , and - -------such as wheat or oil. 
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B. Circle the word that best captures the meaning of the bold target word In 
each sentence. 

1. The state board of education established new norms for children studying 
the language arts. 

a. usual behavior 

b. standards to meet 

2. The bookshelf was secured firmly to the wall. 

a. fastened 

b. made safe 

3. They filed the legal papers necessary for starting a corporation. 

a. stored documents 

b. registered to begin a process 

4. The legal battle over who would inherit her estate went on for many years. 

a. house and land 

b. money and property 

5. The fact that a large earthquake had not been felt since 1994 gave residents a 
false sense of security. 

a. freedom from risk 

b. protective measures 

6. The state passed a bond to build more prisons and improve the security at 
existing ones. 

a. a stock certificate 

b. protective measures 

7. Qualified math teachers are becoming a precious commodity. 

a. something useful 

b. raw material that can be bought or sold 

8. The magazine is devoted to covering trends in women's clothing. 

a. styles of fashion 

b. general increases or decreases 

C. In small groups, pick one area of contemporary life from the box and describe a 
trend that you see developing in it. 

clothing fashions 
comic books 
popular music 

television shows 
electronic media 
the Internet 

careers 
recreation 
collectibles 
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Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in small groups. 

1. Mass hysteria is a situation in which a large number of p eople panic, act 
crazily, or show excessive excitement. Can you think of a situation where 
people displayed mass hysteria when a new product came out? 

2. It is said that people will often do things in a crowd that they would never 
consider doing alone. Have you seen any evidence that this is true? 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
botanist: a scientist who studies plant life 
commerce: the buying and selling of goods on a large scale 
propagate: to cause a plant or animal to multiply or breed 
volatile: likely to change quickly and unpredictably. Financial investments or markets are 

sometimes volatile. 

0Read 
This magazine article chronicles one of the most interesting economic bubbles in history. 

Tulipomania 
~m· .. u-.i<t.rr(7 

0 
~ 

irLanguage 

0 ne of the most 

entertaining 

chapters in 
Charles Mackay's classic 

s Extraordinary Popular 
Delusions and the Madness 

of Crowds (1841) concerns a 
speculative bubble that 

occurred in the Netherlands 
10 in the 1630s. What makes 

this bubble such a curiosity 
· is that it concerned, of all 

things, tulips, a variety of 
flower grown from bulbs 

15 and noted for their vivid 

colors and striking patterns. 
According to Mackay's 

account, in the mid-to-late 
1500s, tulips from Turkey 

The desire to possess them 

spread to the middle classes, 
and apparently people would 

spend a fortune to acquire 
a sing le root. The business 
in tulip bulbs was so g reat 

that by 1623 a single bulb 
could easily cost as much 
as a year's salary. And the 
rarest bulbs by 1635 could 
fetch as much as 40 times 
that. If Mackay's figures a re 

correct, a single bulb of the 
prized Admiral Liefken 

variety was worth as much as 

19 tons of butter or 440 "fat 
sheep." Apparently, owning 

such a prize denoted wealth 
and prestige. 

20 made their way to Amsterdam, 
where they grew in popularity 

Artist's Illustration of tulips, circa 1615 Mackay enlivens his 

among wealthy people who would pay 

extravagant prices for the rarer varieties. 
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account with amusing 

45 anecdotes. A sailor, while delivering 
merchandise, idly stole a bulb of the prized 



Semper Augustus variety from a merchant, and 

thinking it was an onion, ate it along with a fish 

that the merchant had given him. The sailor was 
50 quietly sitting on a coil of ropes finishing the 

"onion" when the merchant finally caught up 

95 exaggerate? Was this really an extraordinary 

delusion and an example of the irrationality of 

crowds? Or was he too anxious to find another 
instance of what he called "the g reat and awful 

book of human folly"? Did the 17th century 

with him. In another episode, a visiting amateur 100 speculation in tulips really do long-term damage 
botanist saw an inte resting-looking root lying in to the country's economic infrastructure? 

a wealthy Dutchman's home. Unable to suppress Recent writers and researchers have raised 

55 his curiosity, he cut up the pricey Admiral Van d oubts about the scope of this bubble and 
der Eyck tulip to study it. The confused botanist, believe a more accurate history of the period 

after being dragged by the collar to the local 1o5 better clarifies the reasons it occurred. In his 

courthouse, found himself in prison until he 

could raise money to cover the owner's loss. 

60 To accommodate the lively market for tulips, 

by 1636 several exchanges were established 

where buyers and sellers could acquire futures 

contracts (a promise to buy or sell a specified 

amount at a preset price). By buying and trading 

65 such contracts, tulip traders sought to profit from 

book Tulipomania (1999), Mike Dash agrees the 

Dutch tulip market was a speculative bubble 

driven by inexperienced investors. But he also 

reveals why rational people might have become 

110 caught up in it. The flowers had unique color 

patte rns much in demand for their beauty, but 

each new variety had to be propagated fro m a 

single bulb which could only produce two bulbs 

the fluctuation in tulip prices and grow instantly in the next year, fo ur after that, and so o n . When 

rich. The availability of easy credit and loans a lso u5 the available quantity was small, naturally the 

facilitated buying. Similar to the "day-traders" 

during the dot-com craze of the late 1990s, who 

10 quit their jobs, borrowed money, and used their 

personal computers to trade volatile Inte rnet and 

technology stocks, people converted their houses 

and land into cash in order to invest in the 

flowers. In small towns, taverns served as the 

75 local tulip commodity exchange. 

But it was not to last. According to Mackay, 
once ordinary people bought tulips to sell for 

profit and not for planting in rich people's 

gardens, the price was bound to drop as the 

80 foolishness of it all became apparent. In late 

1636, prices peaked and fell sharply. Sellers 

panicked and sold at any price, buyers defaulted 

on the ir futures contracts, and the easy credit 

that buyers could count on to fund their 

85 purchases dried up. Those who got out early 

ended up quietly rich, but many who believed 

themselves instantly rich were ruined. Mackay 

says commerce "suffe red a severe shock," and 

took many years to recover. 

90 Mackay's famous account serves as a 
warning to all those w ho speculate in stocks, 

real estate, or commodities. As investment 

brochures routine ly say, "Past performance is no 

guarantee of future returns." But did Mackay 

underlying value of a single bulb increased. The 
more abundant varieties sold cheaply by the 

pound. To complicate matters, the gorgeous 

markings on the most striking bulbs were 

120 actually the result of a virus. That made them 

sickly and difficult to propagate. This 

biologically-determined rarity added to their 

value and kept p rices higher than would 

normally be expected. Until 1634 or so, tulip 
125 prices behaved normally, with rare, slowly 

propagating varieties more expensive than the 
plentiful varieties. 

But how do we expla in the 20-fold increase 

in price befo re the 1636-37 crash? Isn't such an 

130 increase a sure sign of speculative madness? 

Researchers point o ut that Mackay's account 

leaves o ut mention of two events that may 

account for some of this fluctuation . In 1636-37, 

the bubonic plague1 struck the Netherlands, an 

135 event that must have had some effect on the 
collapsing prices of a luxurious commodity. 

Mackay also neglects to mention the Thirty 

Years War in Europe. According to Thompson 
and Treussard of the University of Califo rnia at 

140 Los Angeles, this devastating conflict played 

havoc with tulip demand. In the early 1630s, 

after s tabilizing victories, tulip sales rose in 

1 plague: an epidemic disease transmitted by flea bites and usually spread by rats 
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Germany, where they grew well, but the tides of 
war changed in 1636. Sales in Germany 

145 dropped, and gardens were literally dug up to 
sell the bulbs to raise cash. 

Thompson and Treussard place much of the 
blame on government policies. As the market fell 

"contrarian"3 investors will most likely continue 
to use the tulip history to warn investors against 

180 a "herd mentality" that encourages people to buy 

overpriced stocks. And professional investors 
and financial analysts will point to tulipomania 
as a warning of what happens when amateurs 

due to plague and war, the government allowed make their own investment decisions. 

15o speculators to convert their futures contracts 185 Without a clear, agreed-upon chronology of 
from an "obligation" to buy into an "option" to 

buy. In effect, sellers could not force buyers to 
honor their contracts. Without futures contracts 
to protect themselves against price drops, 

155 holding tulips became riskier and the price 

dropped accordingly. Thompson and Treussard 
caution against the "popular delusion" 
conclusion of Mackay and say "tulipomania" was 

actually an example of how market forces 
16o efficiently react to sudden changes in the 

prospects for profit and loss. Dash's book also 
makes it evident that, like the relatively mild 

recession2 following the burst of the dot-com 
bubble, tulipomania's economic impact was 

165 minor since only a fraction of the economy was 
devoted to tulip trading, with the Amsterdam 

exchange and others wanting no part of it. 

events that led to the stunning rise and fall of 
tulip prices, we may never know the causes with 
any certainty, and any explanation may reveal 

more about the researcher's ideological bias 
19o than it does about Dutch life in 1636. Was 

tulipomania an example of mass hysteria and 
human foolishness? Was it an early indictment of 
market-driven economies? Is it a textbook 

example of how markets correct themselves, and 
195 a warning to governments not to interfere lest 

they compound the problem? Or is it simply a 
blip in history-where greed, fear, opportunity, 

a love for beautiful things, and bad luck 
converged to produce an improbable outcome? 

200 Are there modern parallels? Tulips seem 
reasonably priced today, but what about star 
athletes? In the 1990s, the Chicago Bulls 

Not all observers are willing to dispose of professional basketball team paid Michael Jordan 

Mackay so readily. Kim Phillips-Fein, an tens of millions of dollars each year to play. 
110 ideologically motivated critic of market-based 2o5 Risky? Yes. But Jordan brought them six 

economies writing at the height of the dot-com championships. In the 2010-2011 season, 

bubble, complains that "trendy academics like 25 players in the National Basketball Association 
to say that the tulip craze wasn't a bubble at all." earned $15,000,000 (U.S.) or more per season. 
Favoring market-driven economies, these Only one, Dirk Nowitzki of the Dallas 

175 researchers too easily dismiss the dangers of 210 Mavericks, played for a championship team. 

what she feared was a forthcoming economic "Hoopimania," perhaps? • 
disaster in western economies. Meanwhile, 

2 recession: a period of time when the economic activity of a region is declining 
3 contrarian: tending to take an opposing attitude or position 

Reading Comprehension 
Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the information in Reading 2. 
Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

_ 1. Tulips are native to the Netherlands. 

_ 2. Buying tulips was one way to show off one's wealth. 

_ 3. The reading implies that tulip trading proved profitable for many people. 
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_ 4. Tulip trading was so hysterical that we must conclude that it seriously 
damaged the infrastructure of Amsterdam. 

_ 5. The reading suggests that ideology plays a part in the conclusions that 
scholars draw about tulipomania. 

R E V I E W A 5 K I L L Uses of the Present Tense (See p. 43) 

In Unit 3, we saw special situations where we can use the present tense to describe 
past events. We can also use the present tense to report what writers wrote in the 
past. Here is an example: "Mackay enlivens his account with amusing anecdotes." 
Search through "Tulipomania" for more examples. 

READING SKILL 

LEARN 

A summary reports the ideas of another writer and should clearly indicate this 
source. The phrase "according to ... " is frequently used, but writers also employ 
a large inventory of reporting verbs with many shades of meaning. These verbs 
fall into two general categories. 

Verbs Indicating Neutrality 

This writer does not indicate agreement or disagreement w ith Mackay: 

Charles Mackay says commerce "suffered a severe shock. . . . n 

argues 
asserts 
assumes 

believes 
claims 
complains 

Verbs Indicating Agreement 

explains 
maintains 
reports 

says (that) 
states 
suggests 

This writer agrees that the researchers are stating a fact: 

suspects 
thinks 

Researchers point out that Mackay's account /eaves out mention of two events . ... 

acknowledges 
admits 
discloses 

discovers 
establishes 
indicates 

is aware that 
knows 
notices 

points out (that) 
proves 
realizes 

reveals 
shows 

A. Many readings in this book report another author's ideas. Write N if the reading 
remains neutral toward the repol'ted (underlined) idea. Write A if the reading 
shows agreement. (Note: item 6 uses an expression not included in the box above.) 

-1. Kim Phillips-Fein complains that "trendy academics like to say that the tulip 
craze wasn't a bubble at all." 

_ 2. In fact, Bramble and Lieberman mainta in that decades of research indicates 
that humans are very good runners indeed. 

- . 3. Hunt points out that by the time d etailed observations were made in the 
19th century, the culture was virtually dead. 

_ 4. Hunt and Lipo suggest the paths were built at different times by different 
groups of people. 

--- ---- --------
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- 5. Hunt and Lipo suspect that stories of cannibalism could have been 
fabricated by the Europeans who arrived in 1864. 

_ 6. Dash's book also makes it evident that, like the relatively mild recession 
following the burst of the dot-com bubble, tulipomania's economic impact 
was minor. 

APPLY 

A. The first six paragraphs of Reading 1. offer a lengthy summary of a chapter in 
Charles Mackay's book Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of 
Crowds. The article also has shorter summaries of the work of other writers. 
Scan the article to find them. 

1. Line numbers=----------

Whose work is being summarized?-----------------

What are the main points of the summary?---------------

2. Line numbers: _________ _ 

Whose work is being summarized? ---------------- -

What are the main points of the summary?---------------

1
<
1·1%1@ fH!;Gf§J"fi 

Noun. 

accuracy 

compound 

denotation 

disposal 
disposition 

ideology 

specifics 
specification 

compound 

denote 

dispose of 

specify 

underlie 

Adjective 

accurate 
inaccurate 

compound 

disposed 
(to doing sth) 

ideological 

specific 
specified 

underlying 

accurately 

ideologically 

specifically 

A. Fill in the blanks with a target word from the chart that completes the sentence 
In a grammatical and meaningful way. 

1. A futures contract is a promise to buy or sell a certain asset or commodity at 
a fixed date in the future, at a price. 

2. People buy or sell futures contracts to protect themselves from changes in 
the market price. Producers want protection because, if the price drops, they 
might be forced to of great quantities of the commodity at 
too low a price. 
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3. Likewise, consumers who will need large quantities of the commodity at a 
later date want protection if the value of that commodity 
rises greatly. 

4. Speculators think that they can profit from trading futures contracts if they 
can predict the price of a commodity at a future date. 

5. It is easy for critics who are opposed to this type of 
investing to find fault with the short-term thinking of speculators. They argue 
that a government agency should determine a fair price. 

6. Defenders of free markets argue that governments, if they interfere too much 
with pricing, may actually the problems that producers 
and consumers face. 

B. Which meaning of the word compound is expressed in each sentence? 
Match the sentence on the left with the definition on the right. Compare 
answers with a partner. 

_ 1. The lesson today covered 
how to punctuate compound 
sentences. 

_ 2. After getting her fourth traffic 
ticket, she compounded her 
legal problems by forgetting 
to pay the fine. 

_ 3. To calculate how many 
years of compounding it will 
take for your investment to 
double in value, divide the 
interest rate into 72. With six 
percent interest, it will take 
12 years. 

- 4. Many plants, such as bean 
plants, have compound 
leaves. 

a. to engage in actions that make 
something worse 

b. to pay interest on both money 
invested and the accumulated 
interest 

c. containing two or more parts or 
elements (usually technical) 

d . two or more things joined or 
combined 

In analyzing words that have rich psychological and emotional meanings, 
teachers often make a distinction between denotation (the dictionary meaning 
of the word) and connotation (what the word symbolizes or "evokes"). 

In common usage, expect to hear people use the words denote, symbolize, 
stand for, signify, or represent to indicate symbolic meanings or connotations. 
For example, 

In many cultures, displaying the palm of the right hand denotes friendship or lack 
of aggression. 
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C. In a small group, discuss possible symbolic meanings that each word or phrase 
could have In a poem or song. In your answers, practice using the words denote, 
symbolize, stand for, signify, or represent. 

1. a dove 

In many cultures, a dove is a bird that symbolizes peace. 

2. autumn leaves 5. a bright yellow tulip 

3. a raven 6. a single wolf hunting in winter 

4. a deep, cold lake 7. a distant mountain 

Verb Adjective Noun 
Preposit ional 

Phrase 

positive, negative, 
attitude to I toward sth 

healthy, bad 

problem, difficulty, 
compound error, effect, 

interest, dividends 

dispose of waste, objections 

complaint, report, 
claim, lawsuit, tax 

file 
return, application, 
documents, papers 

established, 
conform to, deviate 

accepted, cultural, (the) norm(s) 
of society, behavior, 

from, depart from 
social, ethical 

fami ly life 

example, 
information, issue, 

specific question, problem, 
reason, course of 
action, area, time 

me~sage, theme, 
. problem, cause, 

underlying difference, 
factor, patterns, 
assumption, trend .. 

D. The chart above shows some common collocations, or word partners, for 
selected target vocabulary. Refer to the chart and complete these sentences. 

1. The professor asked us to analyze the - - - - - - --themes in the story. 

2. The teacher instilled a positive toward literature in 
her students. 

3. They a complaint with the Commodities Futures Trading 
Commission for misconduct. 

4. All of the objections to the plan were - - - --- --quickly. 
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5. The operations committee outlined a _________ course of action to 
address the falling stock price. 

6. Efforts to control the flow of traffic through the city only served to 
--- ----- the problem. 

7. All members are expected to conform to established------- --of 
ethical behavior. 

E. Write a group story: 

Each student in a small group is assigned one set of words from the box. On a 
loose piece of paper, write the first line of a story featuring a word from your set 
of words. 

1. Pass your paper to the left and receive a paper from the right. 

2. Using another word from your set, continue the story you just received. 

3. Continue this process until you have added to every story. 
Read the stories aloud. 

1 2 3 4 
confer fundamental manipulate prime 
transmit category dimension likewise 
entity minimum plus unify 
accurate compound estate infrastructure 
norm trend commodity dispose 
intrinsically project refinement theory 
cyclical stabilize accuracy security 

5 6 7 8 
diminish incorporate physical refine 
likewise philosophy stable concurrent(ly) 
cycle identical parameter principal 
specify attitude denote file 
ideology secure underlie foundation 
theorize stressful categorize dimensional 
trendy inaccurate conference stability 

BOOM AND BUST 

.. 
. . . 
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Writing and Discussion Topics 

Write about or discuss the following topics. 

1. Research one of these economic organizations or types of investments and 
explain what it is or does. 

The New York Stock Exchange a bond 

The Securities and Exchange Commission 

The World Bank 

a common stock 

a mutual fund 

an option contract Foreign Exchange Market 

a money market fund an IPO (initial public offering) 

2. Look at the chart on silver prices and analyze the trends it describes. 

ANNUAL AVERAGE PRICE OF SILVER, 1970-2011 

$50 
Average Price in U.S. Dollars per Ounce 

$40+-----------------------------------------------~~---

$30 

$10 

0+-------.------.~----~-------r------~------.-------~------
1970 1979 1990 1997 2000 2005 2010 April2011 

a. Write a paragraph describing the dramatic increase in silve r prices from 
2000 to April 2011. 

b. The chart shows that a bubble in silver prices formed in the late 1970s 
and was followed by a steep decline. Did another silver bubble form from 
2000 to 2011? Do additional research on silver prices and write a paragraph 
explaining what you think. 

3. In your opinion, are there currently any economic bubbles developing in 
the world? Think about things like real estate values, the stock market, and 
popular collectibles. Research online. Give statistical evidence to support 
your opinion. 
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TARGET 
WORDS 

/' adapt 

conform 

consent 

deduce 

enforce 

/' exclude 

hypothesis 

Implicate 

/' imply 

mode 

nonetheless 

/' ' option 

/' ' respond 

statistic 

thesis 

read about two different approaches to decision-making. 
review summarizing and reporting. 

increase your understanding of the target academic words 
for this unit. 

Evaluating Generalizations; Understanding Analogies 

Self-Assessment 
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.f) the appropriate column. I have .. . 

never seen seen the word seen the word used the word, used the word used the word 
the word but am not sure and understand but am not sure confidently in confidently in 
before what it means what it means if correctly either speaking both speaking 

or writing and writing 

-· 

---~ 
Outside the Reading What do you know about sociology? 
Watch the video on the student website to find out more. 

/' Oxford 30QOr" keywords 
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READING 1 

Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in small groups. 

1. When you are treated for an illness or injury, do you feel more comfortable if 
the medical doctor quickly determines what you are suffering from or if the 
doctor takes a long time? 

2. Some decisions are made quickly. Some are more deliberate. Examine the items 
below and decide whether a quick decision or long deliberation is better. 

• making a move in a game like chess 
• choosing a movie to see 

• electing a leader of a club or 
organization 

• deciding whether to trust a stranger • deciding to accept a job 
• deciding what clothing to buy 
• choosing a college or university 

• deciding whether someone is 
guilty of a crime 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
diagnosis: the act of identifying the cause of an illness or other problem 
hunch: a feeling or guess that something is true not based on known facts 
spontaneous: describing something done suddenly without much thought or planning 
the unconscious: a part of the mind that we are not directly aware of 

0Read 
In this excerpt from Malcolm Gladwell's book Blink: The Power of Thinking Without 
Thinking, the author discusses research into the validity of hunches. 

Blink 

I n front of you a re four decks of cards-two 

of them red and the other two blue. Each 

card in those four decks either adds points 

to your score or subtracts them, and your job is 
5 to turn over cards from any of the decks, one at 

a time, in such a way that maximizes your 

score. What you don't know at the beginning, 

however, is that the red decks are a minefie ld.1 

The rewards are high, but when you lose on 

10 the red cards, you lose a lot of points. Actually, 

you can win by only taking cards from the blue 

decks, which offer a nice steady diet of 

50-point rewards and modest penalties. The 

question is, how long will it take you to figure 

15 this out? 

Scientists at the University of Iowa did this 

experiment a few years ago. They found that 

after we've turned over about fifty cards, most of 

us start to develop a hunch about what's going 

20 on. After about eighty cards, most of us have 

figured out the game and can explain exactly 

why the two red decks are such a bad idea. That 

much is straightforward. We have some 

experiences. We think them through. We 

25 develop a hypothesis. We deduce A from B. 

That's the way learning works. 

But the Iowa scientists did something else. 

They hooked each player up to a machine that 

measured the activity of the sweat glands below 

Jo the skin in the palms of their hands. Like most 

of our sweat glands, those in our palms respond 
to stress as well as temperature. The Iowa 

scientists found that the players started 

generating stress responses to the red decks by 

1 minefield: a situation that contains hidden dangers or difficulties. 
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35 the tenth card, forty cards before they were able 

to say that they had a hunch about what was 

wrong with those two decks. More importantly, 

right around the time their palms started 

sweating, their behavior began to change as well. 

4 0 They started favoring the blue cards and taking 

fewer and fewer cards from the red decks. 

over for dinner is conscious. You think it over. 

You decide it will be fun. You ask him or her. 

85 The spontaneous decision to argue with that 

same coworker is made unconsciously-by a 

different part of the brain and motivated by a 

different part of your personality. 

Whenever we meet someone for the first 

The Iowa experiment implies that our brain 90 time, whenever we interview someone for a job, 

uses two very different strategies to make sense whenever we react to a new idea, whenever 
of the situation. The first is the one we're most we're faced with making a decision quickly, we 

I 45 familiar with. It's the conscious strategy. We use that second part of our brain. How long, for 

think about what we've learned, and eventually 

we come up with an answer. But it takes us 
eighty cards to get there. It's slow, and it needs a 

lot of information. There's a second strategy, 

so though. It operates a lot more quickly. It starts 

to work after ten cards, and it's really smart, 

because it picks up the problem with the red 

decks almost immediately. It has the drawback2 , 

however, that it operates-at least at first-

55 entirely below the surface of consciousness. It 

sends its messages through weirdly indirect 

channels, such as the sweat glands in the palms 

of our hands. It's a . system in which our brain 

reaches conclusions without immediately telling 

so us that it's reaching conclusions. 

The part of our brain that leaps to 

conclusions like this is called the adaptive 

unconscious, and the study of this kind of 

decision-making is one of the most important 

ss new fields in psychology. The adaptive 

example, did it take you, when you were in 

95 college, to decide how good a teacher your 

professor was? A class? Two classes? A semester? 

The psychologist Nalini Ambady gave students 
three ten-second videotapes of a teacher-with 

the sound turned off-and found they had no 

100 difficulty at all coming up with a rating of the 

teacher's effectiveness. When Ambady cut the 

clips3 back to five seconds, and even two 
seconds, the ratings were essentially the same. 

A person watching a silent two-second video clip 
1o 5 of a teacher he or she has never met will reach 

conclusions similar to those of a student who has 

sat in the teacher's class for an entire semester. 

That's the power of our adaptive unconscious. 

I think we are innately suspicious of this 

110 kind of rapid cognition. We assume that the 

quality of a decision is directly related to the 

time and effort that went into making it. When 

doctors face a difficult diagnosis, they order 

unconscious can be thought of as a kind of giant more tests, and when we are uncertain about 

computer that quickly and quietly processes a lot 115 what we hear, we ask for a second opinion. And 

of the data we need in order to keep functioning what do we tell our children? Haste makes 

as human beings. When you walk out into the waste. Look before you leap. Stop and think. 

10 street and suddenly realize that a truck is bearing 

down on you, do you have time to think through 

Don't judge a book by its cover. We believe that 

we are always better off gathering as much 

all your options? Of course not. The only way 1 20 information as possible and spending as much 

that human beings could ever have survived as a time as possible in deliberation. We really only 

species for as long as we have is that we've 
75 developed another kind of decision-making 

apparatus that's capable of making very quick 

judgments based on very little information. 
The psychologist Timothy D. Wilson in his 

book Strangers to Ourselves says that we toggle 

80 back and forth between our conscious and 

unconscious modes of thinking, depending on 
the situation. A decision to invite a coworker 

2 drawback: disadvantage 
3 clip: short scene, usually on film 

trust conscious decision-making. But there are 
moments, particularly in times of stress, when 

haste does not make waste, when our snap 

1 2 5 judgments and first impressions can offer a 

much better means of making sense of the 

world. Decisions made very quickly can be 

every bit as good as decisions made cautiously 

and deliberately. • 
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Reading Comprehension 

A. Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the information In 
Reading 1. Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

- 1. In the experiment with the red and blue decks of cards, most people had 
some idea of what was happening after ftfty cards. 

- 2. People became suspicious of the red deck of cards even before they could 
explain why. 

_ 3. According to the reading, the unconscious brain works more slowly than 
the conscious brain. 

_ 4. Most people make all of their decisions in either one mode or the other, 
not both. 

_ 5. The decision to jump out of the way of a moving truck is probably an 
unconscious one. 

_ 6. The sayings in the last paragraph of the article all urge people to think 
carefully before making a decision. 

_ 7. The reading suggests that we underestimate the value of snap judgments. 

_ 8. Our brains do not work well when information is limited. 

B. Scan the reading to find the sentences paraphrased below. In the blank, write 
the original sentence. 

1. The majority of subjects began to suspect something after they'd played about 
fifty cards. 

2. So far there were no surprises. 

3. We reflect on what we know and in time we reach a conclusion. 

4. But it has a disadvantage in that it initially takes place beyond the reaches of 
conscious thought. 

5. It is like a huge microprocessor that sile ntly and efficiently collects and 
analyzes a lot of necessary information. 
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READING SKILL 

LEARN 

Deduce, infer, conclude: these three verbs describe something our mind does 
constantly. We observe facts and figure out other things that must also be true. 
Some Inferences we make are obviously true. No other conclusion is possible. 

All adult birds have feathers. A gadwall is a kind of bird. So gadwalls no doubt 
have feathers. 

Sometimes, though, our inference is based on evidence that is less conclusive. 

Almost all species of bird can fly. Since a gadwall is a bird, it can probably fly. 

We add "probably" because of the slight statistical chance that a gadwall 
(a duck-like bird) is a flightless bird. 

Likewise, a generalization may describe something that is true in all cases or it 
may indicate a statistical tendency. 

APPLY 

Malcolm Gladwell uses these generalizations to support his conclusion that we should 
place more trust In first Impressions. Write T for those statements that describe 
something that is true for all people and S for those that Illustrate a statistical 
tendency. Write N If you're not sure. 

_ 1. After we've turned over about ftfty cards, most of us start to develop a 
hunch about what's going on. After about eighty cards, most of us have 
figured out the game. 

_ 2. The adaptive unconscious ... quietly processes a lot of the data we need in 
order to keep functioning as human beings. 

-3 .... we toggle back and forth between our conscious and unconscious modes 
of thinking, depending on the situation. 

_ 4. A person watching a silent two-second video clip of a teacher he or she has 
never met will reach conclusions similar to those of a student who has sat 
in the teacher's class for an entire semester. 

_ 5. We really only trust conscious decision-making. 

R E V I E W A S K I L L Summarizing and Reporting (See p. 91) 

Malcolm Gladwell reports on and summarizes the work of other writers and 
researchers. Reread the article and decide whether Gladwell Is neutral toward these 
writers or whether he agrees with them. 

DECISIONS, DECISIONS 
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adaptation 
adaptability 

deduction 

hypothesis 

implication 

mode 

option 

response 

adapt 

deduce 

hypothesize 

imply 

opt 

respond 

adaptable 
adapted 

deducible 

hypothetical 

implied 

optional 

responsive 

hypothetically 

optionally 

responsively 

A. Read the paragraph about "thin-slicing." Fill in the blanks with a target word 
from the chart above that completes the sentence in a grammatical and 
meaningful way. 

"Thin-slicing" is the ability of our unconscious mind to (1) - -------

characteristics of a person's behavior and personality from a very brief encounter. It 

is called thin-slicing because just a "slice" of experience may be all that is necessary 

for us to form an accurate impression of someone and (2) ________ _ 

quickly to a new situation. Thin-slicing is vital for operating successfully in a fast

changing environment. Because it is unconscious and automatic, we can size up a 

person quickly, instantly narrow our (3) _ ____ ____ for dealing with this 

person, and decide on an appropriate ( 4) _ _ ______ _ 

Movies and television programs make good use of our ability to thin-slice. When 

new characters appear, our brain is in "thin-slice" (5), _________ . A brief 

glimpse or several lines of dialog can (6) --------much about a 

character's personality, background, and importance. We are suspicious of these first 

impressions, of course, because moviemakers sometimes try to trick us. But that is 

part of the fun. 
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A hypothesis is an unproven statement that makes a claim, usually about 
causes or effects. To test a hypothesis, first we ask what this hypothesis 
implies. 

If this hypothesis is true, what other things have to be true? 

If these other things have to be true for the hypothesis to be true, we say 
that they are deducible. For example, if someone claims a medicine cures 
baldness, we can deduce the following: 

If bald-headed people take this medicine, their hair will grow back. 

This prediction about hair growth is deducible. It has to be true if the 
medicine actually works. The next step is to test whether the prediction 
proves true. If the prediction proves false (hair does not grow back), then 
we know the hypothesis is also false. We can exclude this hypothesis 
from further consideration. ~ 

----------------------------------------~~--.--.~----------~~ • C O RP US 

B. Using your powers of deductive reasoning, complete the sentence with a 
prediction that would have to be true If the hypothesis Is true. 

1. Hypothesis: Listening to music before beginning a mental task improves 
concentration. 
If this is true, we can predict that students who listen to music before taking a 

math test will have higher average scores than those who do not. 

2. Hypothesis: Eating oranges prevents colds. 

From this statement, we can deduce that---------------

3. Hypothesis: Drinking a small amount of coffee temporarily improves memory. 

From this statement, we can deduce that - --------------

4. Hypothesis: Losing just one hour of sleep makes people less alert. 

If this hypothesis is true, then _ __________________ _ 

C. Your prediction may be deducible, but can it be tested? Design an experiment or 
test for one of your predictions In activity B. Explain your test to the class. 

D. In colleges and universities, students have required courses and electives, or 
optional courses. Examine this list of college courses. Write R for the courses you 
feel should be required for all students and 0 for those that should be optional. 

_astronomy 

_ biology 

- business 

_ a foreign language 

_ literature 

_ music appreciation 

- philosophy 

_ political science 

_psychology 

_ sociology 

- women's studies 

_world history 

In a small group, discuss your Ideas and come to a consensus on required and 
optional courses. Share your group's decision with the class. 
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Before You Read 
Here is a list of decisions similar to the ones you examined before you read Blink. 
This time, ask yourself if you would be more likely to trust a decision made by a 
single expert or a consensus reached by a larger group of people. Discuss your 
ideas in a small group. 

• making a move in a game like chess 
• choosing a movie to see 
• choosing a restaurant to dine at 
• deciding what clothing to buy 
• choosing a college or university 
• electing the leader of a club or organization 
• choosing a leader to solve a temporary problem 
• predicting what team will win a championship 
• deciding whether someone is guilty of a crime 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
Impromptu: done without rehearsal or planning 
understatement: something stated in a restrained way when the facts would allow for a stronger 

statement; the opposite of exaggeration 
wager: money that is bet or gambled on the outcome of a contest, or future event 

(C) Read 
This excerpt from The Wisdom of Crowds, by James Surowiecki, discusses the 
benefits of collective thinking. 

The Wisdom of Crowds 

0 ne day in 1906, the British scientist 
Francis Galton headed for a country 

fair in the town of Plymouth where 

the local farmers and townspeople gathered to 

s appraise the quality of each other's cattle, sheep, 
chickens, and horses. Examining workhorses 

may seem a strange way for a scientist to spend 

an afternoon, but there was a certain logic to it. 
Galton was a man obsessed with two things: 

10 the measurement of physical and mental 
qualities, and breeding. And livestock shows 

are all about good and bad breeding. 

Breeding mattered to Galton because he 

believed that only a very few people had the 

15 characteristics necessary to keep societies 

healthy. He had devoted much of his career to 

measuring those characteristics and developing 
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statistical procedures and formulas for doing so. 

His experiments left him with little faith in the 

20 intelligence of the average person, "the stupidity 
and wrong-headedness of many men and women 

being so great as to be scarcely credible." Only· if 

power and control stayed in the hands of the 

select, well-bred few, Galton believed, could a 

25 society remain healthy and strong. 
As he walked through the exhibition that 

day Galton came across a weight-judging 

competition. A fat ox had been placed on 

display, and members of a gathering crowd were 
30 lining up to guess what the weight of the ox 

would be after it had been "slaughtered and 

dressed." Each guess was written on a numbered 

ticket. The best guesses would receive prizes. 

Eight hundred people made guesses. "Many 



I 35 non-experts competed," Galton wrote later in the 

scientific journal Nature. He described how 

clerks and others with no expert knowledge of 
horses try to judge which horses will win a race, 

"guided by newspapers, friends, and their own 

40 fancies1
." The analogy to a democracy, in which 

people of radically different abilities and 

interests each get one vote, had suggested itself 

to Galton immediately. "The average competitor 

was probably as well fitted for making a just 

45 estimate of the dressed weight of the ox, as an 

average voter is of judging the merits of most 

political issues on which he votes," he wrote. 

To test this hypothesis, Galton turned the 

competition into an impromptu experiment. 

50 When the contest was over, the organizers 

consented to give Galton all the tickets, and he 
ran a series of statistical tests on them. After 

excluding 13 tickets with illegible answers, 

Galton then added all the contestants' estimates 

55 and calculated the mean2 of the group's guesses. 

That number represented, you could say, the 

collective wisdom of the Plymouth crowd. If the 

crowd were a single person, that was how much 

it would have guessed the ox weighed. 

so Galton undoubtedly thought that the average 

guess of the group would be way off the mark. 

But Galton was wrong. The crowd guessed that 

the ox would weigh 1,197 pounds. After it had 

been slaughtered and dressed, it weighed 1,198 

65 pounds. In other words, the crowd's judgment 
was essentially perfect. Perhaps breeding did not 

mean so much after all. Galton wrote later: "The 

result seems more creditable to the 

trustworthiness of a democratic judgment than 
10 have been expected." That was, to say the least, 

an understatement. 

Francis Galton stumbled on a simple, but 

powerful, truth: under the right circumstances, 

groups are remarkably intelligent, and are often 

75 smarter than the smartest people in them. Even 

if most of the people within a group are not 

especially well-informed or rational, it can still 

reach a collectively wise decision. This is a good 
thing, since human beings are not perfectly 

so designed decision makers. We generally have 

less information than we'd like. We have limited 

1 fancy: desire, whim 
2 mean: statistical average 

foresight into the future. Most of us lack the 

ability-and the desire-to make sophisticated 

cost-benefit calculations3 • Instead of insisting on 
s5 finding the best possible decision, we will often 

accept one that seems good enough. And we 

often let emotion affect our judgment. Yet 

despite all these limitations, our collective 

intelligence, or what I'll call "the wisdom of 

9o crowds," is often excellent. 

Charles Mackay would have scoffed at the 

idea that a crowd of people could know 

anything at all. Mackay was the Scottish 

journalist who, in 1841, published Extraordinary 

95 Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds, 

an endlessly entertaining chronicle of mass 

manias and collective follies. Mackay's thesis 
was that crowds were never wise. They were 

never even reasonable. Collective judgments 

100 were doomed to be extreme. "Men, it has been 
well said, think in herds," he wrote. "It will be 

seen that they go mad in herds, while they only 

recover their senses slowly and one by one." 

Nonetheless, the wisdom of crowds has a far 

1o5 more important and beneficial impact on our 

everyday lives than we or Charles Mackay 

recognize, and its implications for the future 

are immense. 

One of the striking things about the wisdom 

uo of crowds is that even though its effects are all 

around us, it's easy to miss, and, even when it's 
seen, it can be hard to accept. Most of us, 

whether as voters or investors or consumers or 

managers, believe that valuable knowledge is 

115 concentrated in a very few hands. We assume 

that the key to solving problems or making good 

decisions is finding that one right person who 

will have the answer. Even when we see a large 

crowd of people, many of them not especially 
120 well-informed, do something amazing like, say, 

predict the outcomes of horse races, we are 

more likely to attribute that success to a few 

smart people in the crowd than to the crowd 

itself. As sociologists Jack R. Soil and Richard 

125 Larrick put it, we feel the need to "chase the 
expert." Chasing the expert is a mistake, and a 

costly one at that. We should stop hunting and 

ask the crowd instead. Chances are, it knows. 

3 cost-benefit calculation: an analysis that compares the total cost of something with the total benefit derived from it 
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I Mackay was right about the extremes of 
130 collective behavior: there are times-think of a 

riot, or a stock market bubble-when collective 

decisions are utterly irrationaL And in the 
present, many groups struggle to make even 
mediocre decisions, while others wreak havoc 

135 with their bad judgment. The fact is, groups 

work well under certain circumstances, and less 
well under others. Groups generally need to 
enforce rules to maintain order and coherence, 
and when they're missing or malfunctioning, the 

140 result is trouble. Groups benefit from members 
talking to and learning from each other, but too 
much communication, paradoxically4, can 
actually make the group as a whole less 
intelligent. While big groups are often good for 

145 solving certain kinds of problems, big groups 
can also be unmanageable and inefficient. 

150 

Conversely, small groups are easy to run, but 
they risk having too little diversity of thought 
and too much consensus. 

Diversity and independence are important 
because the best collective decisions are the 
product of disagreement and contest, not 
consensus or compromise. An intelligent group 

does not ask its members to conform to its 
155 positions in order to let the group reach a 

decision everyone can be happy with. Instead, 
it figures out how to use mechanisms-like 

market prices, or intelligent voting systems-to 
produce collective judgments that represent not 

1so what any one person in the group thinks but 
rather, in some sense, what they all think. 

Paradoxically, the best way for a group to be 
smart is for each person in it to think and act as 

independently as possible. • 

• paradoxically: in a contradictory manner; often used to describe two pieces of evidence that seem to contradict each other 

Reading Comprehension 
Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the information in Reading 2. 
Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

_ l. The reading suggests that Francis Galton contributed to the field of 
statistical measurement. 

_ 2. Galton's original hypothesis about the intelligence of people was confirmed. 

_ 3. James Surowiecki has reached a different conclusion about crowds from 
that of Charles Mackay. 

_ 4. The best decisions are always made by people who are expert in a field. 

-5. Surowiecki says groups are vulnerable to bad decision-making when there 
are rules that maintain order and focus. 

_ 6. Surowiecki warns that group conformity can lead to poor judgments. 

_ 7. This article tends to support the validity of democratic forms of government. 
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READING SKILL 

LEARN 

An analogy is a kind of comparison. It compares something we know little 
about to something that we know more about. 

Writers use analogies for one of two reasons. They use a nalogies when 
something is difficult to grasp. In Unit 6, Reading 1 explains the effect of 
"negative" and_ "positive" feedback on the economy b y comparing it to the more 
familiar subject of the eye: 

In economic situations, negative feedback works a bit like your eyes do. As 
the light gets brighter, your pupils get smalle r a nd let in less lig ht. But what 
if your eyes worked as a "positive feedback" mechanism? In sunlight, your 
pupils would open wide and damage the retina. 

Writers a lso use analogies to m ake discoveries o r to argue a point. T h e logic 
works like this: 

• We don't know much about A . 

• But we do know that A has similarities to B . 

• Therefo"re, whatever is true of B may also be true of A. 

James Surowiecki reports that Francis Galton used this kind of thinking in 
desig ning his weight-g uessing experime nt. Galton reasoned that if o rdinary 
p eople could not guess something as simple as the weight of a n ox, then they 
would, by analogy, make poor judgments on complex matters. But Galton's 
experiment showed the opposite. The g ro up's average guess was amazing ly 
accurate, so perhaps c rowds make wise choices on complex matters as well. 

APPLY 

Several readings in this book use analogies. Reread these selections and mark them 
with an I if the analogy is used to illustrate a difficult concept, or A if the analogy is 
used to argue a point. 

_ 1. "Were Humans Born to Run?" (Unit 1) compares the physical abilities of 
humans and animals. 

To understa nd how they can make this claim, let's consider what humans 
can do. The very best long distance runners can run five-minute miles for 
several hours. These efforts are amazing achievements, but even the casual 
jogger can often keep up a n eight to ten minute a mile pace for several 
miles. Only a few animals of similar weight-large dogs, hyenas, wolves, 
and w ildebeests-are capable of m aintaining such speeds and actua lly 
prefer to trot a b it s lower. Even a thousand-pound horse will not cover 
long distances a ny faster than a good recreational jogger. 

- 2. "Virtual Odors?" (Unit 5) compares odors to words. 

In othe r words, smells function a bit like words do. We know thousands 
of different words, and the- meaning of a word depends o n the context 
in which it occurs. We define a word by pointing to the entity it refers to 
or by comparing its meaning to other words. With scents, we may say "it 
smells like a cucumber" or "it has a soapy smell." 

DECISIONS, DECISIONS 
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-3· "Pitch and Timbre" (Unit 5) compares musical instruments to a mouth. 

You can see the effect that an· instrument's shape has on tone by · · · 
considering what your mouth does when you make vowel sounds. If 
you sing the words "tea" and "too" and use the same musical note, the 
fundamental frequency is the same for both words. But "tea" sounds 
different because you changed the shape of your mouth in such a way as 
to dampen the overtones between about 500 Hz and 2,000 Hz. To make 
the vowel in the word "too," your mouth amplifies the overtones between 
500 and 1,000 Hz and dampens the higher ones. 

-4. "Tulipomania" (Unit 6) compares tulipomania to the dot-com bubble. 

Dash's book also makes it evident that, like the relatively mild recession 
following the burst of the dot-com bubble, tulipomania's economic impact 
was minor since only a fraction of the economy was devoted to tulip 
trading, with the Amsterdam exchange and others wanting no part of it. 

Noun Adjective Adverb/Conjunction 

conformity 
conform 

conformist 

consent 
consent 

consenting 
consensually 

consensus consensual 

enforcement enforce enforced 

exclusion exclude excluded 

exclusive exclusively 

implication implicate implicated 

nonetheless 

statistic 
statistics statistical statistically 

statistician 

thesis 

A. Read this brief article on prediction markets. Fill in the blanks with a target word 
from the table. Be sure to use the correct form. 

In The Wisdom of Crowds, James Surowiecki discusses a method for polling 
and predicting the future called "prediction markets." A traditional poll may 
ask the participants, "Who will you vote for?" A prediction market turns the 
polling into a game and asks "Who do you think will win the election?" with 
computers keeping track of what the participants think. 
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1. According to James Surowiecki, prediction markets clearly illustrate his 
----- ----that crowds can make better predictions than a "think 
tank" of experts can. 

2. In prediction markets, no individual opinions are--'--- ---- -
Everyone can give an opinion. 

3. Also, since the group's decision is arrived at--------- , no one is 
forced to change their opinion. 

4. Since the group does not need to reach a , there is no 
pressure to to the thinking of a few dominant members 
of the group. 

5. Surowiecki feels that prediction markets have important --------
for the way groups structure their decision-making. 

6. Critics complain that there are ways to manipulate predictions markets. 
--------- , economists find these markets highly interesting. 

7. The Iowa Electronic Markets, sponsored by the University of Iowa, has 
predicted the results of presidential elections with more --------
accuracy than traditional polling methods 75% of the time. 

The verb implicate can mean "involve someone in something criminal or 
scandalous" or "blame something as a cause." The noun form, implication, 
refers to the possible effect of a decision. 

He was Implicated in several financial scandals. 

Their research Implicates an airborne virus as the cause of the flu. 

We need to consider the Implications of our decision. 

Earlier in this unit, we studied the verb imply. It means to state something 
indirectly. It has the same noun form, implication. 

The candidate Implied that her opponent was not telling the truth. 

The article's Implication is that the mayor was slow to respond to the crisis. 

B. Rewrite these sentences using a form of implicate or Imply. Compare work 
with a partner. 

1. The mayor was involved in a scheme that misused public funds. 

2. What might result from the city's plan to expand the airport? 

3. He objected to a suggestion in the article that he caused the city's 
financial crisis. 

4. Corrupt building inspectors were partially to blame for the 
building's collapse. 

5. The report insinuates that the city council is not working hard enough. 

DECISIONS , DECISIONS 
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C. A thesis is the technical term for the main idea that an essay or article is trying 
to explain or support. A thesis statement is a sentence that expresses the 
essay's main idea. What Is the thesis of the two readings in this unit? Complete 
these sentences in your notebook. Discuss your ideas with the class. 

1. In Blink, Malcolm Gladwell claims th at ... 

2. In The Wisdom of Crowds, James Su rowiecki argues that . . . 

Verb/Adverb Adjective Noun 
· Verb/ 

PreposltiQnal Phra~e 

new rules, 

adapt to 
. situations, change, 
changing times, .. 

changing needs, etc. 

rules, expectations, 
conform to pressure, standards, 

regulations, wishes 

give, grant. have, 
obtain, refuse, 

__... 
consent 

require 

enforce 
rules, standards, 
regulations 

of travel, transport, 
traditional, usual, r- mode 

transportation, 
dominant, main communication, 

__ ... - ·- governance 
4.l 

have, examine, available, best, no, - option 
study, look at the only, limited 

positive, negative, --. ~ 
give, make, receive, favorable, ..- response to sth 
provoke, elicit enthusiastic, 

correct, appropriate ...-
-~ 

vital, reliable, -
collect, gather, .... ~· 
supply, furnish, 

accurate, surprising, 

provide, analyze, 
precise, up-to-date, statistics on sth 
recent, updated, 

examine 
revealing, shocking - . ..-

thesis 
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The chart on page 110 shows some common collocations, or word partners, for 
sat,ected target vocabulary. Refer to the chart and complete these sentences. 
Compare work with a partner. 

1. The dominant --------Of transportation within the campus was 
bicycles. 

2. The article furnished some rather surprising ___ _ ___ _ on the 
educational achievement of children in the program. 

3. A child's participation in the program requires the --------of the 
parents. 

4. The new regulations received a very negative--------from the 
state's businesses. 

5. The business failed when it was unable to~· ,..... -------to changing 
markets. 

6. They examined the available _____ ___ and decided to sell the 
company to one of their competitors. 

7. Businesses had no choice but tO-------- to the new regulations or 
stop doing business in the state. 

8. As of yet, the state has no mechanism for ________ these 
regulations. 

Individually or in a small group, write grammatical and meaningful sentences 
tl"t include these sequences of words. 

1. usual/mode/travel 

The usual mode of travel was by car or bus. 

2. adapt to/the changing situation 

3. collect/statistics/on how many students 

4. elicit/a favorable response when 

5. obtain/the consent of/before 

6. only option/conform to/standards 

DECISIONS, DECISIONS 
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Writing and Discussion Topics 

Write about or discuss the following topics. 

1. Malcolm Gladwell claims that people do a great deal of thinking within 
the first two seconds of any encounter, and that this kind of thinking 
is reasonably accurate. What do you think? Should we trust our first 
impressions? Or should we train ourselves to delay making judgments? What 
about "love at first sight?" 

2. James Surowiecki says that a crowd is most effective in making guesses 
and predictions when it does not know that it can be effective. How do you 
explain thi.s apparent p~radox? 

3. James Surowiecki says that crowds produce bad judgments for several 
different reasons, including emotional factors. What emotional factors might 
affect the wisdom of a crowd? 

4. Both Gladwell and Surowiecki use anecdotal evidence to support their theses. 
An anecdote is a brief story based on real life. In order to be convincing as 
evidence, an anecdote must seem typical, not unusual or exceptional. What 
anecdotes from your own life or experience could you use to support or 
challenge the claims of Gladwell or Surowiecki? 
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bias 

clarify 

compute 

~ constant 

~ distribute 

edit 

format 

~ formula 

~ found 

~ investiga'te 

offset 

~ potential 

~ · relevant 

scope 

• ·< ·:..:...Coioraao St:or'"Vs. CO . 

read about Google and its business practices. 
review categorizing. 
increase your understanding of the target 
academic words for this unit. 

Analyzing Criteria; Determining Degree 

Self-Assessment ~~t~t ~~j @: ~ 
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.f) the appropriate column. I have .. . 

never seen 
the word 
before 

seen the word 
but am not sure 
what it means 

seen the word 
and understand 
what it means 

-

used the word, 
but am not sure 
if correctly 

used the word 
confidently in 
either speaking 
or writing 

used the word 
confidently in 
both speaking 
and writing 

Outside the Reading What do you know about business? 
Watch the video on the student website to find out more. 

~ Oxford 3000'" keywords 
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READING 1 

Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in small groups. 

1. When you hear the name Google, do you have a positive, negative, or neutral 
attitude toward the company? Why? 

2. Google's search engine is so successful that it collects billions of dollars 
of revenue each year. Yet its search engine is free. Where do you imagine 
Google's revenue comes from? 

3. When you search the Internet, what factors do you consider when you select 
a search engine? 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
query: a specific demand for information submitted to a web browser 
rank: to put in order according to some predetermined system 

0Read 
This newspaper article traces the history of one of the most successful new 
companies of our time. 

Google: A Brief History 

I f you type into Google's search engine the 

question "How does Google work?", Google 

itself offers a curious explanation: 

PigeonRank. According to this obvious joke, 

5 Google uses clusters of trained pigeons to 

"compute the relative value of web pages faster 

than human editors or machine-based 

algorithms1
." Pigeons, they tell us, can spot 

minute differences between web pages and will 

10 peck when a relevant result appears on the 

screen. Pages with more pecks move to the top 

of the list. Google assures us that the pigeons 

are well treated and not overworked. 

Two things are clear. Google wants the 

15 workings of its successful page-ranking search 

engine to remain secret, and Google does not 

mind if you believe pigeons are involved. 

Fooling aside , what actually accounts for 

Google's success? How does the search engine, 

20 in 0.18 seconds, find 273,000,000 pages re lating 

to "Batman" and put the ones you are most 

likely to be interested in near the top of the list? 

How does Google make any money doing this? 

The Google story begins in 1996 at Stanford 

25 University in California. Two graduate students, 
Larry Page and Sergey Brin, wanted to find a 

better way to search websites. Current search 

engines ranked search results according to how 

frequently the search words appeared on a page. 

30 This approach had several disadvantages. Users 

had to sort through too many listings to find 

relevant information. Plus, people could trick 

search engines to get their page listed at the top 

of a search query. A user who types in "Batman" 

35 does not want to see a web site selling sports 

equipment at the top of the rankings. Larry Page 

and Sergey Brin hypothesized that a page is 

more valuable if other sites link to it. If someone 
links to a page, then the page has at least some 

40 importance. If a very important website links to 

1 algorithm: a complicated set of procedures for QCComplishing a task. It is designed so that a specific initial condition will lead 
to a definite result. 
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the page, that indicates even greater importance. 

So Brin and Page designed a search engine that 

could "crawl" the web, download every web 

page, and analyze its relevance using a secret, 

45 constantly changing formula. Pages with 

hig her scores get listed toward the top. 

Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin 

Unable to sell their search eng ine software 

at the $1 million asking price to companies like 

Yahoo!, the two left Stanford in the fa ll of 1998 

5o to found Google.com. The obvious superiority 

of their search engine quickly attracted financial 

backing2 . So the two set up a data center in a 

garage and several rooms of a ho use, a venue 

they soon outgrew as the popularity of their 

55 search engine increased. In less than a year, 

prominent investo rs provided $25 million to 

aggressively grow the company and improve its 

search engine. Sergey Brin promised a perfect 
search eng ine that "will process and understand 

60 a ll the information in the world" and without 

charging anyone to use it. 

But could Google make money? A free 

search engine that worked well quickly attracted 

users, an increase of about 50 percent each 

65 month, but that required investing in more 

computing power, and expensive 

supercomputers could cost $800,000. To avoid 

this expense, Brin and Page purchased 

thousands of ordinary PCs. Using software they 

10 designed, they linked these computers together 

2 backing: support 
3 banner ad: a long, thin ad across all or part of a web page 

to make the equivalent of dozens of 

supercomputers with impressive storage 

space-all this fo r about one third the cost of 

what their competitors were paying for 

75 co.mputing power. To deal w ith the inevitable 

problem of individual computers failing, Brin 

and Page wrote software that s imply ignored a 

failing computer rather tha n bothering to 
replace it. By locating computers in multiple 

80 locations and duplicating their functions, they 

were protected against losing data when trouble 

occurred . 

Even with operating costs kept down, the 

company still needed to generate cash. One 

85 obvious tactic was to sell advertising space on 

Google's home page. By the end of 1999, Google 

averaged 7 million searches each day. But 

research showed that large banner ads3 and 

pop-up ads seemed more annoying to the user 

90 than profitable for the advertiser. Users a lready 

loved Google's unclutte red and easy-to-use home 

page. Why crowd it with ads for products that 

users were not interested in? Brin and Page had 

a second problem with ads. Advertisers did not 
95 want to spend on advertising unless their ad was 

near the top of the search results. If Google 

p leased advertisers, relevance to the user would 

no longer be the primary page-ranking 

consideration. 

100 Brin and Page's sqlution. a llows ads but does 

not bias the page ranking results in favor of 

advertisers. The Google home page remains free 

of ads. On search results pages, ads are text-only 

and appear in a clearly marked "sponsored 

1o5 links" area a long the right margin of the page. 

To place an ad, advertisers bid on specific 

"keywords" that relate to the products they sell. 

If the user searches for "running shoes," a dozen 

or more ads appear because ad vertisers suspect 

110 that the use r wants to buy running shoes. If the 

user types in "gorilla species," few or no ads will 

appear since the user is most likely not 

interested in purchasing anything. 

The cost of an ad ranges from a few cents 

115 per click to $30 or more, depending on how 

much advertisers are willing to bid. Since 

advertisers are charged o nly if the user clicks 

on their ads, advertisers must maintain an 

SEARCHING FOR SUCCESS 
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acceptable "dick-through rate"4 for each 

120 keyword. If the dick-through rate is too low, 

Google suspends the ad or places it lower on the 1ss 

page even if it outbid other ads. Ads clicked on 

frequently are assumed to be relevant and not 

searchable versions of every book ever 
published online, including rare books from 

university library collections. Google Earth 

offers up-close satellite photographs of the 

entire planet. In October 2006, Google 

announced its purchase of YouThbe, the popular 

online video site, for $1.65 billion. And its 

likely to bother users. By clicking or not 

1 25 clicking, users decide what ads appear. Clever, 

indeed, but does it work? In 2001, at a time 

when most dot-corns were closing their doors, 
Google earned a profit of $7 million, and in 

2002, $100 million. Pay-per-click advertising 

130 worked. 

In 2004, the privately-owned company 

arranged for an initial public offering (IPO) of 

shares. Taking their company public5 was a 

frightening prospect for Brin and Page. It would 
135 raise lots of cash, but it also meant competing 

companies could see how profitable Google had 

become, and shareholders might have the power 

to change the company's goals. On August 19, 

2004, Google went public, offering 19,605,052 of 

t4o its 270 million shares at $85 per share on the 
NASDAQ stock exchange. At the end of the first 

day of trading, over 22 million shares changed 
hands, with the shares valued at $100.34. Google 

now had a market capitalization6 of $23 billion 
145 dollars. In late 2007, the price of a single share 

of Google peaked at $716 U.S. per share, making 

Google one of the highest priced companies in 

the United States. 

Drawing on that success, Google continues 

1so Android technology has made Google a strong 

165 

competitor in the smart-phone market. To 

strengthen its position, Google announced in 

August 2011 that it was acquiring Motorola 

Mobility Inc., a major producer of smartphones. 

Has Google reached its peak? Can it keep 

growing and generate enough sales to justify the 
high price of its stock? So far Google is 

financially sound7
• Google's earnings have 

continued to rise, with profits of $8.5 billion U.S. 

110 on sales of over $29 billion in 2010, while 

holding nearly $40 billion in cash-numbers that 

suggest that Google can continue expanding 

without taking on debt. Larry Page and Sergey 

Brin are no doubt brilliant and innovative, but 

11s the odds say they will make mistakes, and other 

bright people may figure out a way to cut into 

their search engine business. Plus, as a company 

grows, its talent becomes diluted8 • Has Google 

already captured so much of the Internet search 
1so and advertising market that it will now have to 

expand into areas where Google's brilliant team 

has less expertise? 

If you want to follow the ongoing Google 

1so to expand its services to achieve its goal of story, it is simple. Just type "goog" into Google's 

making all the information in the world available 1ss search engine to see how its stock is doing. • 
online. Google Books, for example, aims to have 

• click-through rate: the number of times users click on an ad 
5 take a company public: make it possible for the general public to buy shares in the company. 

Each share represents ownership of a small piece of the company. 
6 market capitalization: the number of shares in existence multiplied by the value of those shares. This number is a measure of a 
company's success. 

7 sound: healthy 
8 dilute: weaken by spreading thin 
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Reading Comprehension 

A. Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the information in 
Reading 1.. Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

_ 1. Larry Page and Sergey Brin studied the behavior of pigeons to design their 
search engine. 

- 2. Page and Brin stayed ahead of competitors and tricksters by regularly 
modifying their search engine. 

_ 3. The reading implies that Yahoo! made a mistake when it did not buy 
Google for $1 million. 

_ 4. Google results pages give priority to advertisers over other types of results. 

_ 5. Google makes its money by loading every search results page with 
advertising. 

- 6. Google is no longer a privately held company. 

_ 7. Google would like to make it possible for users to read many different 
kinds of books online. 

_ 8. The reading predicts that Google will soon face financial problems. 

B. Imagine that you need to check some information in Reading 1. for a report. 
Scan the article quickly to find answers to these questions. First think about the 
words you will scan for. 

1. Where did the two founders of Google get started on their project? 

They started working on Google when they attended Stanford University. 

2. What word did the reading use to describe the way the Google search engine 
works? 

3. In what year was Google founded? 

4. Did Google lose money during the years when the dot-com bubble burst? 

5. What does IPO stand for? 

6. Did Google have a lot of debts at the time the article was written? 

READING SKILL 

LEARN 

A criterion is a condition or description used when making judgments. 
We establish criteria (plural) so that we can be consistent and accurate. 
Reading 1 gives evidence that Google is a successful company. We know 
this because Google meets many criteria for success: 

• It has millions of customers and a well-known trademark. 

• It has a successful product that the current competition cannot beat. 

• It generates billions of dollars of revenue. 

• It is financially sound with no debt and lots of cash. 

• It has a high market capitalization. 

SEARCHING FOR SUCCESS 
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APPLY 

A. Let's consider the long-term survival of Google. Read these criteria that indicate 
whether a company is likely to survive and grow. Skim Reading 1 and identify 
which criteria Google meets by answering the questions~ Write Yes, No. or ? (if 
you're not sure). 

1. customers and market share: Does the company have a large customer base? 

2. market capitalization: If the company is publicly traded, does its stock have 
a high value? 

3. business model: Does the company have a business model that u·illlead 
to profit? 

4. growth: Does the company have a potential for growth in its core business? 

5. expansion: Can the company expand into new markets either through 
developing new products or acquiring existing ones? 

6. liquidity: Does the company have enough cash to fund current and 
future operations? 

7. debt: Does the company have a manageable amount of debt? 

8. competitive advantage: Is it difficult for other companies to imitate 
this company? 

9. trademark: Does the company have a recognized name or logo? 

-10. management: Can the company survive changes in management? 

-11. talent: Can the company hold onto its talent or attract new talent? 

B. Do you think Google meets enough criteria to continue its success into the 
future? Discuss your ideas in a small group. 

lj.!fi@ ijJi'l;f$@ "*' 
bias bias 

biased 
unbiased 

computer 
compute 

computational 
computationally 

computation computed 

constant constant constantly 

editor 
edited 

edition edit 
editorial 

editorial 

formula formulate formulaic formulaically 

founder found 
founded 

unfounded 

relevance 
relevant 

relevantly 
irrelevant 
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A. Fill in the blanks with a target word from the chart that completes the sentence 
in a grammatical and meaningful way. 

1. Many dot-corns in the late 1990s were ________ on an unsound 
business model. 

2. The business was under --------pressure to expand into new 
markets. 

3. A complicated algorithm the importance of each web 
page for the purposes of ranking it. 

4. What is Google's for success? 

5. I know he's a hard worker and wants the job, but unfortunately that's not 
really . We need someone with real expertise in the field. 

6. The websites of many reputable newspapers may not be as carefulJy 
--------as the print editions. They may have more errors. 

B. The word bias has technical and non-technical uses. Which meaning of the word 
bias is expressed in each sentence? Match the sentence on the left with the 
definition on the right. Compare answers with a partner. 

_ 1. Since the defendant was a relative, 
the judge was replaced to avoid 
any charges of bias. 

_ 2. The results of the research are 
biased because they did not 
include a broad enough sample 
of students. 

_ 3. The course covers world history, 
but with a bias toward the 
Renaissance. 

_ 4. Brin and Page's solution aJlows 
ads but does not bias the page 
ranking results in favor of 
advertisers. 

_ 5. She assured both sides that she 
had nothing at stake in the 
outcome and was trained to 
make an unbiased judgment. 

a. favoritism toward one side in an 
argument, decision, or report 

b . actions or attitudes favoring 
one group over another 

c. favoring or focusing on one aspect 
of a broad subject 

d. not favoring one side or the other 

e. having an error in a statistical study 

C. Here are some studies where the sample may be biased. What bias can you 
detect in the sampling method? Discuss your ideas with a partner. 

1. Researchers want to know which candidate for public office is more popular. 
So they call people's homes Monday morning, one day before the election. 
Candidate A is more popular in the telephone study, but Candidate B wins 
Tuesday's election easily. What happened? 

2. Researchers wonder if cold winter weather might reduce arthritis pain, the 
leading cause of disability for people over 55. So they compare sales of 
arthritis pain medicine during the winter in Utah, a cold state, and Florida, 
a warmer state. A sampling of pharmacies showed higher arthritis pain 
medication sales in Florida. Should we trust the results of this study? 

SEARCHING FOR SUCCESS 
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We can raise doubts about a claim if we show that the arguments and evidence 
offered in support are irrelevant. Consider the analogy used to support the 
thesis "university education should be free." 

Analogy Both education and air are necessary for a successful life. 
Air is free, so university education should be free, too. 

Most people agree that education and air are necessary, but the argument is 
weak because the similarity is irrelevant. Air is usually free because it is so 
plentiful, not because it is necessary. There are also degrees of necessity. To 
be convincing, an analogy needs many relevant similarities and few relevant 
differences. 

D. Analogies are used to support each of these theses. Are the similarities relevant? 
Can you think of any relevant differences? Discuss your answers in a small group. 

1. Thesis: Parents should have to get a license before they have children. 

Argument: A poorly raised child can do as much damage as an unlicensed 
driver of a motor vehicle. Citizens are required to pass a driving exam before 
driving a car alone. Likewise, parents should be required to prove they are 
competent parents before they are permitted to have a child. 

2. Thesis: Children should not be required to go to school. 

Argument: Forcing children to attend school is a violation of their rights. 
Students and prisoners both must remain in a facility against their will for 
extended periods of time. Prisoners can't be put in prison unless convicted 
in a court of law. Children are forced to go school without a trial. Therefore, 
forcing children to go to school is a form of illegal imprisonment. 

3. Thesis: Smoking should be allowed on public sidewalks in the downtown 
areas of major cities. 

Argument: People can eat and drink while they're walking on the sidewalk, 
so they should be able to smoke, too. 
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2 

Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in small groups. 

1. Successful companies, like Google, tend to attract suspicion and the attention 
of watchdogs-people or groups who monitor their activities. What kind of 
things might these watchdogs look for? 

2. Internet companies can collect information on the interests and purchasing 
habits of Internet users by examining the kinds of sites they visit. Is this an 
invasion of privacy? Should companies limit the kind of information they collect? 

3. By 2011, over 80% of Internet searches worldwide were conducted via Google. 
Do you see any problems if a s ingle company has that much "market share"? 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
copyright: the legal right given to the originator of a "work" to publish or print it in any form 

and to prevent others from copying it or publishing it illegally 
fraud: the act of cheating or deceiving someone in some way (the adjective is fraudulent) 

a royalty: a sum of money paid to an author or composer for each copy of a work sold 
or performed 

0 Read 
This online article discusses some of the challenges faced by Google when its 
business model came into conflict with reality. 

GOOGLE CONTROVERSIES 

W hen Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin began their 
quest for the perfect search engine at Stanford University in the 
mid 1990s, they had a lofty1 goal-to make all the information in 

the world available online for free. Within a few years, they had achieved 
5 much of that goal and were able to bring vast amounts of information to 

anyone with access to the Internet. "Google it" is now a common phrase 
in many of the world 's languages. 

Google has an unusual company motto: Don't be 

evil. Most people familiar with Page and Brin's 

10 achievements would likely agree that the t wo 

have improved the world and lived up to that 

motto. But Google's astounding rise from a 

start·up company working ou.t of a garage to one 

of the most recognized brand names in the world 

'lofty: noble 
2 scrutiny: close inspection 

15 has naturally attracted scrutiny2• And there are 

many who have raised questions about the 

ethics and legality of Google's business 

practices. 

One early complaint was "click fraud." Advertisers 

20 make bids to place ads along the top and 
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right-hand sides of Google search result pages. 
When potential customers click on an ad, Google 
collects a fee ranging from a few pennies to $30 

or more, depending on how high the bidding went. 
25 Advertisers worry that dishonest businesses click 

on a competitor's ad to drive up their advertising 

costs. Non-Google websites can also cheat 
advertisers. To extend its advertising reach, 
Google allows websites to display Google ads and 

3o split the fee when a visitor clicks on an ad. 
Google prohibits website owners from clicking on 
an ad they host, but there is still room for 
mischief if a website owner uses different IP 
addresses3 to make fraudulent clicks. Google 

35 obviously wants advertisers to continue buying 
ads and recognizes that advertisers will need to 
lower their bids in order to offset losses due to 

click fraud. To reduce complaints, Google has 
continually improved its ability to spot fraudulent 

4o clicks and remove them before they are charged 

to the advertiser. But critics contended that 
Google did not make a big enough effort to 
police click fraud and made huge profits from 
these clicks. 

4s The most complicated issue from a legal 
standpoint is copyright law. In the United States, 

for example, any book published after 1923 is 
protected by copyright laws. Printing and 

distributing copies of the work requires 
5o permission of the copyright owner, and copyright 

owners often demand a royalty payment. In 2004, 
Google began scanning and digitizing millions of 
books in order to host them online in a 
searchable format. The value of such an 

5s enterprise is undisputed. Scholars will have easy 

access to rare books and all books will be forever 
in print. Many authors believe Google Books will 

provide free publicity and a new avenue for sales. 
But others worry that Google will use their works 

6o without paying royalties. Google has addressed 
this fear by touting Google Books as a book 
marketing program, in which authors sell their 

works, not an online library. Google also allows 
authors to remove their books from Google Book 

65 Search if they wish. Despite these assurances, 
the legal challenges from authors and publishers 

continue. Google's acquisition in October 

2006 of YouTube, the popular Internet video 
download site, also raised unresolved 

10 copyright issues that should keep courts 

around the world busy for years to come. 

Many of Google's services raise privacy 
issues. Gmail, Google's free email service, 

pays for itself by inserting click-through ads 
75 into emails that Gmail account holders 

receive. To target the ads toward the interests 
of the user, Google analyzes t_he content of 
incoming email to search for keywords that 

will trigger the ads. If these were generic ads 
8o placed in all emails automatically, few would 

complain. But scanning content strikes some 

as an invasion of privacy. Google defends the 
practice by saying that the emails are only_ 
read by computers, not people, for the 

85 purpose of ad placement and that many email 
services do the same thing in order to detect 

spam4
• Critics, however, feel Google should 

not analyze the email from non-Gmail 
accounts unless it gets the sender's 

9o permission first. 

An even bigger privacy surprise for Google 

involved reaction to Google Street View. Tied 
to its Google Earth and Google Maps 
services, Street View ho-pes to provide 360° 

95 photographs of every street in the world. Who 
could object to such an ambitious and 

amazing undertaking? Google soon found out 
when entire countries as well as individual 

citizens complained. Many people simply did 
1oo not want to be in these pictures. Google 

naturally sought a technological solution
creating software algorithms that blur faces 
and car license plates. Several countries 

worried about security threats if bad guys had 
1o5 access to free pictures of every building. 

Another fear is that governments can use 

Google to invade privacy. Google has huge 
data collections that it uses to improve its 

searches and select ads. This information 
110 could potentially be seized by governments 

and analyzed at relatively little cost. In the 

3 /P address: Internet Protocol Address; a computer address used to identify devices using the Internet, such as 
Internet Service Providers and printers. It can be compared to a telephone number in a phone network. 

• spam: undesired email sent in bulk or Irrelevant messages posted on a forum or blog 
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past, collecting data on, let's say, people who had 
read or purchased a controversial book would 

require an army of Investigators to search 

requests for hearings in the U.S. Congress. In 
2010, controversy over apparent government 

hacking7 of Google accounts within China 
115 through library records and bookstore sales. It is prompted Google to reduce significantly its 

hard to imagine a government even bothering. But H5 presence in China. Google ended up losing 
data mining5 through a single database could most of the Chinese market while tarnishing 

quickly yield leads if Google has access to library its image. 
records and has copies of emails sent between 

120 online booksellers and customers. 

As Google extended the scope of its operations 
overseas, questions concerning freedom of 

speech arose. In its early days, Google saw itself 
as operating outside of government control and 

125 offering an unrestricted freedom in finding 

Despite these legal and ethical issues, 
Google remains an extremely popular 

15o company. After all, most of its services are 
free, and the public appreciates the 
company's engineering genius. Yet some 
inside Google complain that a company that 

always looked ahead to see how it could 
information. But when Google looked to expand 155 improve the world has, to quote a Google 

its Web services into China, Google faced its first engineer, started "chasing taillights." Google, 
decision with major political implications. Could 
Google accept restrictions imposed on political 

13o content by the Chinese government without 
compromising its values? Google did not want to 
lose the Chinese market and agreed to China's 

terms. It hoped to lessen criticism by better 
clarifying the meaning of its noble "Don't be evil " 

135 principle. As CEO Eric Schmidt tells it, Google 
used an "evil scale" to weigh its decision. Living 
with the Chinese government's restrictions is less 
evil than not serving Chinese users at all. And 

less profitable, critics might add. Google's 
14o decision led to bad press6 around the world and 

it seems, did not foresee the rise of online 

social networks such as Facebook or Linkedln 
and worries these services will draw 

16o advertising revenue away from its search 
engine. Google wants to be in that market, 
but can it do so without chasing taillights? 
Larry Page and Sergey Brin want to use 
Google's immense resources and talents to 

165 design better, more profitable products, but 

others worry that the company will become 
self-protective and survive by crushing or 

absorbing innovative competitors. And that, 
they warn, would be ... evil. 

5 data mining: electronically searching huge databases for small pieces of relevant information, such as a list of customers 
who buy a specific product 

6 bad press: negative news reports 
7 hacking: breaking into a computer system or account without permission 
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Reading Comprehension 
Mark each sentence as T (true} or F (false} according to the information in Reading 2. 
Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

_ 1. Some critics feel that Google's effort to dominate the Internet has 
compromised its company motto. 

- 2. Google has refused to do anything to combat click fraud. 

_ 3. In the coming years, we can expect many battles in court involving the 
Internet and intellectual property. 

_ 4. Gmail promises not to scan the content of individual emails. 

_ 5. Data mining raises privacy issues for many Google users. 

_ 6. The reading claims that Google's goal is to prevent other companies from 
improving Internet services. 
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READIN G SKI L L 

LEARN 

Earlie r in this unit, you evaluated Google's po tentia l by asking w hether 
the company met seve ral criteria important fo r growth. You were asked to 
answer the questio ns with a yes o r no. Most o f the a nswers, however, were 
not abso lutes- definite ly yes o r definite ly no. Rathe r, they could distribute 
themselves a long a continuum between yes and no. 

APPLY 

A. With a partner, examine these criteria and decide whether they are absolute 
categories (A) or whether the answers could distribute themselves along a 
continuum of values (C). 

_ 1. Is the com pany listed on a stock exchange? 

_ 2. Does it have a high marke t capitalization? 

_ 3. Is it a non-profit corpo ratio n? 

_ 4. Are its to p managers experie nced? 

_ 5. Does the company have potential fo r earnings growth? 

B. There are several ways to use a continuum. One popular format asks people to 
indicate agreement or disagreement with a statement on a 5-point scale. Based 
on what you read in Reading 2, how would you rate Google's ethics? Discuss your 
answer in a small group. 

Google's business practices are ethical. 

_ 1. Strongly disagree 

_2. Disagree 

_ 3. Neither agree nor disagree 

_ 4. Agree 

_ 5. Stro ng ly agree 

C. You can also determine the degree of relevance or importance by ranking 
criteria. Drawing on what you read in Reading 2, first decide on four more criteria 
that could be used to judge whether a company is ethical. Then rank each 
criterion's importance, with 1 as highest and 5 as lowest. 

Are the company's products and services typically used to cheat people? 

D. CEO Eric Schmidt says that Google uses an "evil scale" to weigh its decisions 
and determine its business practices. His scale apparently involves choosing the 
lesser evil. What criteria would you use to decide if a business practice is evil? 
How would you rank the criteria? 
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R E V I E W A S K I L L Categorizing (See p. 68) 

The article "Google Controversies" discusses ethical and legal complaints regarding 
Google's business practices. Make a list of these complaints and categorize them 
as legal, ethical, or both. Can you think of a different way of categorizing them? 
See Unit 5 for help with categorizing. 

ij.i£ I@ ij Jif;f# t#i H¥J 
Noun Verb Adjective Adverb 

clarification clarify clarified 

distribution 
distribute distributive 

distributor 

format format 
formatted 

unformatted 

investigator 
investigate investigative 

investigation 

offset offset 
offset 

offsetting 

potential 
potential 

potentiality 
potentially 

scope scope (out) 

A. Fill in the blank with a target word from the chart above that completes the 
sentence in a grammatical and meaningful way. Be sure to use the correct form. 

1. In response to a query, search engines have the ------- - to search 
. every book, paper, or article ever published. 

2. Google has used the same basic for its home page since 
its inception. It has no graphics except the Google logo and limits text to just 
over 40 words. 

3. If a Web page uses Google ads, a portion of the advertising fee is 
--- ----- to the Web page owner. 

4. Since its initial appearance, Google has expanded the of 
its operation to include dozens of services and products. 

5. Google's operations in China prompted members of the U.S. Congress to call 
for a(n) - - - ----

6. Critics have called on Google, Yahoo!, and other companies to 
--- - - - -- their company policies concerning search engine censorship. 
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Verb/Adverb 

seek, demand, 
request, ask for 

clarify 

Adjective 

further 

constant 

Noun· 

clarification 

meaning, intention, 
position, point, 
issue, situation 

use, need, pressure, 
complaint, problem, 

Verb/Prepositional 
Phrase 

'-. k 

of sth 

.. 
. . .. 

...,._~"""' .. 
supply, reminder . -

formulate 

fixed, standard, new, 
different, useful, 
typical, accessible, 
traditional 

investigative 

format 

policy, response, 
solution, idea, 
strategy, proposal, 
plan 

report, journalist, 
procedures, team 

---
..... --. - . .. 

.. . .... 

little, no, 
considerable, 
increasing, 
decreasing, declining, 
obvious, direct, 
special, particular 

--- -·-
attach, see, hold, 

have, find 

expand, extend, 
broaden, match, 
reduce, limit, 
restrict, define, 
determine 

. ---

.. -
- -- ----·--

W'., ..._. I • 

-
(the) scope 

-- -· 

of the problem, 
law, program, book, 
course, plan, work, 
study 

B. The chart above shows some of the more predictable collocations, or word 
partners, for selected target vocabulary. Using the chart, complete these 
sentences with a likely word. 

1. The team uncovered evidence of widespread ethical 
violations. 

2. They decided to restrict the of their study to smaller 
companies with a market capitalization of less than $50 million. 

3. The management was under--------- pressure to cut payroll. 

4. The press pressured the CEO to the meaning of his 
company's recent announcement. 
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5. The CEO's statement seemed to have little or no -------- to the 
issues raised during the investigation. 

6. The portable listening device used files of a different ------- 
from those used by other devices on the market. 

7. We will need to seek further of this matter before making 
a decision. 

8. The committee met and ________ a new strategy for expanding into 
overseas markets. 

C. Distribute and distribution have the general meaning of giving something out 
or spreading something in an organized way. Which meaning of distribute is 
expressed in the sentences? Match the sentences on the left with the definitions 
on the right. Compare answers with a partner. 

- 1. Each year a portion of the company's 
profits were distributed to the employees 
as a year-end bonus. 

_ 2. To distribute weight better throughout 
the plane, the flight attendant invited 
several passengers to sit in First Class. 

- 3. This year the business extended the 
distribution of its cheese products to 
North America for the first time. 

_ 4. Several countries have been accused of 
permitting businesses to distribute 
copyrighted works without paying royalties. 

_ 5. The diagram shows the distribution of the 
animal populations in this area. 

a. give out items widely 
to a group 

b. the act of supplying goods 
to retailers to sell 

c. spread something evenly 
throughout a system 

d. the location of something 
across a wide area 

e. divide something into 
portions and give it out 
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D. Build sentences using a random generator: Your teacher or partner calls out a 
random two-digit number to identify two words from the lists below. You then 
use those words to write a grammatical and meaningful sentence. 

0. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Teacher: "2 -1 .n [The two words are "constant'· (2) and "distribution" (1).] 

Possible sentence: "Our company's distribution network has constant delays. n 

bias 0. compute 

clarify I . distribution 

constant 2. format 

edit 3. formula 

founded 4. investigate 

potential 5. scope 

o ffse t 6 . formulate 

irrelevant 7. distribute 

unbiased 8. unfounded 

relevance 9. investigation 

Writing and Discussion Topics 

Write about or discuss the following topics. 

1. To encourage risk-taking and reduce the fear of failure, Google employees 
are supposed to spend 20% of their working time on personal projects. Larry 
Page, Google's co-founder, believes that the only true failure is not trying to 
achieve something daring. "Even if you fail at your ambitious thing, it's very 
hard to fail completely." Eric Schmidt, Google's CEO from 2001 to 2011, said 
"We celebrate fa ilures." Here is a list of Google products that seem to have 
failed. Find out what you can about one of these products. Explain its original 
purpose and why you think it failed. 

Google Wave 

Google Video 

Google Answers 

Orkut 

Google SearchWiki 

Google Notebook 

Google Audio Ads 

Google Catalogs 

Google Voice Search Google Viewer 

Google Web Accelerator Google Buzz 

2. Choose one of these questions and develop a list of criteria that will help 
answer it. Do all of the criteria have to be met or just one? Present your ideas 
to the class. 

• What criteria can we use to decide if someone is a good parent? 
• What criteria can we use to decide if a business practice is unethical? 
• What criteria can we use to decide if someone is an effective teacher? 
• What criteria can we use to decide if someone has leadership ability? 
• What criteria can we use to decide if someone has artistic talent? 

3. Copyright infringement is a growing international controversy. On the one 
hand, we want those who produce creative works to receive payment for their 
work. If not, the incentive to produce innovative works may diminish. On 
the other hand, we want the Internet to offer easy, low-cost access to sources 
of information and entertainment. Is it possible to do both? Discuss possible 
ways to resolve this controversy. 
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TARGET 
WORDS 

bulk 

j> capacity 

j> code 

comprise 

I' consist 

I' document 

furthermore 

j> Illustrate 

I' method 

I' notion 

I' proceed 

j' · project 

I' · schedule 

I' · shift 

read about how the field of robotics is using models in nature to create machines. 

review analyzing criteria. 
increase your understanding of the target academic words for this unit. 

Self-Assessment 

Analyzing Advantages and Disadvantages; 
Identifying Ethics and Values 

m 
irLanguage 

Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.I) the appropriate column. I have ... 

never seen 
the word 
before 

seen the word seen the word used the word, used the word 
but am not sure and understand but am not sure confidently in 
what it means what it means if correctly either speaking 

or writing 

used the word 
confidently in 
both speaking 
and writing 

/' Oxford 3000" ' keywords 

Outside the Reading What do you know about robotics? 
Watch the video on the student website to find out more. 
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Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in small groups. 

1. Imagine that you are a traveling salesperson and you have to travel to the 
towns represented on the map below. You want to find the shortest route that 
will take you to every town once. What strategy would you use to decide on a 
route? Here are some possibilities you might consider. 

• Find a route where you do not retrace your steps and assume it is good 
enough. 

• Always travel to the nearest town that you have not visited yet. 

• Measure each likely route. 

2. Whatever method you used to find an acceptable route, you had the 
advantage of being able to look ahead. What strategy would you use if you 
had to ask directions in each town, and thus could only see one town ahead? 
What question(s) would you ask? 

3. Science fiction stories often have "android" robot characters who serve as 
coworkers, advisers, and trusted friends. Would you take advice from a robot? 
Could a robot become your friend? 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
allocate: distribute something for a particular purpose in an organized way 
empathize: understand or share another person's feelings or experiences 
logistical: relating to the detailed organization of a complex operation that 

involves a lot of people and equipment 

optimize: make the best use of something; use something in an efficient or perfect way 
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G Read 
Biologists have learned a Jot about the behavior of ants. This knowledge, it turns out, 
has surprising implications for robot design, as can be seen in these two articles 
from a science website. 

The Swarm Bats Are Coming 
ANT ALGORITHMS GET DOWN TO BUSINESS 

Ants are simple creatures, yet they can perform uses them to allocate storage tanks, chemical 
complicated tasks. They create highways leading mixers, and packaging facilities. Southwest 
to food, organize the distribution of larvae1 in the 3s Airlines uses them to optimize its cargo 

anthill, form cemeteries by clustering dead ants, operations. Numerous consulting houses, 
s build living bridges to cross gaps in their way, such as the Swiss firm AntOptima, have 

and assign and shift tasks as needed without 
any centralized control. Thus, ants provide an 
excellent illustration of how simple devices can 
achieve complex results. 

10 Boil down ant behavior and what do you get? 
A new set of business tools known as ant 
algorithms: basic behaviors that can be 
programmed into a large number of independent 

software agents to solve human problems. 

1s Consider the way ants forage. When an ant comes 
across food, it returns to the nest, leaving a scent 
trail. Other ants follow the trail, find the goods, 

and carry them back to the nest, reinforcing the 
path with their own scent, which attracts still 

20 more ants. Shorter routes get more traffic, so the 
scent becomes stronger along these, while it dies 
away on longer, lesser-used ones. Using this 
method, ants follow the shortest paths between 

their nest and nearby food sources. 

2s This route-finding capability is remarkably handy. 
Colonies of simulated ants laying down digital 
scent trails can find the best way to send 
delivery trucks through city streets or data 

packets through communication networks. More 
3o generally, ant algorithms can be used to find 

minimum-cost solutions t o a variety of logistical 
problems in distribution and scheduling. Unilever 

embraced them as an indispensable tool. 

Swarm bots helping each other up a step. 

But logistics are just the beginning. Ant 
4o algorithms are also being used to control a 

class of robots called swarm bots. Typically, a 
swarm bot is a collection of simple robots 
(s-bots) that self-organize according to 
algorithms inspired by the bridge-building and 

4s task-allocation activities of ants. For example, if 
an s-bot encounters an object too heavy or 

bulky to carry on its own, other s-bots will 
grasp either the object or other s-bots until they 
get it under control. Two or more can link up to 

so cross a gap that exceeds a single s-bot's 
stride. With this ability to temporarily mass 
together or spread out, a swarm bot's form 

1 lnsects go through three stages of development: egg, larva, and pupa (pl.= larvae and pupae). 

MODELING NATURE 
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depends on its surroundings and the job it's doing. 

Such devices might prove helpful in activities like 

55 sea~ch-and-rescue and planetary exploration. 

The ability to swarm, adapt, and optimize-all the 

skills implied by ant behavior- makes ant 

algorithms a crucial technology for the 

information age, especially as everyday 

so objects become ever smarter. The rules that 

insects live by turn out to be perfectly suited 

to the high-tech anthill. 

Social Robots 
rf)~' 

~ 
irLanguage 

A ROBOT DESIGNER WOULD LIKE TO INTRODUCE YOU TO SOME OF HIS FRIENDS 

Science fiction stories have long imagined a 

world populated with robots. In The Jetsons, a 

family-oriented cartoon from television's early 

days. Rosie the robot was a helpful, middle-aged 

5 servant. The Jetson family loved her so much 

that they could never bring themselves to replace 

her with a newer model. In more dystopian1 

stories. robots are heartless machines of chilling 

efficiency. In the film Minority Report {2002). 

10 spider-like robots swarm an apartment building 

systematically looking for a fugitive2 wanted by 

the police. A mother calmly reassures her 

terrified child that the robots are not looking for 

her. The scene, both touching and frightening, 

15 makes us wonder if robots will be our enemies or 
our friends. 

Zeno, a robot creation by David Hanson 

Dr. David Hanson, a robot designer, thinks robots 

can be our friends, maybe even our best friends, 

but not if they look and act like spiders. To make 

20 robots more acceptable to humans, he is 

working on a long-term project to develop 

affordable " robots with character." He wants 
robots that empathize with you-that is, robots 

that understand you and build a relationship. 

25 To do this, robots must be able to see your 

face, differentiate you from others, and 
understand your moods. Furthermore, these 

sociable robots must be able to make 

appropriate fabal expressions. They must look 

3o similar to humans. 

Several of Hanson's robots are incredibly 
lifelike. His Albert Humo robot consists of a 

head, which he developed, and a walking robot 

body made at the Korean Advanced Institute of 

35 Science and Technology. The head looks just 

like the famous physicist Albert Einstein and 

has amazingly realistic facial expressions. But 

more importantly, it makes these expressions 

in response to how people around it behave. In 

40 a demonstration at the Technology 

Entertainment Design (TED) Conference in 

Long Beach, California in 2009, Hanson's 

robot smiled and frowned in response to 

Hanson's facial expressions. 

45 Getting robots to smile at a smile took some 

doing. Says Hanson, "I developed a series of 

technologies that allowed robots to make more 

realistic facial expressions than previously 

achieved." Human facial expressions are 

5o powered by several dozen muscles. To mimic 

the action of these muscles, Hanson's robot 

faces contain 28 tiny motors covered by a 

spongy material he developed, called Frubber. 

When attached to the motors, Frubber moves 

55 and wrinkles just like human skin. 

1 dystopian: relating to dystopia-a world that h~s gone bad, the opposite of utopia, or a perfect world 
2 fugitive: someone wanted by the police who is running to avoid capture 
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The robots also need to recognize facial 

expressions quickly. At the Machine Perception 

Laboratory at the University of California at San 

Diego, researchers are developing technology that 

6o can detect and follow human faces. Working with 

that group, Hanson developed the Character 

Engine, software that allows the machine to 
recognize where people are looking, track head 

positions, and mimic or learn facial expressions. 

s5 And of course the robots must be able to speak 

and give relevant responses. Sometimes Hanson's 

robots give answers that seem memorized. The 

question "Do you think?" triggers a playful answer 

that reminds us that much of what humans say is 

10 predictable and does not require much thinking. 

Obviously, that is the programmer teasing us. But 

as the robot learns more about us, it uses that 

knowledge and information from the Internet to 

come up with new things to say. 

1s By combining programming genius with movie

inspired animatronics3
, Hanson has launched an 

ambitious effort to make robots seem like us. Even 

more extreme is Professor Hiroshi lshiguro's work 

at Osaka University in Japan. His animatronic 

so "Geminoid" robots are so lifelike that many people 

find them "creepy." Others favor a less lifelike 

approach. At the Center for Robotics and 

Intelligent Machines at the Georgia Institute of 

Technology, researchers are making robots 

s5 with cute, childlike faces and humanlike 

movements, but the machines are obviously 

robots. Hanson has favored this approach in 

designing Zeno, a smaller, doll-like robot 

suitable as a playmate for children. 

9o Are friendly robots dangerous? Sherry Turkle, 

a psychologist at the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology, thinks so. In her book, Alone 

Together: Why We Expect More from 

Technology and Less from Each Other (2011), 

9s she warns that robots may disappoint us and 

leave us lonelier if they take our attention 

away from human friends. Turkle's concerns 

may seem overstated. The same complaint, 

after all, could be made about books or 

1oo television. But before dismissing her, are you 

sure you will be able to resist those big 

adoring robot eyes hanging on every word you 

say? In the end, we may be better served by 
scary spiders than a lovable Rosie. 

3 animatronics: the process of making and operating robots that move and look like real people and animals 

Reading Comprehension 

A. Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the information in 
Reading 1. Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

- 1. Ants respond to instructions communicated from the center of the nest. 

-2. As the strength of a scent trail diminishes, ants show less interest in 
that path. 

-3. Ant algorithms are currently being used to assist in search-and-rescue 
operations. 

_ 4. Robots today are being used to hunt down and identify fugitives. 

-5. David Hanson's robots are capable of learning. 

_ 6. Dr. Hanson's robots are designed for use in movies. 

_ 7. For Hanson, cost is a factor to consider when designing robots. 
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B. Scan the reading to find the sentences paraphrased below. Write the line number 
in the blank. 

_ 1. Ants -show us how complex problems can be solved by tiny machines 
following simple instructions. 

_ 2. And then there is the way that ants find and retrieve food. 

_ 3. There are many amazing uses for this ability to find their way from one 
point to another. 

_ 4. Hanson's creations have a remarkable resemblance to humans. 

-5. Furthermore, the robots need to process and produce meaningful human 
language. 

READING SKILL 

LEARN 

Reading assignments may ask you to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of 
an idea or plan. Reading 1, for example, might prompt these questions: 

• What benefits can we gain from studying a nt algorithms? 

• What advantages do social robots have? 

• What is one potential drawback of ma king robots very lifelike? 

• What problems are solved by using social robots? 

APPLY 

A. Read these lists of potential advantages and disadvantages that might be 
relevant when analyzing a plan or idea. Can you think of other considerations to 
add to each list? 

Advantages 

inexpensive 

efficie nt 

s imple to understand 

convenie nt, easy to use 

quick to insta ll, operate, or replace 

easy to modify or expand 

safe and re liable 

durable 

easy to clean, maintain, and repair 

widely available 
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Disadvantages 

expensive 

wasteful, inefficient 

complicated 

takes too long to design o r build 

dangerous 

fragile; needs frequent replaceme nt 

expensive to clean, maintain, o r repair 

dangerous, risky 

dirty and polluting 

limited availability 

... 

.. 



B. Drawing on information from the readings, list advantages and disadvantages for 
each of these technological solutions. The readings may imply advantages and 
disadvantages not directly discussed. 

Solutions Advantages Disadvantages __ __. 

ant algorithms 

robots that don't look human 

robots that look human 

Noun Verb Adjective Adverb/Conjunction 

bulk bulky 
bulkiness bulk 

consist (of) 

furthermore 

illustration 
illustrate 

illustrated 
illustratively 

illustrator iII ustrative 

method 
methodical methodically 

methodology 

project * 

schedule schedule 
scheduled 
scheduling 

shift shift 

* The verb project and its forms are treated in Unit 4. 

A. Read this article on Mars mini-probes, a possible application of swarm 
technology. Fill in the blanks with a target word from the chart above that 
completes the sentence in a grammatical and meaningful way. 

Various (1) __ ....:.p_r-'OJ::.._·e_c_ts ___ over the last 40 years to explore the planet Mars 

with robots have had mixed success. Some researchers believe it's time for us to 

(2) ___ _____ our thinking away from the rolling or walking robots of the 

Star Wars films. 

One alternative is to send a team of swarming robots that (3) _______ _ 

spread out like ants or bees, exploring the planet in every direction. Previous Mars 

rovers were too heavy and ( 4) ________ to explore the rugged terrain 

without risking destruction. A team of "swarm bots" would (5) ------- 

of hundreds or even thousands of tennis-ball-sized robots designed to hop, 
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bounce, or roll across the Martian surface. Each probe would have its own 

fuel cell and carry different kinds of sensors to collect scientific samples. This 

(6) ___ _____ assures mission success even if most of the swarmbots are 

destroyed or lost. 

B. The words in bold have more than one meaning, depending on context. Read 
these sentences and circle the meaning that best fits the context. 

1. They shifted their attention to the problem of the robot's fuel supply. 

a. changed focus b. changed position 

2. The bulk of the meeting was devoted to logistics and scheduling. 

a. majority b. large size 

3. The project was under budget and ahead of schedule. 

a. a timeline of tasks to complete b. a table of prices or rates 

4. The poll detected a significant shift in public opinion. 

a. a work period b. a change in attitude 

5. The company buys its paper products in bulk. 

a. large sizes b. large, unpackaged quantities 

6. You will find the cost schedule on an insert at the back of the catalogue. 

a . a timeline of tasks to complete b. a table of prices or rates 

7. The article clearly illustrates why there is growing interest in swarm 
technology. 

a. provides pictures showing b. provides examples showing 

Before You Read 
Read these questions. Discuss your answers in small groups. 

1. Are robots with humanlike intelligence a development that we should 
embrace or fear? 

2. What characteristics or qualities must a machine have in order to be 
considered a robot? 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
aspiration: a strong desire to do something; a hope or ambition 
emulate: try to be like something else; design or create an artificial copy that looks and behaves 

the same as the original 
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G) Read 
Our ancient quest to create androids Is about to destroy the boundary between 
humans and machines. Ray Kurzweil explains how and ponders the implications 
in this online article. 

Robots 'R' Us 
Human experience is marked by a refusal to 
obey our limitations. We've escaped the ground, 
we've escaped the planet, and now, after 

thousands of years of effort, our quest to build 
5 machines that emulate our own appearance, 

movement, and intelligence is leading us to the 
point where we will escape the two most 
fundamental confines of all: our bodies and our 

minds. Once this point comes-once the 
10 accelerating pace of technological change allows 

us to build machines that not only equal but 
surpass human intelligence-we'll see cyborgs 
(machine-enhanced humans), androids (human

robot hybrids), and other combinations beyond 
15 what we can even imagine. 

Although the ancient Greeks were among the 
first to build machines that could emulate the 

intelligence and natural movements of people, 
these efforts flowered in the European 

20 Renaissance, which produced the first androids 

with lifelike movements. These included a 
mandolin-playing lady, constructed in 1540 by 

Italian inventor Gianello Torriano. In 1772 Swiss 
watchmaker Pierre Jacquet-Droz built a pensive 

25 child named L'Ecrivain (The Writer) that could 
write passages with a pen. L'Ecrivain's brain was 
a mechanical computer that was impressive for 
its complexity even by today's standards. 

Such inventions led scientists and philosophers 
Jo to speculate that the human brain itself was just 

an elaborate automaton. Around 1700, Wilhelm 
Leibniz wrote, "What if these theories are really 

true, and we were magically shrunk and put 
into someone's brain while he was thinking. 

35 We would see all the pumps, pistons, gears, 

and levers working away, and we would be 
able to document their workings completely, in 
mechanical terms, thereby completely 
describing the thought processes of the brain. 

40 But that description would nowhere contain any 
mention of thought! It would consist of nothing 

but descriptions of pumps, pistons, levers!" 

Leibniz was on to something. There are indeed 
pumps, pistons, and levers inside our brain-

45 we now recognize them as neurotransmitters, 
ion channels,1 and the other molecular 
components of the neural machinery. 
And although we don't yet fully understand 

the details of how these little machines 
5o create thought, our ignorance won't last 

much longer. 

The word "robot" originated almost a century 

ago. Czech dramatist Karel Capek first used the 
term in his 1921 play R.U.R. (for "Rossum's 

5s Universal Robots"), creating it from the Czech 
word "robota," meaning obligatory work. In the 
play, he describes the invention of intelligent 
biomechanical machines intended as servants 
for their human creators. While lacking charm 

6o and goodwill, his robots brought together all 
the elements of machine intelligence: vision, 
touch sensitivity, pattern recognition, decision
making, world knowledge, fine motor coordination, 
and even a measure of common sense. 

1 ion channels: chemicals that send electrical signals between brain cells and proteins that help control the flow of electrical 
energy 
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s5 Capek intended his intelligent machines to 

be evil in their perfect rationality and scornful of 
human frailty. These robots ultimately rise up 

against their masters and destroy all humankind, 
a dystopian notion that has been echoed in much 

10 science fiction since. 

The specter2 of machine intelligence enslaving its 
creators has continued to impress itself on the 

public consciousness. But more significantly, 

Capek's robots introduced the idea of the robot 
75 as an imitation or substitute for a human being. 

The idea has been reinforced throughout the 

20th century, as androids engaged the popular 
imagination in fiction and film, from Rosie (in the 

1960s cartoon The Jetsons) to C-3PO and the 
8o Terminator.3 

The first generation of modern robots was, 

however, a far cry from these anthropomorphic4 

visions, and most robot builders have made no 
attempt to mimic humans. The Unimate, a popular 

85 assembly-line robot from the 1960s, was capable 
only of moving its one arm in several directions 
and opening and closing its gripper. Today, there 
are more than two million Roomba robots 
scurrying around, performing a task (vacuuming) 

9o that used to be done by humans, but they look 
more like fast turtles than housekeepers. Most 
robots will continue to be utilitarian devices 
designed to carry out specific tasks. But when we 

think of the word "robot," Capek's century-old 
95 concept of machines made in our own image still 

dominates our imagination and inspires our goals. 

The aspiration to build human-level androids can 
be regarded as the ultimate challenge in artificial 
intelligence. To do it, we need to understand not 

1oo just human cognition but also our physical skills
this is, after all, a critical part of what the brain 
does. Coordinating intention with movement in a 
complex environment is largely the responsibility 
of the cerebellum, which comprises more than 

1o5 half the neurons in the brain. And the body itself 
represents much of our complexity: There is more 
information in the human genome5 , which 

2 specter: a haunting image 

describes the human body, than in the design 
of the brain. 

110 We are making tremendous strides toward 
being able to understand how the brain works. 

The performance/price ratio and capacity of 
every type of information technology is 

doubling about every year. I call this pervasive 
115 phenomenon the law of accelerating returns. 

Our grasp of biology is proceeding at an 

accelerating pace, exponentially6 increasing 
every year. Indeed, we are augmenting and 
recreating nearly every organ and system in 

120 the human body: hearts and pancreases, 
joints and muscles. 

The same progression applies to our 

knowledge of the human brain. The three
dimensional resolution7 of brain scans has 

125 been exponentially increasing, with the 
amount of data that scientists are gathering 

on the brain similarly increasing every year. 
And they are showing that this information 

can be understood by converting it into 
13o models and simulations of brain regions, 

some two dozen of which have already 
been completed. 

If we are to recreate the powers of the human 

brain, we first need to understand how 
135 complex it is. There are 100 billion neurons, 

each with thousands of connections and each 
connection containing about 1,000 neural 
pathways. I've estimated the amount of 
information required to characterize the state 

14o of a mature brain at thousands of trillions of 
bytes: a lot of complexity. 

But the design of the brain is a billion times as 
simple as this. How do we know? The design of 
the human brain-and body-is stored in the 

145 genome, and the genome doesn't contain that 
much information. Since we know the 

genome's structure, we can compress its 
information to an amount smaller than the 
code for a word processing program. 

3 C-3PO was a robot from the Star Wars films; the Terminator was a robot from the Terminator films 
4 anthropomorphic: attributing human characteristics to an object 
5 human genome: all of the chemical sequences encoded in human DNA 
6 exponentially: an extremely rapid increase 
7 resolution: degree of clarity of an image 
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READIN G SKILL 

LEARN 

In weighing advantages and disadvantages, we also consider ethics, values, and 
morals. Will an idea or pla.n _promote things we like or value? Will it discourage 
things we dislike or fear? 

APPLY 

A. Here are some ethical and moral considerations. Can you think of others to add 
to the lists? 

Things we want to ... 

encourage, promote, or increase 

good health justice 

wealth self-control 

freedom trust 

free time/ recreation loyalty 

taking responsibility generosity 

fairness friendliness 

learning politeness/civility 

security cooperation 

beauty bravery 

knowledge 

amusement and fun 

new experiences 

discourage, prevent, or decrease 

violence vanity 

crime 

fatigue 

disease 

pain 

poverty 

favoritism 

injustice 

greed 

narcissism 

decay and ugliness 

jealousy 

laziness 

dishonesty 

self-centeredness 

rudeness 

irresponsible behavior 

immoral behavior 

environmental damage 

loss of traditions 

B. Sometimes writers will imply what ethical concerns or values are important to 
them. Each statement on the left describes one feature of a trend, development, 
or behavior. Match each statement to a desire or fear listed on the right. 

- 1. Research shows that few people 
can truly function well on less than 
e ight hours of sleep a night. 

_ 2. Google Books offers free publicity 
and a new avenue for sales. 

- 3. Economic bubbles make people 
believe that they are richer than 
they are. 

_ 4. Students from rural areas will be 
penalized. 

- 5. A mission to Mars will increase 
children's interest in science and 
exploration. 
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a. It promotes curiosity and 
wonder. 

b. It encourages irresponsible 
financial decision-making. 

c. It encourages favoritism and 
unfairness. 

d . It damages health. 

e. It increases popularity and profits. 



C. Read this comment on Kurzweil's ideas. Then, in a small group, discuss the 
questions that follow. 

Ray Kurzweil, the author of "Robots 'R' Us," has some controversial views 
about the future of humans. He feels that advances in biochemistry, 
neurology, and computer science w ill allow us to re desig n our bodies a nd 
our minds in ways that w ill make us more intelligent and perhaps immortal. 
Kurzweil is generally optimistic about these develop ments. Others may see 
such developments as a serious threat to our va lues . 

1. Wh at value is the re in being able to redesign ourselves? 

2. What values may be threatened by such a change? 

REVIEW A SKILL Analyzing Criteria (See p. 117) 

In Unit 8 , you studied how to use criteria to make decisions. Look through the readings 
in this unit for criteria that we could use to decide if a robot seems human. Then add 
other criteria the readings may have overlooked. Which criteria seem most important? 

The robot should make appropriate facial expressions. 

Noun Adjective· Adverb/Conjunction 

capacity 

code 

document 
documentation 
documentary 

notion 

procedure 
proceedings 

proceeds 

incapacitate 

encode 
decode 

comprise 

document 

proceed (to) 

incapacitated 

coded 

(well-)documented 

notional notionally 

procedural procedurally 

A. Fill in the blank with a target word from the chart above that completes the 
sentence in a grammatical and meaningful way. 

In many early science fiction stories, a scientist creates a robot and then the 

robot (1) _ _ ___ _ __ to kill its creator. But science fiction writer Isaac 

Asimov disagreed with this idea. His (2) - --- - --- was that a robot could 

be "sympathetic and noble." In 1940, Asimov and science fiction w riter and editor 

John W. Campbell conceived the Three Laws of Robotics: 
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• A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human 
being to come to harm. 

• A robot must obey orde rs given it by human beings except where such 
orders wou ld conflict with the First Law. 

• A robot must protect its own existe nce as long as such protection does not 
conflict with the First o r Second Law. 

Three of the nine stories that (3) ___ _ _ ___ _ Asimov's J , Robot 

anthology mention these laws, and many of the robots in his later novels and 

stories follow this ( 4) ___ _ ____ of behavior. 

The laws are not contained in any formal, written (5) _ _ ___ _ _ __ that a 

thinking robot could refer to and quote. Instead, the laws are (6) --- - - - - 

mathematically into the robot's programming and operate much like the natural 

instinct that directs human beings to protect their own children. 

For Asimov, this is analogous to safety features and strict operating 

(7) - --- - - -- that are part of all tools and machines. But will this built-in 

ethical code work if machines can think for themselves? If robots develop the 

(8) ___ _ _ ___ for conscious thought, is it possible that they will they choose 

to ignore the three laws? 

B. The words in bold have more than one meaning, depending on context. Read 
these sentences and circle the meaning that best fits the context. 

1. The library's capacity is inadequate for the number of books in the collection. 

a. power to do something b. amount of physical space 

2. The Three Laws of Robotics are a code of conduct devised by Isaac Asimov. 

a. a secret system of letters or numbers b . a set of principles 

3. This notion was first expressed in a short story by Asimov. 

a. an idea or opinion b. an impulse or desire 

4. He had a sudden notion to call an old friend of his . 

a. an idea or opinion . b. an impulse or desire 

5. The scientist recorded his theories in a code that we are just now beginning 
to understand. 

a. a set of principles b. a secret system of letters or numbers 

6. Although I don't agree with h im, I'm impressed by his intellectual capacity. 

a. p ower to do something b. amount of physical space 
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have 

have 

adopt, fol low, use,' 
establish 

set up, carry out, 
fund, initiate 

shift 

Adjective 

intellectual, limited, 
reduced, f ull, large, 
excess, creat ive, 
maximum, limit less, 
enormous 

strict , moral, 
criminal, genetic, 
secret 

(well·)documented 

strange, peculiar, 
vague, clear, false, 
commonplace, 
everyday, popular, 
complex 

simple, complex, 
• complicated, 

standard, proper, 
correct, scientific 

large, ambitious, 
worthwhile, 
important, joint, 
special 

decided, def in ite, 
mental 

bulk 

capacity 

code 

evidence, case, 
report, account, 
history, example, 
occurrences 

notion 

procedure 

project 

shift 

gears, blame, 
burden, emphasis, 
cost, perspect ive 

of the money. work. 
estate. operation. 
information · 

for sth 

of conduct, 
behavior, ethics, 
practice 

in emphasis, 
attitude, policy, 
perception from 
(sth) to (sth) 

C. The chart above shows some of the more predictable collocations, or word 
partners, for selected target vocabulary. Using the chart, complete these 
sentences with the correct form of an appropriate word. 

1. Many universities h ave a strict of beh avior regarding 
plagiarism and the use of othe r people's intellectual property. 

2. According to Ray Kurzweil, in the next 10 to 20 years, the intellectua l and 
creative of computers w ill g reatly exceed that of the 
human brain. 
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3. Google has initiated an ambitious ---------to digitize millions of 
books contained in university libraries. 

4. Ant algorithms are simple decision-making _________ that can solve 
complex problems. 

5. Ray Kurzweil's prediction that humans will soon become part machine strikes 
many as a peculiar---------

6. Trying to understand how humans think and move is difficult because 
the of these mental operations are processed at a 
subconscious level. 

7. So far, most robot designs bear little resemblance to humans, but we 
are beginning to see a in emphasis toward more 
anthropomorphic robots as the processfng capacity of computers greatly 
increases. 

Writing and Discussion Topics 

Write about or discuss the following topics. 

1. Sherry Turkle (see the reading "Social Robots") worries that social robots will 
make us lonely and less able to deal with real humans. Do you see that as a 
threat? Do you have any other concerns about social robots? 

2. If we decide to explore space by sending an expedition to the planet Mars, do 
you think we should send people or robot swarms? Why? 

3. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of one of these futuristic proposals: 

• Implanting an electronic device in people that uniquely identifies each 
human being. 

• Using swarm bot "bloodhounds" to chase and locate criminals. 

• Implanting cell phone speakers and microphones inside our heads to make 
phone use easier. 

• Using robots to educate our children. 

• Making all cars into self-driving robots. 

• Injecting bodies with swarm hots that diagnose diseases and alert us to 
their presence. 
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LA. 
irLanguage 

TARGET 
WORDS 

,f cease 

cite 

,f collapse 

conceive 

.f confirm 

,f culture 

,f deny 

,f derive 

.f nevertheless 

.f quote 

supplement 

.f transport 

.f valid 

widespread 

read about an amazing society that all but disappeared. 
investigate different theories about vanished civilizations. 
Increase your understanding of the target academic words 
for this unit. 

Identifying Multiple Causes; 
Synthesizing Information from Several Sources 

Self-Assessment 
Think about how well you know each target word, and check (.I) the appropriate column. I have ... 

never seen 
the word 
before 

seen the word 
but am not sure 
what it means 

seen the word 
and understand 
what it means 

used the word, 
but am not sure 
if correctly 

used the word 
confidently in 
either speaking 
or writing 

used the word 
confidently in 
both speaking 
and writing 

Outside the Reading What do you know about Easter Island? 
Watch the video on the student website to find out more. 

,f Oxford 3000•,. keywords 
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Before You Read 
Read this question. Discuss your answers in a small group. 

In his book Collapse, Jared Diamond, a professor of geography at UCLA, 
identified eight factors within human contro l that have contributed to the 
collapse of past societies. Which of these facto rs do you feel are most likely 
to th reaten civilizations today? 

• The d estruction of forests and o ther habitats 

• Soil e rosion and loss of soil fertility 

• Wate r supply and ma nagement problems 

• O ve rhunting 

• Overfishing 

• Damage to native plant and animal species caused by the introduction of 
new species 

• Human overpopulation 

• An increase in the impact of each individual on the environment 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
archaeology: the study of ancient civilizations by examining the remains of buildings and 

objects; also spelled archeology 
bureaucrat: an official who works for a complex organization or government, especially 

one who follows the rules too strictly 
clan: a t ribe or large social group organized according to kinship, or family relat ions 

desecrate: to damage something that is holy 
excavation: a place where people dig to search for archaeological evidence 

sediment: solid material that settles at the bottom of liquids, such as rivers 

0 Read 
In this article from a science magazine, biologist and geographer Jared Diamond 
gives background on the culture, history, and mystery of Easter Island. 

Easter's End 

A
mong the myste ries of human history, 

the mystery of Easter Is land (called 

Rapa Nui in the local Polynesian 

language) remains unsurpassed . The myste ry 

5 stems especially from the island's gigantic stone 

statues (called moai), its impoverished landscape, 

and the extreme isolation of a people living in 

what might have been an island paradise. 

Easter Island, with an a rea of only 64 square 

10 miles\ lies in the Pacific Ocean more than 2,000 

miles west of the nearest continent (South 

America), and 1,400 miles from the nearest 

habitable island. Its subtropical location gives it 

a rather mild climate, while its volcanic origins 

15 make its soil rich and fe rtile. In theory, these 

blessings sho uld have made Easter a miniature 

1 See Unit 1 , page 2, for metric equivalents to measurements used in this article. 
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paradise, remote from proble ms that beset the 

rest of the world. 

The island derives its name from its Easter 

20 day discovery by the Dutch explorer Jacob 

Roggeveen in 1722. The island Roggevee n saw 

was not a paradise but a grassland without a 

single tree or bush over ten feet high. The 

islanders Hogg<:Yeen erKountered had no real 

25 firewood to warm th<:mseln·.-. during Eas ter's 

cool. wet. windy wintl·rs. Tlwir native animals 

included nothing larg<:r than insects. For 

domestic animals, they had only chickens. 

Despite the Polynesians' fame as seafaring 

30 people, the Easter Islanders carne out to 

Roggeveen's ship by swimming or paddling 

canoes that Roggeveen described as bad and 

frail. The leaky canoes, only ten feet long, held 

at most two people, and only three or four 

35 canoes were obse rved on the e ntire is la nd. The 

islande rs Roggeveen met were totally isolated, 

unaware that other people ex isted. 

Easte r Isla nd's most famo us feature is its 

huge stone statues, more than 200 of which oncc 

40 stood on massive stone platforms lining the 

coast. At least 700 more, in all stages of 

completion, were abandoned in quarries or on 

ancient roads between the quarries and the 

coast. Most of the e rected statues were carved in 

45 a single quarry2 containing a soft, volcanic stone 

and transported as far as six miles-despite 

heights as great as 33 feet and weights up to 

82 tons. The abandoned statues, meanwhile, 

were as much as 65 feet tall and weighed up to 

5o 270 tons. The stone platforms were equally 

gigantic: up to 500 feet long and 10 feet high, 

with facing slabs3 weighing up to 10 to ns. 

Roggeveen himself quickly recognized the 

problem the statues posed. Without wheels and 

5s with no source of power except their own 

muscles, how did the islanders transport the 

giant statues? To deepen the mystery, by 1864 a ll 

of the statues standing had been pulled down, 

by the islanders themselves. Why then did they 

so carve them in the first place? And why did they 

stop? Such an unde rtaking required complex 

political organization. What happened to that 

2 quarry: an open pit or mine from which large rocks are cut 
3 slab: a thick, flat piece of stone. wood, or other hard material 
• chisel: a sharp tool for shaping wood or stone 

organization. and how could it have arisen in 

such a barrl·n land.,ctpe? 

One of Easter Island's famous stone statues. 

65 Evidence comes from three fields: archaeology, 

po lle n analysis, a nd paleontology. Modern 

archaeological e xcavations, radiocarbon dating, 

and linguistic evidence suggest that human 

activities began around ad 400 to 700. The period 

10 of statue construction peaked around ad 1200 to 

1500, with few if any statues erected thereafter. 

Arc haeologists most often cite a population 

figure of 7,000, but estimates range up to 20,000. 

Archaeologists have determined that twenty 

75 people, using o nly stone chisels4 made from hard 

stones available o n the island, could carve even 

the largest completed statue within a year. Given 

enough timber and fiber for rope, a few hundred 

people could load a statue onto wooden sleds5 , 

80 drag it over lubricated wooden tracks or rollers, 

and use logs as levers to stand the m up. Hauling 

one statue w ould require hundre ds of yards of 

rope made from plant fibers. Did Easter at one 

time have the necessary trees? 

85 That question can be answered by analyzing 

and dating the pollen6 trapped in the layers of 

5 sled: a flat vehicle without wheels, used to transport things by dragging or sliding them 
6 pollen: a powdery material from flowers involved in plant reproduction 
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sediment in swamps and ponds. Pollen analysis 130 constructing big canoes, porpoise bones 

shows that during the early years of Polynesian disappeared abruptly from garbage heaps 
settlement, Easte r was not a waste land at all. 

90 Instead, a subtropical forest of woody bushes 
and trees, including the rope-yielding baubau 

tree, towered over a ground layer of shrubs, 

herbs, ferns, and grasses. The most common tree 

was the Easter Island palm, a relative of the 

95 Chilean palm, which grows up to 82 feet tall and 

6 feet in diameter. This tall palm would have 

around 1500. In place of these meat supplies, the 

islanders intensified their production of chickens 

and also turned to the largest remaining meat 

135 source available: humans, whose bones became 

common in late Easter Island garbage heaps. 

With fewer food sources, Easter Island could 

no longer feed the chiefs, bureaucrats, and 

priests who had kept a complex society running. 

been ideal for transporting and erecting statues 140 Surviving islanders described to early European 

and constructing large canoes. visitors how local chaos replaced centralized 

Excavations of garbage heaps yield an government and a warrior class took over. By 

100 equally surprising picture of Easter's original around 1700, the population began to crash 
animal world. Nearly one-third of all bones toward between one-quarter and one-tenth of its 

came from porpoises. Porpoises generally live 145 former number. Around 1770 rival clans started 

far out at sea , so they must have been hunted 

offshore, in big seaworthy canoes built from 

1o5 palm trees. In addition to porpoise meat, the 

early Polynesian settlers supplemented their 

diet with seabirds, land birds, and rats. 

This evidence lets us imagine that Easter's 

first colonists canoed into an unspoiled paradise 

110 and had the resources to develop a complex 

society. What happened to it? The pollen grains 
and the bones yield a grim answt:r. 

Pollen records show that destruction of 

Easter's forests was well under way by the year 

115 AD 800, just a few centuries after the start of 

human settlement. Not long after 1400, the palm 

finally became extinct, not only as a result of 

being chopped down to clear land for 

agriculture and provide wood but also because 

120 the growing population o f rats devoured the 

nuts necessary for regeneration. The hauhau tree 
did not become extinct in Polynesian times, but 

its numbers declined drastically until there 
weren't enough left to make ropes from. 

125 The widespread destruction of the island's 

animals was just as extreme. Every species of 

native land bird became extinct, and more than 

half of the seabird species breeding on the 
island were wiped out. With no trees for 
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to topple each other's statues, breaking the 

heads off. By 1864 the last statue had been 

thrown down and desecrated. 

As we try to imagine the decline of Easter's 
150 civilization, we ask ourselves, Why didn't they 

realize what they were doing, and stop before it 
was too late? 

The disaster may have happened gradually. 

Consider the hundreds of abandoned statues. 
155 Perhaps war interrupted the moving teams o r 

the last rope snapped. When the last palm tree 

was cut, palms had probably long since ceased 
to be of economic significance. That left only 

smaller and smaller palm saplings to clear each 

160 year. No one would have noticed the felling of 

the last small palm. 

By now the meaning of Easter Island for us 

sho uld be chillingly obvious. Today, again, a 

rising population confronts shrinking resources. 

165 It would be easy to close o ur eyes or to give up 

in despair. But there is one crucial difference. 
The Easter Islanders had no books and no 

histories of other doomed societies. Unlike the 

Easter Islanders, we have histories of the past-

no information that can save us. Our main hope is 

that we may now choose to learn from the fates 

of societies like Easter's. • 

... . . . ~ 



Reading Comprehension 

A. Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the information in 
Reading 1. Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

_1. The author Jared Diamond blames human behavior for the destruction of 
Easter Island's ecosystem. 

_ 2. Diamond believes that the culture that originally inhabited Easter Island left 
once deforestation was complete. 

-3. Diamond believes that the statues could not have been built unless the 
islanders had very sophisticated and modem tools. 

-4. The excavation of garbage heaps suggests that the islanders became more 
desperate in their search for food. 

_ 5. Diamond feels that modem cultures, due to greater knowledge of history 
and science, are immune to the kinds of ecological disasters suffered on 
Easter Island. 

B. Scan the reading to find the sentences paraphrased below. In the blank, write 
the first few words of the original sentence. 

1. Given these advantages, we might expect Easter Island to be a tiny utopia, a 
society free from the difficulties of other civilizations. 

In theory, these blessings should have made ... 

2. The people on the island had no contact with people from other places and 
did not know that there were other humans in the world. 

3. The difficulty of accounting for the presence of these statues was immediately 
apparent. 

4. Scientific studies show that when the first settlers arrived, Easter Island was 
not a barren, empty land. 

5. The land could no longer support the political and religious institutions that 
the community needed. 

READING SKILL 

LEARN 

Many controversies involve a dispute over causes. Why did/does something 
happen? Some events may have a single cause, but often we must look for 
multiple causes, particularly when analyzing changes in human societies. In 
academic settings, a test or study question may ask about multiple causes. 

To establish that an event or condition is a cause, we need to provide a 
rationale: Why is this condition or event relevant? Why is it a possible factor? 
To be convincing, we need to show that our reasoning is valid and that our 
explanation is plausible. 
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APPLY 

A. Read the paragraph and question. Then, drawing on information in Reading 1, 
complete the table by providing a rationale that explains why each condition is a 
possible factor in the construction of the statues. 

Jared Diamond argues that the statues on Easter Island were constructed by 
the ancestors of the people living on the island in 1722. To establish this as a 
plausible explanation, researchers might ask this question: What conditions 
made it possible for Easter Islanders to prosper and construct hundreds of 
large stone statues a t one time in their history? 

1. Pollen analysis shows that the island 
once had many trees, including hauhau 
trees. 

2. Pollen analysis shows that the most 
common tree was the large Easter 
Is land palm. 

3 . There were hard stones available. 

4 . There were quarries with soft stone 
available. 

5. The weather was mild, the soil fertile, 
and the ocean provided food. 

Hauhau trees can provide fiber for rope. 
Rope was needed to drag the statues from 
the quarry. 

B. Practice identifying multiple causes by discussing these questions in a 
small group. 

1. According to Jared Diamond, what factors led to the cessation of statue 
building on Easter Island? 

2. According to Jared Diamond, what factors contributed to the collapse of the 
population on Easter Island? 
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ceaseless ceaselessly 
cessation cease unceasing unceasingly 

incessant incessantly 

citation cite 

collapse collapse collapsible 

derivation 
derive derivative 

derivative 

supplement 
supplement 

supplemental 
supplementation supplementary 

transportation 
transport 

transport 

widespread 

A. Here is more information on the Easter Island statues. Fill in each blank with a 
target word from the chart that completes the sentence In a grammatical and 
meaningful way. 

When Europeans first saw Easter Island, they marveled at the hundreds of 

statues, called moai, placed around the island's perimeter. Nearly as remarkable as 

these statues was the condition of the society that had produced them. It seemed to 

have (1) ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ , and all statue carving had (2) - --------

All told, researchers have catalogued nearly 900 statues, either on the 

island or in collections around the world. Interestingly, less than 20% were 

(3) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ to ceremonial sites. Nearly 400 are still in the main 

quarry in various stages of completion. Others lie strewn along the roads. 

Who were the people that engaged in such ( 4) - - ---- --- carving? 

How did they find enough workers to sustain such (5) - - - - - ---

activity? The adventurer/anthropologist Thor Heyerdahl believed they came from 

South America. Today, researchers can (6) ---- -----DNA evidence as 

proof that the islanders migrated from Polynesia, where similar statues are found. 

B. The words in bold have more than one meaning. Read these sentences and circle 
the meaning that best fits the context. 

1. Perhaps different groups of Easter Islanders derived satisfaction from having 
a larger statue than their neighbors. 

a. get sth from a specific source b. originate from sth 

2. Many argue that the society had already collapsed by the time jacob 
Roggeveen arrived. 

a. dropped suddenly in value b. suddenly ceased to function 
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3. Jared Diamond cited environmental degradation as the primary cause for the 
collapse of Easter Island. 

a. quoted sth 

b. used sth as evidence 

4. The book transported me back to a time when this fascinating culture 
thrived on an isolated island paradise. 

a. shipped to a distant place 

b. created the feeling of being in a different place 

The word derive has the general meaning of something coming from another 
thing. It is used in many contexts. 

She derived great pleasure from listening to classical music. 

The notion that Easter Island was once heavily forested derives from pollen 
studies. 

Asphalt is derived from petroleum. It is a petroleum derivative. 

Critics complained that the movie was too derivative of Steven Spielberg's work. 

Derive is also used to describe word origins. In this context, the noun form 
is derivation. 

The word cease is derived from the Latin word cessare. It has a Latin 
derivation. 

C. Work with a partner to find out what these things are derived from. Go online 
and do some research, if necessary. Discuss your results in a small group. 

1. diamonds 

2. paper 

3. plastic 

4. silk 

5. cocoa 

6. the word salary 

D. In a small group, discuss which of these practices you feel will become more 
widespread In the future and why. 

1. multitasking at work 

2. using odors to enhance movies and video games 

3. making movies that are entirely based on digital effects 

4. watching movies on handheld devices 

5. using robots to do household chores 

6. using swarm hots to hunt for things 
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READING 2 

Before You Read 
Read this question. Discuss your answers in a small group. 

~m· .·!,Nic;<-;c..:-,;;.r<i~ : 
. 
.. 
: : . 
::: 

irLanguage~ ·: Jared Diamond claims Easter Island's civilization collapsed because it ignored 
the environmental crisis it had caused. But societies can fail for reasons 
outside their control. Possible external factors include: 

• sudden natural disasters (volcanoes, earthquakes, tsunamis, fires, floods) 

• long-term climate changes that affect farming, hunting, and fishing 

• diseases affecting people, livestock, or crops 

• foreign invasion 

What external factors might have played a part in the collapse of Easter 
Island's population? 

MORE WORDS YOU'LL NEED 
artifact: an object produced by humans. Archaeologists look for artifacts from past societies. 
extrapolate: assume that what is true of one thing will be true of another. We can also 

extrapolate by projecting a trend into the future (see Unit 6). 
famine: widespread starvation 
Infighting: fighting among the members of one group 

C) Read 
This article from New Scientist magazine discusses the work of several researchers 
who question the validity of Jared Diamond's conclusions about Easter Island. 

A Monumental Collapse? 

I 
t is a familiar tale of greed, stupidity, and 
self-destruction. For hundreds of years the 
inhabitants of Easter Island competed to 

build ever more impressive statues, depleting 

5 their resources to feed their obsession. Ecological 
disaster was inevitable. As the island's last tree 

was felled, the society collapsed into warfare, 
starvation, and cannibalism. Rival clans toppled 
each other's statues. The workers rose up 

10 against their rulers. The vanquished1 were · 
either enslaved or eaten. 

This version of events on Easter Island has 
become not only the accepted story, but a dark 
warning about a possible fate for our entire 

15 planet. "The parallels between Easter Island and 

SOUTH AMERICA 

the whole modern world are chillingly obvious," 
writes Jared Diamond of the University of 
California, Los Angeles, in Collapse. "Easter's 

1 (the) vanquished: (people) conquered by another group or totally defeated in battle 
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isolation makes it the dearest example of a 

20 society that destroyed itself by overexploiting its 
own resources." But is it true, or are we too 

eager to think the worst of our species? 

There are problems with almost all aspects 

of this story, say Terry Hunt of the University of 

25 Hawaii and his colleague Carl Lipo of California 

State University, Long Beach. Take the idea that 

the population was once much la rger than the 

low estimates made by early visitors. "People 

say, 'Look at all these statues, there must have 

3o been armies of people to do this,"' says Lipo. 

Many conclude that by Roggeveen's time the 

society had already collapsed. "But that is just 

absolute speculation ," Lipo says. 

Population estimates based o n the remains 

3 5 of prehistoric settlements are difficult to 

validate. Totals range from a few thousand to 

20,000. It is an inexact science because no one 

knows how many people lived in each house, 

and not all settlements have been well studied. 

4 0 Besides, recent archaeological analyses suggest a 

different conclusion. In 2005, a paper by Hunt 

and Lipo and another by Britton Shepardson of 

the University of Hawaii gave the first thorough 

analyses of Rapa Nui's networks of prehistoric 

45 paths. Hunt and Lipo suggest the paths were 

built at different times by different groups of 

people. There is no evidence of an "interstate 

system," but rather a number of separate roads. 

"We suggest this indicates smaller groups 

so working on their own," says Hunt-perhaps 

different kin groups rather than workers 

the settlers arrived around 1200, and was 

complete by about 1500. Yet the reason the 

islanders wiped Out_ their forest is still open to 
10 dispute_ Some palms may indeed have been cut 

down to assist in moving the statues, though 
Hunt points out that they would not have been 

ideal for the job since they have very soft 

interiors. Other trees were used for firewood, 

75 and land was cleared for agriculture. Still, the 

blame for the disappearance of the palms might 
not rest entirely with people, say Lipo and Hunt. 

They point the finger at rats-

However it happened, was losing the forest 

80 really such a bad thing? Some researchers deny 
that it was all bad. According to the theory of 

self-destruction , the massive deforestation 
loosened the topsoil2 , which blew into the 

ocean, depleting the ground of nutrients and 

85 causing food shortages_ However, ongoing 

research suggests that erosion was not the 
problem people have assumed_ 

Thegn Ladefoged of the University of 
Auckland in New Zealand is analyzing samples 

9o of soil from locations across the island. In 
general, the soils are poor, he reported at the 

meeting of the Society for American Archaeology 

in San Juan, Puerto Rico, in May 2006. 

Nevertheless, he adds, there is no clear 

95 evidence of extreme soil degradation across the 

island. "I think people have extrapolated from 

one area which does show extreme degradation 

to the whole island. I just don't see it," says 

Ladefoged. 

operating under the control of a single authority. 100 What is apparent on the ground is the large 

Then there is Hunt and Lipo's recent 
re-analysis of the date when Rapa Nui was 

55 colonized. Results of radiocarbon dating of 

charcoal from a new excavation push forward 

the arrival of the first Polynesian settlers by 

some 400 years, from an estimated AD 800 to 

AD 1200. Although there is no evidence to say 

60 how many colonizers there were, it is likely that 

numbers were small. 
When it comes to claims of massive 

deforestation, however, the evidence is 
undeniable. Soil analysis suggests an estimated 

65 16 million palms once stood on the island, and 
deforestation seems to have begun as soon as 

number of rock gardens that cover much of the 
island's interior, in which crops such as taro, 

yams, and bananas were grown. These take 
several forms, from windbreaks made of large 

1o5 lava boulders to piles of smaller rocks mixed 
with earth that would have acted to keep 

moisture in the soil. Lipo and Hunt suggest that, 

given Easter Island's poor soils and relatively low 

rainfall-which struggles to top 1,500 millimeters 
110 a year-it actually made sense to get rid of the 

forest to make way for these gardens, and to 
extend agriculture across a greater range of soils 

and levels of rainfall. 

2 topsoil: the outermost layer of the Earth, the part capable of supporting agriculture 
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The earliest ga rdens seem to d ate fro m 

u5 around 1300. Christopher Stevenson of the 

Virginia Department of Historic Resources 
thinks that they were abandoned from about 

1600. This would have coincided with a revolt 

against the ruling class, triggered by food 

120 shortages when the timber ran out and people 
could no longer make rafts for deep-sea fishing 

or hunt the birds and animals that died out 

with the pa lm forests. Norwegian anthropologist 

Thor Heyerd ahl, w ho s tudied the island in the 

125 1950s, pinpointed the infighting to about 1680, 

based on a burn layer in the soil. Diamond also 

settles on a da te of a ro und 1680. "The collapse 
of Easter society followed swiftly upon the 

society's reaching its peak o f population, 

130 monument construction, and environmenta l 

impact," he writes. 

This all seems to sup port the accepted 

story o f Easte r Island histo ry, but no t eve ryone · 
is convinced. Most o f the evidence for 

135 st arvation and canniba lism comes from o ra l 

histories, which a re "extremely contradictory 

and histo rically unreliable ," according to John 

Flenley at Massey Un iversity in Pa lmersto n 

No rth, New Zealand. He points o ut that by 

140 the time de ta iled observatio ns were made 

in the 19th century, the culture w as virtually 

d ead. Hunt and Lipo suspect that stories 

o f canniba lism, in pa rticula r, could have 

been fabricated by the Europeans who 

145 a rrived in 1864. 

Peiser of Liverpool John Moores University, U.K. 

Slave ra ids also began in about 1805, and in 
155 1862 and 1863, Peruvian and Spanish slave boats 

captured a n estimated 1,500 local people . After 

this, reports o f smallpox are rife. 3 When 

European settlers arrived , they fo und a sta rving 

people whose socie ty undeniably had 

160 collapsed. By 1872, following furthe r slave raids 

and transports to Tahiti, only around 100 local 

peop le were left on Rapa Nu i. 

Diamond and othe rs conceive of these 
disasters as the fina l assault on a society that 

165 had already destroyed itself. Peiser, along w ith 

Hunt and Lipo, thinks the disease introduced by 

Europeans is a plausible trigger of the only real 

collapse of the society. They note also that 

w hile Roggeveen 's impression in 1722 was of 

110 "sing ular poverty and ba rrenness," the re are 

contradictory descr iptions. Peiser quotes an 

extract from the journal of a member of a French 

expedition that visited in 1786: "Instead of 

meeting w ith men exhausted by famine .. . 

17 5 I found, on the contra ry, a conside rable 

population , w ith more beauty and grace than 

I afte rwards met w ith on a ny othe r is land; and 

a soil w hich w ith very little labo r furnished 
excellent provisions." 

18o Lipo and Hunt do not claim to have all the 

answers. Instead , they a im to make othe r 

researchers think more critically about the 

history o f Easter Island . The story of ecocide4 

may usefully confirm our darkest fears about 
What about the oral history of sta rvation and 185 humanity but, as Diamond points out in 

conflict? It is possib le this could describe events Collapse, for every society that self-destructs 

the re is anothe r that does the rig ht thing. that occurred not before European contact but 

afte rwards. Between 1722 and 1862, an 

l 1so estimated 50 European ships visited Easte r 

Island. By the 1830s, whalers reported 

widespread disease on the island, says Benny 

It is far from clear that the Easter Islanders m ade 

the ir situation much worse for themselves, but 

190 only mo re evidence w ill resolve the issue. • 

3 rife: prevalent, widespread 
• ecocide: a word derived from the word ecology and the suffix -cide, meaning " kill " 
It is the act of destroying the environment. 
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Reading Comprehension 
A. Mark each sentence as T (true) or F (false) according to the information in 

Reading 2. Use the dictionary to help you understand new words. 

-1. Hunt and Lipo doubt that the statue building would necessitate a large 
population. 

_2. Hunt and Lipo do not acknowledge that deforestation occurred on 
Easter Island. 

_3. Most researchers, including Diamond, deny that the population of Easter 
Island declined in the 19th century. 

_4. Peiser, Hunt, and Lipo delay the collapse of the society to after the 
late 1700s. 

- 5. The author of this article believes that Hunt and Lipo have raised serious 
doubts about jared Diamond's account. 

B. Scan both readings in this unit for the answers to these questions. First think 
about the key word you will scan for. Use any annotations or highlighting you 
have done to help you. Compare answers with a partner. 

1. According to Hunt and Lipo's research, when was the earliest settlement of 
Easter Island? 

2. Is this date earlier or later than Diamond's date? 

3. When was deforestation complete according to Hunt and Lipo? 

4. Would Diamond agree or disagree with this date? 

5. When did the slave raids begin? 

6. Did the article by Diamond mention the slave raids? 

READ ING SKILL 

LEARN 

Researching a topic may involve synthesizing information from two or more 
sources. Synthesizing is particularly challenging when the sources do not agree. 

You have now read two articles offering somewhat different versions of the history 
of Easter Island. One is a story of environmental destruction triggered by a frantic 
effort to build giant statues; the other is a story of a culture collapsing in the 
face of European expansion, its population weakened by disease and reduced by 
slave traders. Which account is correct? Could they both be partially correct? 

Disagreement is useful because it forces us to reconsider evidence, identify errors, 
refine our arguments, and adjust our position. Resolving a dispute demands that 
we clarify points of disagreement and ultimately come closer to the truth. In the 
Easter Island mystery, we will most likely have a clearer, more accurate history 
of the island than we would have had if there had been no dispute. 
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APPLY 

A. Clarify points of agreement and disagreement in the two readings in this unit by 
completing the chart. Compare answers with a partner. 

Condition 

Polynesian colonists began to arrive on 
Easter Island around the year AD 1200. 

Forests were destroyed to support 
agriculture. 

The destruction of forests played a major 
role in the population's decline. 

Rats contributed to deforestation. 

The island's population peaked at 
somewhere between 7,000 and 20,000. 

The statues could have been constructed 
by smaller tribal groups. 

The island is littered with around 
700 statues that were never 
completed or erected. 

Destructive civil wars broke out on the 
island that left the culture in a weakened 
state. 

The most severe decline in the island's 
population occurred as result of disease 
and forced migration caused by contact 
with outside societies of Europe and Latin 
America. 

The island was functioning smoothly when 
Europeans first arrived. 

B. Write a paragraph In which you list points of agreement concerning Easter 
Island's history. 

THE MYSTERY OF EASTER ISLAND 
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concept 
conception 

conceptualization 

confirmation 

culture 
acculturation 

denial 

quote 
quotation 

validity 
validation 

conceive 
conceptualize 

confirm 

acculturate 

deny 

quote 
misquote 

validate 
invalidate 

Adjective 

conceptual 

confirmable 

cultural 

deniable 
undeniable 

quotable 

valid 
invalid 

Adverb/Conjunction 

conceptually 

culturally 

deniably 
undeniably 

nevertheless 

validly 
invalidly 

A. The words in bold have more than one meaning. Read these sentences and circle 
the meaning that best fits the context. 

1. When Captain James Cook visited Easter Island in 1774, he wrote, "We 
could hardly conceive how these is landers, wholly unacquainted with any 
mechanical power, could raise such stupendous figures, and afterwards place 
the large cylindric stones upon their h eads." 

a. form an idea 

b. grasp or imagine a situation 

2. Denied any contact with the outside world due to the island's remote 
location, the islanders were entirely self-sufficient. 

a . not allowed 

b. refuse to admit sth is true 

3. Archaeologists learn abou t cultures of the p ast by recovering and 
examining artifacts. 

a. ways of life 

b . art, music, and literature 

4. He recommended getting the quotation in writing before agreeing to the deal. 

a. a s tated price or value 

b . the exact words 

5. Some researchers feel evidence from limited areas is not enough to conrtrm 
Hunt and Lipo's claim that they can identify the earliest settlement. 

a. say that something is true 

b. demonstrate that something is true 

6. The permit is valid for o n e year from date of issue, at which time it may 
be renewed. 

a. logical, reasonable, or true 

b. legal or official 
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Verb Adjective Noun 
Prepositional 

phrase 

cite 
evidence, sources, 
experts, works 

grasp, 
basic, broad, 
simple, general, concept 

understand 
fundamental 

findings, dates, 
confirm suspicions, the 

existence (of sth) 

seek, ask for, wait official, 
confirmation in writing 

for, require independent, final 

t raditional, 
mainstream, pop/ culture 
popular, corporate 

t he existence (of 
deny sth), the fact, 

access, accusation 

claim, complaint, 

valid, invalid 
point, question, 
thesis, argument, 
passport, license 

question, deny, argument , theory, 
doubt, assess, (the) validity (of) conclusion, 
prove, demonstrate evidence, concept 

destruction, 

widespread 
speculation, 
agreement, 
availability 

B. The chart above shows some common collocations, or word partners, for 
selected target vocabulary. Refer to the chart and complete these sentences. 
Compare work with a partner. 

1. The researchers doubt the validity of the method he used to 
determine the population of the island. 

2. Lab results the team's suspicions that the ruins were 
older than they appeared. 

3. They sought independent _ _ ___ _ _ __ of the test results. 

4. The mayor-- - - - ---- all accusations of misconduct brought 
against him. 

5. Chapter 1 introduces some fundamental of archaeology. 

6. There was speculation that the governor would not run 
for reelection. 

7. The study evidence from both archaeological 
investigations and oral histories. 
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C. Individually or in pairs, write grammatical and meaningful sentences that include 
these sequences of words. 

1. confirm that I widespread 

The investigation confirmed that storms had caused widespread destruction. 

2. validity I claim 

3. quote I authorities I confirm 

4. incessant effort I validate 

5. deny I collapse 

6. critics I valid complaints I nevertheless, I concept (two sentences) 

7. ceased I transport I culture 

Writing and Discussion Topics 

Write about or discuss the following topics. 

1. After considering the evidence presented in the readings and activities in 
Unit 10, what do you think happened on Easter Island? What is the most 
plausible explanation for the rise and fall of the moai-carving culture? 

2. Ropes, logs, rocks, and fish oil-these are the only tools and materials that 
Easter Islanders had available. Nevertheless, they were able to lift heavy moai 
onto a sea wall that could only be accessed from the inland side. Conceive 
of a way to transport a 75-ton statue from a quarry to an upright position on 
top of a sea wall. You have a large supply of ropes, logs, rocks, fish oil, and 
people-that's it. 

3. Here are other historical mysteries where archaeology has played a part. 
Research one of the topics and find at least two conflicting ideas about it. 
In an oral or written report, explain the nature of the mystery and describe 
the disputes surrounding it. State your theory of what happened and give 
evidence to support it. 

• Lost Colony of Roanoke Island (United States) 
• Mayan Civilization (Central America) 
• Anasazi Culture (North America) 
• Pitcairn Island (South Pacific) 
• The Norse Colony (Vikings) on Greenland 
• The Viking Voyage to North America 
• btzi the Iceman (Italian and Austrian border) 
• Dwaraka, a city under water (India) 
• Mummies of Orumqi (Western China) 
• Stonehenge (England) 
• Nazca Lines (Peru) 
• Camelot (England) 
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Words targeted in Level 4 are bold 

Word Subllst Location Word Sublist Location 

~abandon S 
abstract 6 
academy 5 

~access 4 

accommodate 9 
~accompany S 

accumulate 8 
~accurate 6 
~achieve 2 

~acknowledge 6 

~acquire 2 
~adapt 7 

~adequate 4 
adjacent 10 

~adjust 5 

administrate 2 
~adult 7 

advocate 7 
~affect 2 

aggregate 6 

~aid 7 
albeit 10 

allocate 6 
~alter 5 
~alternative 3 

~ambiguous S 
amend 5 
analogy 9 

~analyze 
~annual 4 

~anticipate 9 
apparent 4 
append s 

~appreciate S 
~approach 1 

~appropriate 2 
~approximate 4 

arbitrary S 

~area 1 

~aspect 2 
assemble 10 

assess 1 
assign 6 

~assist 2 
~assume 1 

~assure 9 
~attach 6 

~Oxford 3000"' words 

Ll, U7 

L3,U5 

L3, U1 

Ll, U2 

L2, U7 

Lt, U2 

L2, U4 

L4, U6; LO, U2 

L.4, Ul; LO, U9 

Ll, U7 

Ll, U4 

L4, U7 

L2, U4 

L2, U3 

L4,U3 

Ll, U3 

L3, U6 

Ll, U10 

L2, U6; LO, U10 

Ll, U9 

L2, U7 

L1, U7 

L2, U6 

Ll, U1 

Ll, U10 

Ll, U4 

L2,U9 

L1, U4 

L2, U3; LO, U01 

Ll. U9 

L2, U3 

L2, U9 

L2, U10 

L3, U5 

L3, U1; LO, U10 

L1, US 

L3, U4 
L2, us 
L4, U1;LO,U5 

L3, U4 

L3, U10 

Ll, us 
L2, U9 

L2, U5; LO, U4 

L2, U1; LO, U4 

l3, U4 

L3, U7 

attain 9 
~attitude 4 

attribute 4 

~author 6 
~authority 1 

automate S 
~available 1 

~aware 5 

~behalf 9 
~benefit 1 

bias 8 

~bond 6 

~brief 6 
bulk 9 

~capable 6 
~capacity 5 

~category 2 

~cease 9 
~challenge 5 
~channel 7 
~chapter 2 

~chart s 
~chemical 7 
~circumstance 3 

cite 6 

~civil 4 
clarify 8 

~classic 7 
clause 5 

~code 4 

coherent 9 
coincide 9 

~collapse 10 

~ colleague 10 

commence 9 
~comment 3 
~commission 2 

~commit 4 
commodity 8 

~communicate 4 
~community 2 

compatible 9 
compensate 3 

compile 10 

complement S 

L1, U5 

L4,U6 

L3, U10 

l2, U4 

Ll, U6 

L3, U6; LO, U7 

L3, U5; LO, U6 

Ll, U5 

L3, U9 
L4, U2; LO, U9 

L4, US 

L4,U3 

L3, U6 

L4,U9 

L1, US 

L4,U9 

L4,U5 

L4,U10 

L3, US 

L1, U3 

L3, U7 

L3, UlO 

L2, UlO 

L2, U10; LO, US 

L4, U10 

Ll, U4 

L4,U8 

L3, U9 

L2, US 

L4, U9 

L2, U5 

L1, U5 

L4, U10 

L1, U5 

L3, U9 

L3, U3 

L3, U9 

L2, U6; LO, US 

L4,U6 

L3, U2 

L2, U7; LO, U4 

Ll, U9 

L3, U4 

l2, U6 

L1, U7 

-- --------- - --------

Word Subllst Location 

~complex 2 

~component 3 

compound 5 

comprehensive 7 

comprise 7 

compute 2 

conceive 10 

~concentrate 4 

~concept 1 
~conclude 2 

concurrent 9 

~conduct 2 
confer 4 

confine 9 

~confirm 7 

~conflict 5 
conform 8 

consent 3 

consequent 2 
~considerable 3 

~consist 1 

~constant 3 

constitute 1 
constrain 3 

~construct 2 
~consult 5 

consume 2 

/' contact 5 
~contemporary S 

~context 1 
~contract 1 

contradict S 
contrary 7 

~contrast 4 

~contribute 3 
controversy 9 
convene 3 
converse 9 

~convert 7 

~convince 10 
cooperate 6 

coordinate 3 
~core 3 

corporate 3 

correspond 3 

~couple 7 
~create 

L4, U2;LO,U1 

L4, U3 

L4, U6 

L2,U7 

L4, U9 

L4,U8 

L4, U10 

L3,US 

L3, U1; LO, U10 

Ll, U6 

L4,U5 

Ll, U9 

L4,U4 

L1,U10 

L4, U10 

Ll, U2 

L4, U7 

L4,U7 

L2,U3;LO, U4 

L3,US 

L4, U2, U9; LO, U7 

L4,U8 

Ll, U4 

L1, US 

L3,U1;LO,U5 

Ll, U6 

L2,U2;LO, U10 

l2, U10 

Ll, U7 

Ll, U4 

L3, U9 

l2, U2 

Ll, U6 

Ll, U7 

Ll, U9 

l2,U3 
Ll, U4 

l2, us 
L2,U2 

Ll, U3 

Ll, U2 

L2, U6 

L2, U5 

L2, U2 

L3, U9 

L3, Ul 

L2, U1; LO, U1 
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Word Subllst 

~ credit 2 

~ criteria 3 

~crucial 8 
~culture 2 

currency 8 

~cycle 4 

~ data 
~ debate 4 

~decade 7 
~decline 5 

deduce 3 

~define 

~ definite 7 
~ demonstrate 3 

denote 8 

~deny 7 

~depress 10 

~derive 1 
~ design 2 

~despite 4 
detect 8 
deviate 8 

~ device 9 

~ devote 9 
differentiate 7 
dimension 4 

diminish 9 

discrete 5 
discriminate 6 

displace S 
~ display 6 

dispose 7 

distinct 2 
distort 9 

~ distribute 1 

diverse 6 

~ document 3 

domain 6 

~ domestic 4 

~ dominate 3 

~ draft 5 

~ drama s 
duration 9 

dynamic 7 

~economy 1 
edit 6 

~element 2 
~eliminate 7 

~emerge 4 

~ Oxford 3000"' words 

Location 

L3, U6 

L3, U3 

L3, U10 

L4, U10; LO, U6 
L3, U9 

L4, US 

L2, U3;LO, U10 
L2, U4 

Ll, U7 

Ll, U2 

L4, U7 
L3, U2; LO, U4 

L3, U4 

L1, U5 

L4, U6 
L4, U10 
L2, U4 

L4,U10; LO, U10 
L1, U1; LO, U5 

L3, U2 

Ll, U6 

L2, US 

L2, U3 

L3, U9 

Ll, U4 

L4,U5 
L4,U4 
L2, U6 

Ll, U10 

L2, U7 

L3, U5; LO, US 

L4, U6 
L3, U7 

L3, U6 

L4, US 
L2, US 

L4, U9 
L2, U8 

L1, U3 

Ll. U5 

L3, U6 

L3, U5 

L4, U1 
Ll, U5 

Ll, U7 

L4, US 
L4, U1 
L2, U9 

L2, U1 
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Word Subllst 

~ emphasis 3 
empirical 7 

~ enable 5 
~ encounter 10 

~energy 5 
enforce 5 

enhance 6 

~ enormous 10 

~ ensure 3 
entity 5 

~environment 1 

equate 2 
equip 7 

~ equivalent 5 
erode 9 

~ error 4 
~ establish 1 

~ estate 6 
~estimate 1 

ethic 9 

~ ethnic 4 
evaluate 2 
eventual S 

evident 1 

evolve 5 

exceed 6 

~exclude 3 

~ exhibit 8 
~ expand 5 

~ expert 6 
explicit 6 

exploit 8 

~ export 1 

~ expose 5 
external 5 

extract 7 

facilitate 5 

~factor 

~ feature 2 

~federal 6 

~fee 6 

~file • 7 
~final 2 

~ finance 1 
finite 7 
flexible 6 

fluctuate S 

~focus 2 
format 9 

Location 

L2, U9 
L3, U4 

L3, U10 

L3, U5 

L2, U5 

L4,U7 
L3, U1 

L3, U8 

L2, U5; LO, U6 

L4, US 
L2, U1; L3, US; 

LO, U3 

L2, U2 

L2, U3 

L3, U10 

Ll, U9 

L1, UlO 

L1, U6 

L4, U6 
L2, U10 

L2, U9 

L2, U1; L3, U3 

Ll, UlO 

L4, U3 
L4, U2; LO, US 
L2, U7 

L4, U1 
L4,U7 
L2, U5 

Ll, U7 

L3, US 

Ll, U3 

Ll, U5 

Ll, U3 

L3, U5 

L2, U10 

L3, U2 

L4, U1 
L3, US; LO, U4 

L4, U1; LO, U2 
L2, U3 

Ll, U1 

L4,U6 
L4, U3 
L2, U2 

Ll, U9 

L3, U9 

L2, U7 

L3, US 

L4, US 

Word Sublist 

~formula 1 
forthcoming 10 

~found 9 
~ foundation 7 

framework 3 

~ function 1 

~fund 3 
~fundamental 5 

furthermore 6 

gender 6 

~ generate 5 

~generation 5 
globe 7 

~ goal 4 
~ grade 7 

~ grant 4 
~guarantee 7 

guideline S 

hence 4 
hierarchy 7 

~ highlight s 
hypothesis 4 

Identical 7 

~ Identify 1 
ideology 7 

ignorance 6 

~ Illustrate 3 

~ image 5 
immigrate 3 

~ impact 2 
implement 4 

implicate 4 

impl icit S 

/> Imply 3 
j> impose 4 

incentive 6 

incidence 6 
incline 10 

j> income 1 

incorporate 6 
j> index 6 

j> indicate 1 

j> individual 1 
induce 8 

j> inevitable S 
infer 7 

Infrastructure S 

inherent 9 

Location 

L4,US 
L4, U3 
L4, US 
L4, U4 
Ll, U1 

L3, U1 

L3, U3 
L4,U4 
L4,U9 

L2, us 
Ll, U5 

Ll, U7 

L3, U2 

L3,U3 

Ll, U7 

L2, U9 

L2, US 

L3, U3 

L3, U5 

L3, U4 

L4, U3 
L4, U7 

L4, US 
L4, U2; LO, U7 
L4, U6 
L2, U9 

L4, U9 
L3, U5 
L2, U1 

Ll , U9 

L1, U2 

L4, U7 
Ll, U3 

L4,U7 
L1, U10 

Ll, U10 

L3, U10 

Ll, U7 

L1, U3 
L4,U4 
Ll, U4 

L2,U4; LO, U10 

L1, U1 

L3, U7 

L2, U8 

L1, US 

L4,U6 
Ll, U1 



Word 

inhibit 

~ in itia l 

initiate 

~ injure 

innovate 

input 

insert 
insight 

inspect 

~ instance 

~ institute 

Instruct 

integral 

integrate 
integrity 

~intelligence 
~ intense 

interact 

intermediate 

~ internal 

~ interpret 

~ interval 
intervene 

Intrinsic 

~ invest 

~ investigate 

invoke 

~ involve 

isolate 

~ issue 
~ item 

~job 
journal 

~justify 

~ label 

~ labor 
/' layer 

,f 1e~ture 
~ legal 

legislate 

levy 

~ liberal 

~ l icense 
likewise 

~ link 
~ locate 

~ logic 

~ maintain 

Sublist 

6 

3 

6 

2 

7 

6 

7 

9 

8 
3 
2 
6 

9 

4 

10 

6 

8 
3 
9 
4 

1 

6 
7 

10 

2 

4 

10 

1 

7 

1 

2 

4 

2 

3 

4 

1 

3 
6 

1 

10 

5 

5 

10 

3 

3 

5 

2 

~ Oxford 3000TM words 

location 

Ll , U5 

L3, U7; LO, U8 

L2,U10 

Ll , U1 

Ll, U3 

L3, U6 

L2, U9 

L3, U7 

L3, U3 

L1, U6 

L2, U8 

L4, U2 

Ll , U4 

L2, U7 

L3, U7 

L3, U8 

Ll, U2 

Ll, U8 

L2, U7 

L3, U7 

L3, U3 

L2, U5 

L2, U8 

L4, U4 

L2, U4 

L4, US 

Ll, U3 

L2, U3 

L3, U4 

L4, U2;LO, US 

L3, U10; LO, U7 

Ll, U1 

L2. U6 

L2, U3 

L2, U2 

L1, U2 

L3, U4 

L4, U2 

C2, IJ3 
L3, U3 

L2, U9 

L2, U1 

L3, U9 

L4, US 

Ll, U8; LO, U1 
L2, U1; LO, U1 

Ll, U6 

L4, Ul; LO, U9 

Word Subllst 

~ major 1 
manipulate S 

manual 9 

margin S 

mature 9 

maximize 3 

mechanism 4 

~media 7 

mediate 9 

~medica l 5 

~ medium 9 

~ mental 5 

~ method 1 
migrate 6 

~ mil itary 9 

minimal 9 
minimize 8 

~ minimum 6 

~ ministry 6 

~ minor 3 

mode 7 

modify 5 

~ monitor 5 

motive 6 

mutual 9 

negate 3 

~ network 5 
neutral 6 

~ nevertheless 6 

nonetheless 10 

norm 9 

~normal 2 

~notion S 
notwithstanding 10 

~nuclear 8 

~objective 5 

~obtain 2 

~obvious 4 

~ occupy 4 

~ occur 1 

~ odd 10 
offset 8 

ongoing 10 

~option 4 

orient 5 

outcome 3 

~output 4 

~overall 4 
overlap 9 

location 

L3, U2; LO, U5 

L4, U4 

L3, U10 

L4,U3 

Ll, U8 

L2, U8 

L3, U9 

Ll, U5 

L4,U2 

L1, U2 

L2, U2 

L2. U6 

L4, U9 

L3, U2 

Ll, U4 

L2, U10 

L1, U1 

L4, US 

Ll, U2 

L3, U7 

L4, U7 

L2, U3 

L2, U3 

Ll, U6 

L3, U3 

L4, U2 

L3, U2 

L2, U10 

L4, UlO 

L4,U7 

L4, U6 

L4, U2 

L4, U9 

L2, U1 

L2, U7 

L1, U10 

L3, U6; LO, U10 

L3. U7 

Ll, U9 

Ll. U2 

Ll , U8 

L4, US 

L3, U3 

L4,U7 

L2, U5 

L3, U4 

Ll, U7 

L2,U6 

Ll, U7 

Word 

I' overseas 

~ panel 
paradigm 

paragraph 

~ parallel 

parameter 

~ participate 
~ partner 

passive 

perceive 

~ percent 

~ period 
persist 

~ perspective 

~ phase 
phenomenon 

~ philosophy 

~ physical 

~ plus 
~ policy 

portion 

~ pose 
~ positive 

~ potential 
practitioner 

precede 

~ precise 

~ predict 
predominant 

preliminary 

presume 

~ previous 

~ primary 
prime 

~ principal 

~ principle 

~ prior 
~ priority 
~ proceed 

~ process 

;:> professional 

prohibit 

~ project 

;:> promote 

;:> proportion 

;:> prospect 

protocol 
psychology 

;:> publication 

~ publish 

Subllst location 

6 Ll , U1 

10 Ll , U6 

7 L2, U6 

8 L3, U6 

4 L3, U9 

4 

2 

3 

9 

2 

10 

5 
4 
7 

3 

3 

8 

1 

9 

10 

2 

2 

8 
6 
5 

4 

8 
9 

6 
2 

2 

s 
4 

1 

4 

7 

1 

4 

7 

4 

4 

3 
8 
9 

s 
7 

3 

L4, US 

Ll, U8 

L3, U1 

L2, U8 

L2, U9 

L2, U10 

L2, U6 

L2, U4 

L3, U2 

Ll, U8 

L2, U5 

L4, US 

L4, U4; LO, U4 

L4, US 

L3, U3 

L3, U9 

L3, U1 

L1, U5 

L4, US; LO, U10 

L1, U2 

L2, U4 

L3, UlO 

L2, Ul 

ll. U8 

L4, U1 

L2. U2 
L2, U5; LO, U5 

L1, Ul 

L4, U4 

L4, US 

L3, U9; LO, U9 

L3, U6 

ll, U2 

L4, U9; LO, U3 

L1, U9 

Ll , U5 

L3, U10 

L4, U4, U9 

L2, U6 

Ll, UlO 

l2, U6 

L2, U4 

L4, U2 

L3, U1 

ll, U3 
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Word 

~purchase 
,/' pursue 

qualitative 

,fquote 

radical 

random 

,/' range 

,/' ratio 
rat ional 

,/' react 

,/' recover 
refine 

regime 

,/' region 
,/' register 

regulate 

reinforce 

,f reject 

,/' relax 

,/' release 
,/' relevant 

reluctance 

,f rely 

,f remove 

,f require 
,f research 

reside 

,f resolve 

,f resource 
,f respond 
,f restore 

restrain 

,f restrict 

,f retain 
,f reveal 

revenue 

,f reverse 

,f revise 

,f revolution 

rigid 

,f role 

,f route 

scenario 

,f schedule 
scheme 
scope 

,f section 

,f sector 

Subllst Location 

2 L2, U9; LO,U7 

S L3, US 

9 L3, U9 

7 L4, U10 

S L3, U4 

S L2, U7 

2 L3, U1 

s Ll , us 
6 L3, U3 

3 L2, U6; LO, U3 

6 L3, U4 

9 L4, U4 
4 L2, U10 

2 L3, U1 
3 L2,U2 

2 
s 
s 
9 

7 
2 

10 

3 

3 
1 

1 

2 
4 

2 

1 
s 
9 
2 
4 

6 

s 
7 

8 
9 

9 
1 

9 

9 
8 
3 

6 
1 

1 

L3, U6; LO, U9 

L2,US 

Ll, U7 

Ll, U8 

L4, U1 
L4, U8 
L2, U4 

L3,U2; LO, U6 

L3, U2; LO, U8 

L4, U2; LO, U9 
L4, U2 
L1, U2 

L3, U4 

L3, U8 

L4, U7 
L3, US 

L2, U7 

L2, U9; LO, U6 

L4, U3 
L3, U8 

L2, U2 

L2, U7 

L3, U6 

L1, U1 

L2, U7 

L1, US 

L2, US 

L3,U7 

L4, U9 
L4, U3 
L4, US 
L2, US 

Ll, U3 

,f Oxford 3000"" words 
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Word Subllst Location 

~secure 
,/' seek 
,f select 

2 L4,U6;LO, U8 
2 L4, U3;LO, U4 
2 L3, U1 

sequence 

,f series 

,/' sex 

3 L3, US 

4 L3, US 

3 Ll, U3 

,f shift 3 L4,U9;LO,U2 
,f significant 

,f similar 
1 L3, U10; LO, U6 

1 L2, U1;LO, U2 

simulate 

,f site 

so-called 

7 L3, Ul 

2 Ll, U6 

10 L2, U8 

sole 7 L4, U1 
,f somewhat 

,f source 

7 L1, U4 

,f specific 
specify 3 
sphere 9 

,f stable 5 
statistic 4 

,f status 4 

straightforward 10 

,f strategy 2 

,f stress 4 
,f structure 1 

,f style S 

submit 7 

subordinate 9 
subsequent 4 

subsidy 6 

,f substitute S 

successor 7 

,f suff icient 3 

,f sum 4 

,f summary 4 

supplement 9 
,f survey 2 

,f survive 7 

suspend 9 

sustain s 
~ symbol S 

~ tape 6 

,/' target S 

,/' task 3 

,/' team 9 
~technical 3 

,f technique 3 

,f technology 3 

,f temporary 9 

L3, U2; LO, U10 

Ll, U6 

L4,U6 
L3, U7 

L4, U5 
L4, U7 
L3, U2 

L3, U4 

L2, US; LO, U9 

L4, U4 
L2, U1; LO, US 

Ll, U4 

L2, U9 

L4,U3 
L1, U1 

L2, U2 

Ll. U1 

L2, U9 

L2, UlO; LO, U4 

Ll, UlO 

L2,U10 
L4, U10 
L1, U3 

L3, U2 

L1, U10 
L2,U4 

L2, U2 

Ll, U6 

L3, Ul O 

Ll , U8 

L2, U6 

Ll, U6 

L2, U1; LO, U6 

L3, U8; LO, U7 

L1, U9 

Word 

tense 

terminate 

,/' text 
,/' theme 

,/' theory 
thereby 

thesis 
,/' topic 

,/' trace 

,f tradition 

,/' transfer 
,f t ransform 

transit 

transmit 

~transport 
,f trend 

trigger 

,f ultimate 

undergo 
underlie 
undertake 

,f uniform 

unify 
,f unique 

utilize 

,/' valid 

~vary 
,/' vehicle 
,/' version 

,/' via 
violate 

virtual 

,/' visible 

,/' vision 
visual 

~volume 
voluntary 

welfare 
,f whereas 

whereby 

widespread 

Subllst Location 

8 ll, UlO 

8 Ll , U9 

2 L2, U4 

8 L2, U2 

1 L4, U4; LO, U9 
8 L4, U3 
7 L4, U7 
7 L3, U3 

6 L1, U9 

2 L3,U6; LO,U4 

2 L4, U1; LO,U3 
6 L2, U7 

5 L3, US 

7 L4, U4 
6 L4, U10; LO, U9 
5 L4, U6 
9 L3, U7 

7 

10 
6 

4 

8 

9 
7 

6 

3 

1 

8 
5 
8 
9 

8 
7 

9 

8 

3 
7 

5 
5 
10 
8 

L1, U9 

L4, U1 
L4, U6 
L2, U3 

L3, Ul 

L4,US 
L2, U1; LO, U7 

L3, U8 

L4, U10 
L3, U10; LO,U2 

L4,U3 
L3, US 

ll, U4 

L3, U6 

L2, U10 
L3, US 

L4, U3 
L3, U7 

L2, U4 

Ll, UlO 

L4, U1 
L4, U2 
Ll. U4 

L4, U10 
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